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the astonishing performance and advantages .' 
of the Leweos Choke over other makes. 
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Fi.Il piu'ticulas.s of the Chohe. Ref. R..93, will be aent o,, e(g,iest. 

PARTICULARLY LEWO 'e-.-- SUITABLE WHERE 
C-H OK E S PA C E I S O F 

. . 
- 

PARAMOUNT IM- 
PRICE - -......' PORTANCE. Write 

- for fully descriptive 
I leaflet-Reference 

REFERENCE MC R73 

The Lewcos Super HF. Choke This Lewcos H.F. Choke, type 
is specified for the D.C. "SUPER- M.C.. is specified for the A.C. 
QUAD" Receiver described in : 

L 

j - ECKERSLEY 3" Receiver des- ' 

this issue, - cribed in this issue. 

- 

- eonafruction iN 

- . sive and well finished. 
j / . S. 

. 
awl its desiqn places 

h The above letter is a further appreciation of "e" the front rank of 

the unique! qualities of the Lewcos H.F. Choke. corn- 7 
The fine materials and high-class workmanship AnpprcithonJromIndu,tthil 
used in its manufacture make it supreme. The 1'ge (Intamtion!). Ltd., 

terminals are arranged, one at the top and the - 

other at the base of the coil, to eliminate the - 

t, .- risk of additional self-capacity in the wiring -. . 

of the receiver. : 

The H.P. Choke èurves illustrated above show ,." 
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AC "ECKERSLEY" THREE 
Oncetagain Captain Eckersley chooses best by 
choosing C Y L D O N-undoubtedly the finest 
Extenser made. 2 single slow-motion CYLDON 
Extensers (Type Ex.5V. as illustrated) are specified 
in his latest set. Sturdiest construction-greatest 
accuracy-highest efficiency. 
CYLDON alone will do when 
building this splendid new set. 

Price (each) 
SEND FOR CYLDON 
THE CYLDON 100% 
CATALOGUE BRITISH 

s: S. BIRD & SONS LTD. CYLDON WORKS, SARNESFIELD ROAD, 
ENFIELD - . tniìeid 2071-2 Grams: Capacity. Enflelâ 

!/1K1Ç lii 
F-IVE YEARS GUARANTEE 

ICCEFT To SIJIISTITIJTE FOR CYLDÖ1 
EXTEXSER IX THE 

"SUPER I QUAD" 

SPECIFIED FOR 

SPECIFIED FOR NEW 
D.C. "SUPER QUAD" - 

CYLDON Triple Gang Extenser, Type 
Ex. G.3. Built from 3 standard 000-mfd. 
CYLDON Extensers, with high interstage 
screening, with wedge drive disc type Slow 
Motion Dial Type \.D. Hair-line sight, 
5 to i reduction. 

59 F6 Price cornpete 

CYLDON Extenser Type Ex.S. Perfectly 
timed Extenser wavecbange switch. \Vith 
wedge drive disc type, Slow Motion Dial 
Type V.D. Hair4ine sight. 5 to I 9Ø/ 
reduction. Price . 

3 CYLDON TRIMMERS Each i '6 Type BT.50 (50 mml d). 
2 CYLDON TRIMMERS Each I F9 Type ST.70 U0-70 mmfd.) 

Insist upon CYLDON For 
Extenser Sets - perFect 
wavechange switch, noise- 
less wipe conacts, 4-pillar 
construction, rigid and Fool- 
prooF. Be wise-reFuse to 
accept substitutes For speci- 
fied CYLDON EXTENSERS 
in Kits oF Parts you buy For 
the "Super Quad." Don't 
risk trouble- those who 
know Extensers build 'with 
CYLDOÑ.' 
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Cossor Wireless Book-free 
on application to A. C.Cossor 
Ltd., Melody Dept., Highbury 
Grove, London N.5. 

'BRITISH MADE 

: 210 DET - 

DEF-INITELY FREE FROM MICRQP°HQNJC NOiSES 
A. C. COSSOR. LTD.. Ffighbury Grove. London N5. Depots at Birmingha,n. Bristol. Glasgow. Leeds. Liverpool. Manehester. Newcastle, Sheffield cfi Dublin. Q 
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grid or anode bend rectification Impedance 13.000. AmplIfication 
Factor 15. Mutual Conductance 

will ensure complete elimination 1.15 m.d/v. Normal working 

of microphonic noises and a Anode Voltage 90-ISO. 8'ô 
marked improvement in tone. 

A new edition of the Cossor Station 

Chart is now avaiIable price 2d. Ask 

your Dealer for a copy of this use THE 
ful novelty, or write us enclosing 

Zd. stamp. COSSOR.... Send for a copy of the 72 page 

4 

Id 

pension and Mica Bridge 
Mounting complete freedom from 
microphonic noises is obtained (a 
feature of special interest to users 
of portable sets). Due to its grid 
current characteristic distortion- 
less rectification is ensured. 

The use Of this Cossor special 
Detector valve for either leaky 

\ 
L 

.Lç 

Ihe Cossa, 210 DEr. 2 oII .t arno. 

3even-point 

Mica Bridge Mounting 

both these advanced constructional 

features are incorporated in this 

Cossor 2 volt special Detector Valve 

SPECIALLY designed for use as 
a Detector the Cossor 210 

DET incorporates all the most 
advanced constructional features. 

By the use of Seven-point sus- 
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HiS set is an A.C. version of Captain Eckersley's first 
iL set for constructors, and it employs the now famous 

"Eckersley" Tuner. Owing to the use of efficient 
A.C. valves it possesses remarkable sensitivity, while its 
station-separating powers will astonish those of you 
who have not yet experienced "Eckersley" Tuner 
selectivity. 

It is no exaggeration to say that the AC. Eckersley 
Three rivals a super-heterodyne in this regard, though, of 

We have an example of this in "L. W. O.'s" notes in our 
World's Programmes section. With a two-valver he was 
able to receive all kinds of American stations, not on 
short waves, but on the medium waves such as are used. 
by the London and Northern National transmitters! 

He even added Buenos Aires to his bag-seven thousand 
miles on a set with which many would think they were 
doing extremely well to tune in a couple of score of 
Europeans! 

mains receiver is as safe as an electric lamp fitting. 
And the cost of running an AC. set from the 

mains may be as low as a mere shilling or two per 
year! 

Of course, electrical development is rather slow in this 
country-slow but nevertheless very sure-and soon, 
when the Grid Scheme spreads it tentacles over the 
remotest parts of the countryside, a big proportion of our 
population will be able to enjoy the benefits conferred by 
the possession of modern mains radio, so well exemplified 
in, for example, the "MW." AC. Eckersley Three, 
a full description of which appears in this issue. 

The A.C. Eckersley Three 

of the best pieces of work accomplished by our Research 
Department during the past twelve months, and has set 
a new standard in D.C. practice. 

Amazing Reception on Medium Waves 
iE ADIO is full of surprises-that is why it is so fascinat- 
JL'%. ing. Even to-day it is impossible to be dogmatic 

as to the limitations and potentialities of a given 
piece of apparatus. 

Of course, we can draw on a whole mine of experience 
and strike averages which give sufficiently sound bases 
for calculating probabilities in ninety-nine cases out of a 
hundred, but the exception to such a rule is sure to be 
sorne exception! 

anachronism it is to have the gigantic local power station 
on tap," but use batteries to supply current to a wireless 

set. 
And yet there are probably tens of thousands who adopt 

this uneconomic procedure. 
But it must not be forgotten that there is a widespread 

feeling that mains sets are dangerous devices. We have 
proof of this in our correspondence. 

In actual fact radio receivers in general are far less 
dangerous than some of the many other domestic electric 
devices which are in almost universal use. 

The truth is that a properly designed and installed 

in it are An original method of oscillator coupling, a 
scientific but very simple system of volume-control 
ganging, a triple-gang Extenser giving easy tuning and no 
wave-change switching, and, finally, an automatic 
"trimming" for both wave-bands. 

This remarkable set, the D.C. "Super-Quad," gives 
colossal amplification, and its range of reception is limited 
only by atmospheric conditions. 

And yet there is no mains hum, for very close attention 
has been paid to the smoothing. 

If you have D.C. mains, I advìse you to give the" M.W." 
D.C. "Super-Quad " your closest consideration. It is one 

The demand for all-electric sets which is now insistent qnd increasing is met among the varied contents 
of this month's "M. W." by two unusually fine receivers for operation direct from the supply mains. 

THERE 

aie dfinite indications that those who are 
served by the electric power mains are appre- 
ciating and taking advantage of their good fortune 

in ever-increasing numbers. 
But no doubt there are many who do not yet realise 

the potentiaPities of " mains radio," and it is to these 
particularly that the following few words are directed. 

It would hardly seem necessary to point out what an 

course, it is a much simpler and less expensive type of 
instrument than the average " super." 

We say " average " advisedly, for the other set de- 
scribed this month is a " super," but not one of average 
qualities! 

Indeed, it represents a definite advance in the technique 
of receiver design. For one thing, it is the first " super 
to use the new 25 D.C. valves. Other new features found 

I 
J I 

L 

u i 
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Showing the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre at Stratford-on-Avon. It stands on the banks of the River Avon and was designed by 
Miss Elizabeth Scott, a young English architect. 
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a QSQ&Q 
:. - . - In this intriguing article, Miss Irene 

the left, suggests that the B.B.C. should 
S 

Shakespeare for 

. 0PINIONS differ sharply as to whether we get too 
:-. little, just enough, or too much Shakespeare by 

, . . . , , ;-- wireless. There are even people who protest that 
. 

: ' his plays do not lend themselves to microphone inter-, 
. 

pretation. - - 

, . 

: Whatever one's opinion on the subject, I do not think 
. it can be seriously maintained that we get too much 

, Shakespeare via the loud speaker. 
. . . 

And to argue that because the plays possibly lose 
. . . . something between the studio and your wireless set they 
' 

t . . . should therefore not be performed is hardly legitimate 
. . unless at the same time you are prepared to put a similar 

. . 
ban on almost everything which emanates from Savoy 

J 

Hill-whichis al)surd ! 

; . .. .- 
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When Shakespeare wrote "Richard ill and.his other famous plays, he made full 

use of actioñs and gestures by the açtors. For this reason his works are not ideaI 
for broadcasting, but with careful handling they can be made to.go over quite well 

men and, women. deserves one's. whole-hearted 
support. 

For this. reason I cannot feel anything but admiration 
lot attempts to broadcast Shakespeare even if his. work 
suffers the inevitable but slight dilution which attends 
the broadcasting of anything at. all. 

Shakespeare is the greatest dramatist that. this country 
has ever produced, with all due deference to Mr. Bèrnard 
Shaw's pronouncement on the subjct. I. do noti 

the audiences reached by even a .Iauiy 

long run in a theatre, and those ieached 
by a couple of radiOE performances. of the 
same play. 

The tormei runs into some thousands, the att's. 
possibfy into a million; and the important point is that ot 

the million many would be folk to whom Shakespeare - 

was previously little more than a respected name. 
Shakespeare by wireless gives our national dramatist a 
chance of becoming our national dramatist in something 
more than name only. 

Shakespeare's Outlook on Things 

february, 1932 - 
MoDERN WIRELESS 

. 

Öy,a.slo 
. H 

Vanbuh; whoè hotogrph. ee on -: .- - - 

pay more attention to the work of William 
- - - - 

purposes of broadthsting. 
. -, - - 

'e 

Everythirig;'-o.a-lesser or 'greater degrbe, suffers by - 

being broadcast. Not even the most perfervid supporter 
r 

of broadcasting would pretend that a Braims' symphony 
sounds quite the same through-a loud, sjieaker as it does - 

in the Queen's HaÀI,rbut ss'ëdo'not banish music from I - e- -. I 

the loud speaker on this account. - - - 

Any means which bring the- works o! Shakespeare J - 

m a vivid fashion to the notice of thousands of - 

"RICFIARDIH"ANDBROADCASTÏ-Nfl' 

-. -L -------- ' - 

- William Shakespeare was bora at Stratiord 
bii-Avoii, and he died at the early age of 52. 

S - He was buried in the Chancel of Stratford 
Church 

* 
i - - 

- - 
amous; and even if they want ardently to 

-, - - attend performances of them, they do not . - ' 

r- - lind these any too frequent or accessible.- . - 

S 

I exaggerate a little, of course. Shale 
-. -'--: 

speare ss performed. But lust foi one .: 

- moment consider the-comparative size of .; ;., 

his reputation is such that they hardly feel it necessary that he really begins to understand Shakespeares outlook 
to gain first-hand experience of the works- which made him on things. 

[03 

however, bring this forward as a particularly urgent 
reason for the broadcasting of hi plays. 

Our Greatest Dramatist 
The trouble with Shakespeare is not so much that his 

name needs bringing to the attention of the man-in-the 
street as that the man-in-the-street accepts. him as our 
greatest dramatist-and leaves it at that 

Shakespeare is such a household word, as it were, that 
many people seem to assume that a knowledge of his 
works is inherited like a tendency towards early baldness. 

They are reverent enough at the mention of his name; 

There is another important point to be consdercd. 
Many a listener was introduced to one or two ol the 
Shakespearean plays at school. He may have studied 
these very carefully, liad the derivation of obscure 
Elizabethan words explained, and also been regaled with 
a few words on the Elizabethan theatre in general. 

The net result of all this was probably that he left 
school firmly determined to banish Shakespeare from his 
life for good. Why? Because Shakespeare is too 
magnificently adult to be properly understood oi 
appreciated by the child mind. 

It is when life has given a man a lew digs wthe rib 
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Hamlet is jopulariy considered to be Shakespeare 's finest work, and this photograph shows one beautiful scene where the Prince talks 
toOpiielia. Playgoers Will recognise the actors.as Miss Fay Compton an4 Godfrey Tearle. 

most modern plays not specially written for broadcasting. listeners by their reveltin of Shakespeare as the 
I%ly own recollections of the one Shakespearean broad- dramatist with a universal appeal, a mind very like their 

cast production in which i have played.a part are extra- own, and an amazing understanding of the human soul 

HAMLET AND OPHELIA-AN UNFORGETTABLE SCENE 

- 

I 

// 

i, 

not go to see it. 
Possibly, with a proper i'evrence, he sends his small 

children instead ! 

Shakespeare by radio is performing the enormously 
important function of presenting the plays to adults who 
will fiñd a surprising richness and a philosophy of life 
therein which they never suspected as children-simply 
because they weré children. 

Apart from anything else, the poetic content of the 
plays makes them magnificent stuff for broadcasting, and 
most of them, particularly the earlier ones, lose less 
through the absence of the visual spectacle than would 

would ever.be broadcast, and did not give his characters 
mannerisms of speech so that they would easily be 
recognised by listeners Where the play is not already 
familiar the possibility of this trouble arises; following the 
words with the aid of the book is. a simple solution. 

A Universal Appeal 
'There is little or no danger of this where the better- 

known plays are concerned, and for this reason I should 
think most listeners would welcome the radio performance 
of the old favourites of which everyone at least knows 
something, rather than of the lesser-known plays. 

Even the better-known plays would amaze thousands of 

To persuade a child to grapple with Shakespeares mind 
is to bring him up against something which he fails to 
comprehend, and therefore violently dislikes or barely 
tolerates. And when he becomes an adult, he retains his 
childish attitude towards .Sliakespeare. - 

The Attitude of Many 
He runs his eyes down the theatre list in the newspaper, 

murmurs: "D'you see that, my dear? They're doing 
Julius Caesar.' "-but takes very good care that he does 

ordinarily pleasant, I worked very hard at my part in my 
determination not to lose more than was absolutely 
necessary in putting it over to listeners. 

On ¿ne point I am strongly convinced. If listeners who 
care enough about it to take a little extra trouble would 
follow a broadcast Shakespeare play with the book of the 
play before them, this would, without any doubt whatever, 
increase their enjoyment and appreciation beyond all 
belief. . . 

Shakespeare did not write with any idea that his plays.. 

i 
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Dowding in his case. Morden. Surrey. W: T. B London, E.C. 
107 

expeit " in my circle of acquaint- 
ances, and naturally they all asked 
me for help and advice as to how to 
adapt their sets for the Regional 
conditions. - And commercial set» 
wre the very devil! Mind you, I 

don't consider myself an " expert." 
I remember that pride goes before a 
fall ! But I have been in it since 
Writtle, and have taken MODERN 
WIRELESS, "Wireless Oonstructor," 
nd " Popular WiTeless" since their 

inception, so I. think that in my small 
way I am entitled to back up Mr. 

The famous " Eckersley Tuner, designed 
specifically for constructors by Capt. P. P. 

Eckersley, M.I.E.E. 

X's" remarks about research and 
design. We constructors are just as 
jealous for our (I hope we may regard 
them as such) technicians as Mr. "X" 
is for his. 

Anyway, I hope this letter conveys 
to you my views on the subject 
Here's success and long life to all 
constructora, and a bumper cirçula- 
tion for their journals. 

- .. Yours sincerely, 

In face of such confirmation s 
this and from a trade journal, too, 
the only thing "Mr. X"is left to do 
is to write some articles on " Why 
Manufacturers Don't Score." But, 
seriously, it would be extremely 
interesting to have " Mr. X's" reply 
to all this-if he can possibly scrape 
one up, though I can't see how he can. 

In the meantime, more power t» 
the vanguard of radio pi'ogress-th» 
constructor and the men who supply, 
his needs : Yours faithfully, 

H. SANDERSON. 

One is the Regional.Scheme. When 
the twG stations at Brookmans Park 
were brought into operation,. many 
people were troubled owing to the 
great increase in power. Sele'ctiviy 
uflered. The constructor had a comp 

.paratiely simle job, he could dis- 

mantle his set and. rebuild the tuning 
arrangements: Not so the unfortu- 
nate possessor of a commercial set 

Telling Points 

'Commercial sets did not, and' still do 
nt, lend themselves to rebuilding of 
tuning arrangements or any other 
arrangements. I know I waa nearly 
driven crazy by the various queries 
to whih I was subjected. I am, 
wrongly or rightly, regarded as the 

transformer. Think fthe delay and, 
the loss of money: 

I feel I must proteit against" Mr. 

CAPT. ECKERSLEY'S 
CONTRIBUTION 

by 'The Broadcaster from retailers this week 

The simultaneous and grave complaints from 
dealers &ll over the colmtry concerning faulty 
receivers is hardly'. an auspfcions start for this 
industry in the New Year. 

'Deliveries are up ta date ' manufacturers 
said triumphantly fast week. .Thy may be. But 
at what a price 

'Thìe e,'çe.use th.at the damage Is due to Christ- 
mas transport conditions is weak: Manufacturers 
should know lo" now bow to pack sets so they 
caunm,t be elummsged in transit. 

It fa a. disgrace to the industry that deaü'rs 
now dare not, teke.a set from a packing caso nod 
set it up beIor a custo.mer. 

"Even effórts that have been made to Improve 
matters are ludicrousi . ." 

- " ...... It is infamous, tees, that n body ni 
retailers, should be able tu say 'British manu. 
fsqurr'rs' methods compare umifavourahily with 
those of foreign firms,' as the 'oltingham W.R.A. 
delicately remarked. 

"The root (if the trouble ls of course the 
cowardice of the manufacturer. 

Any maker of a reasonably efficient recci%er, 
if he liad been courageous enough, to sink money 
in adequate stocks before Olympia last year, could 
by now have scooped the creans of this year'e 
market." - 

Sir,-Apropos. of the discussion in 
the January issue of MODERN WIRE.-- 
rss, I think that the constructor 
undoubtedly scores over the rnanu- 
facturer. I do not thin,k it is neces- 
sary to battle further with 'Mi'. X's" 
opinions, aa, my mind, Mr. Dowding. 
pats the case' foc the constructor very 
strongly, but there are two 1onts 
which Mr.. Dowding omitted. 

Peint twOE What about the Ex-ten- 
ser ? Who were the first to benefit 
from this wonderful boon? Not 
the manufacturer !' The constructor 
always scores as regards- modern 
improvements. The manufacturer 
may have already laid down his 
apparatus for his new season's set-s 
when-crash !-along comes a mar 

ellous new valve, or revolutionary 

in a recent issue about "11r. X's" so- 
very-virtuous, manufacturers. Here 
are some extriÑts froni the " Broad- 
casters-" articles. 

A batel, at fifteen sets or one make, and ob 
but ons faulty.' 

"'Six sets delivered toRether, not one p! 
wlitelt functioned satisfaetorily.' 

'Four sets whicis-needed-hours of "servicing" 
before they could be put into's- retaile?s stock." 

'£70 worth of pre-Christnias business Inst 
due entirely to faults in just-ilölivered receivers.' 

Two t30 sets and a £30 radio-gram received 
faulty, Visit of maker's servfce man promised 
for next day (a fortnight- ago7-but lias not yet 
arrived.' 

These- are some of the complaints received 

--- - 

Ferruary, j934 MODERN WIRELESS 

SCORE? 
I seSeeted Jew 01 tI,e 1nany tatlers we lance 

received. lt is significant that-' Mr. X," who 
- eh(anlpioned the nontsfactuaer, lias not bepi p ,ipported by a single one of our n.aaraeol'as 7 coraepoiuleiatw. 

diseussion between " Mr. 
X "and Mr. Dowding vas extremely 
interesting reading-one of the best 

- articles I have ever read 
1. think your redei will be n- 

:terested to read what " The Broad- 
- . - éastei and Wireless Retailer " said .. - 
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IDO 

 EXTENSERS 
2 0005-m(d. (Cyldon. Formo) 

SOLID-DIELECTRIC CONDENSERS 
i '0003-mId, with shorting position (Ready 

Radio, Ferranti). 
I Dhtlerential reaction (max. 0001 to 

.001)15 mId.) (JR.. Telsen Ready Radio, 
: Igranie. I'ormo, Polar,. I)ubilier. 1.issen. 

Magnum, Lotus). 

SWITCHES i On-off rotary snap type (Ready Radio 
Thilgis, BAT.). 

i Radio-gramophone change-over 
snap type (Ready Radio. Bulgin). 

RESISTANCES 
T volume coittrol . (Iranic, 

Sovereign, Clarostat., Wearite, Ready 
:. Radio, Vark'y. Maunum. A.F..D., lii.). 

Tanti). 
600-ohm Spaghetti (Telsen, Sovereign. 

Leweos, Ready Radio, Bulgin, Magnum. 
Peto-Scott, Graham Farish, Goltone, 
Igranic, Varley). 
350-ohm Spaghetti (Telsen, etc.). 

I 30-ohm potentiometer (Lyons hurudlnger). 

VALVE HOLDERS 
3 5-pin type (V.B., Telsen, Graham Farlsh, 

Lotus, Igrarìic, Clix, Wearite). - - 

FIXED CONDENSERS - - i '0003-mfd. (Formo, Telsen, Diihilier. 
TOC. Ferranti, Igranle, Watmel, Sore»- 
eign, Liasen Graham Farish. Goltonc). 

- ] 1-mId, (Dubflier. etc.). 
I -01-mId, mica (TOC., Dubilier. Graham 

- - - Farish). 
I 2-mId. (Teisen, Dnhilier, TOO.. Ferranti. - 

Formo. Helaby, Hydra). 

ranti, Lotus)., - ' - 

L.F.. TRANSFORMER .-'- . 

t i Parafeed (RI.), 
COIL - - 

i "Eckereley" funer (Gettone. Lewcot. R. l. 
Sovereign, Formo,- Meibonrne, 'Wen rite). 

- MISCELLANEOS ' i Screen, Gin. X Gin. (bent I iii. from cmli 
2 Mains plusnrkl sockets (Ruighi). - - 

Terminal strip, 16 . 1 in. 
4 Indicating terminals, spade lorrntnai.. 

(Bulgin. Rejex, Belting & Lee, Jgranic, C)Ix). 
2 Pick-lip sockets. - 

- i Pair panel brackets. - - 

Metal-covered rire. - 

Olazite. Lacoline, Quiekwyrr' or Jill) mx. 
Plugs, flex, screws, mans adaptor, etc. 

'AUÌILIARY COMPONENTS (see tidt)- -- 
- 1 4-mId. cndenaer-(Dubilier, etc.),. . i L.F. smoothing choke (Ferrinti), 

in every corner of the kingdom, and We have, therefore,, prepared a structors are deviating considerably 
requests are daily reaching us for receiver specially for those who desire not only from the list of recommended 
circuits and 'cOnstructional articles an all-electric reeniver of simple l)Ut - parts, but also from the actual lay. 
showing how the Eckersley coil can efficient design-a set. that can be-i out of the set. 
be employed in this, that, and the built successfully by almost any home . In si.ich as a mains-driven recèiver 
other type of set. -constructor, pro%ided he is capable - any serious deviation (though it 

THE C&MPONEIVTS REQUIRED FOR CONSTRUCTING THIS SET 
PANEL i 2-megohm grid leak and bolder (Graham 

'- 
3 2-tnfd.. for un:1er-bMeioard rnonnthi 

: 16 X S in. (Goltone, Permcol, Beco! Liasen, 
Peto-Scott.Ç Parex. Ready Bidio, *eanite). 

Fanali, Teltten, J)ubilier Ferranti, 1ranic, 
Loewe, Watinel, vaniey. 

(TC.C.). 
CHOKES ...... . - 

- 
- 

CABINET 
j-megohm grid leak and holder (Pubilier, 
te.) , 

1- H.P.- (Leweoa flat type. Telsen,. Wennite -- 
Ready -Radio, Graham Farish, - LotuM . 

Panel apace 16 x R In with baseboard 12 in 
..... - . 

2 2a 01X1-ohm w tre wound resistmce 
I 

Soveretun aniea t eto-.cott lt i Parex 
': deep, * in. thick (Beady Radio, Peto- 

Scott, Canaco, Pickett. Gilbert, Osborn).' 
8oveieign). 

f i JO0,000-ohth wire-wound resistor and 
Mngrtutn. Atlas). 

I Output (igrani C.40. R]., '.1eanite, ; 
'- I hohler (ianic, Vanley, 5oveeign, Fer' Varley, Tnewell, Graham' Fanisla, l'cr- 

This month w publish full constructtonal details for building an all-f rom-the-mains version of one of our 
most successful receivers, "The Eckersleij Three. '' Owing to the higher efliciency of "mains" valves;- it is 

far superior to corresponding battery models of any kind, and in regard to selectivity, qualify and power 
it reaches heights hitherto considered unachievable with simple apparatus 

r 

SINCE the 'ntroduction of the 1nsi'tent demands have also been df carrttu ont i little bitot soldering' 
first Eekersley set the in- made for mains versions of this fámou nd follou-ing a wiring diagram with 
genious system of tuning, with pet, especially for one to operate .àn accuracy.. 

: . - - . . : 

its- combined selecti'.it ad seniti'- alternating current supply ...... . mntiön this latter pdint b 

ity, has created widespad ìnrest. - - .- . ., m ause it. it. being more and tnoue 
"Eckersley" Threes have been built 'Stmple But Very-Efficient brought- t our not-ice that home con- 
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If.you study this'circuit diagramyou will note several outstanding features. The famous Eckersley Tuner is well to the fore, and its 
method of resistance coupling can readily be seen. Another interesting point is the small series aerial condenser which makes a 
splendid selectivity adjustment on medium waves; it can, however, be cut out when receiving on the long-waves. A radio-gram 

switch is provided, and when the set is used in Conjunction with a good pick-up very fine record reproduction can be obtained. 
110 

/ /000c'O' I - CCE .I 
: 

- 
- 

* OhMS - ÇJ+2 

- 

AIFO - 

NÇCRoK 
- 

- 

- - - - MO 

ÍJQRF V)LF5 MF V' 5w, rc,, PQRnFFFO I 

72AT 

1 I 1 

- 

-- £ 
- :Hr.- 

ARr; 

Although the Eckersley Tuner is such an exceedingly simple and straightforward design, 
t has tremendous advantages over any other similar arrangement. The aerial and 
closed circuits are separated from one another by a vertical screen, ahd the only coupling 

between the two coils is through a ¡00,000-ohm non-inductive resistance. 

mght look slight to the uninitiated) 
from the layout., may mean complete 
disaster from the point of view of 
results. (So serious may such alter 
ations be that in the description of 
another mains set in this issue-the 

"D.C. Super-He b "-we are providing 
no alternative to the components list, 
except in such cases as substitution 
cannot possibly cause the constructor 
to go wrong.) 

We have also followed our policy 

open the unit an disconnect the lead 
from the centre of the LT. winding 
fo HT.-.. . 

Others will use the " M:W.1" unit, 
where they will find that the centre 
tap has been brought out to a terminal 
marked " E." This allows the unit 
to be used with any set design, for 
where t.he centre tap is required to be 
taken to earth it is easily arranged by 

7/lis ic Me 7/leoretical . fDiagram of 111e Circuit 

o I I] 

ç 
. 

- ., . 

r 

Et will, no doubt, be built by many 
- who at present have battery sets and 

AC. HT. supply units. 
These units can be ued with the 
AC. Eckersley" Three, plus an 

AC. LT. transformer. Or, if you 
have no unit., any of those makers on 
the accessory list have suitable models; 
the main point to remember being 
that the LT. winding of th unit 
shoild not have an internal connc- 
t,ion to HT.- 

The L. T. Supply 
The ' Heayberd " " M.W.1 " unit 

has been specially designed for our 
requirements in this matter of non- 
earthed L.T. winding, and differs 
only in this respect from the " MW." 
model produced some months ago. 

The ," MW." had the centre tap of 
the L.T. winding connected to HT.-, 
and those of our readers who have this 
unii and wish to use it with the 

A.C. Eckerstey ". Three should 

MDERN W(RELSS 

THE ECKERSLEY TUNER SOLVES SELECTIVITY 
PROBLEMS 

February, 1932 

of designing the set so that it can be 
used with commercial mains units. 
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untt aRaaíly eartHe1 SUCH a pro- - 

cedur would be imposib1e. (i) The two Extensers, which make possible the elimination of all wave-change switches; 

And while on the subject of LT. and (2) the "Eckersley "Tuner, which has already gained a name with "M.W." readers; 
(3) is the choke-capacity output filter and () the sockets for connecting the set to 

earthing, there is one more "anti " the mains and external power pack. - 

ifl, 

 This is r3allv a very important 
feature if hum-free reception is to be r 

obtained, and it is surprising that so 
many all-power units are placed on the 
market in which the LT. winding 
is irrevocably connected to earth. 

It may be argued that this should 
- l)e all right seeing that it is the centre 

tâp that is earthed, but in practice 
it is next to impossible to tap the trans- 
former at the eleëtrical centre and thus 
to ensure proper anti-hum batanee. 

A far better sekeme is to leave the 
winding untapped and to place a 
small potentiometer across the L.T. 
wiring of the set-at the set end, and 
not by the transformer-taking the 
earth return of the set to the slider 
of the potentiometer. By this means 
an electrical cntre can be obtained 
merely by adustrng the position of 
tIte slider of the potentiometer while 
the set is working, and setting it at 
that position where there is freedom 
frnm. hum. 

Automatic Biar -- 

By this means it is possible to 
"tune" the hum in and out, whereas 
were thL.T. windin of the mains 

FOUR POINTS IN A PROGRESSIVE DESIGN 

y :! 

- - 

: 

O' 

p. 

t 
; 

41If!t - 
,,. 

i :J:T::.I 

TTÍ 

t. 

i- e. 

- 

i, 

.4 

- PWNE L h'rQ(/T . - 

There is little doubt that the hexagonal Extenser knobs and shapely escutcheon 'plates 
give the panel a very artistic appearañce, and, they are well worth the little time and 
trouble necessary for their proper fixing. All the other panel components are onè-hole 
fixing, and, by the way, don't forget that. the baseboard is mounted a'little way uì th 

'panel, the fixing screws for this being in line Ijin. from the panel edge. 

connecting this terminal to the H.T.- - argument which we would like t&put 
terminal, and where, as in the case of' forward here, though it has no direct 
the set under consideration, the tap bearing upon the particular receiver 
is to be léft free, the terminal is not under consideration. 
used. ' - It is this. No mains set is worthy 

of its name if it does not incorporate 
'Hum-Free Results , 

versions' it. 'consists essentially of a 
detector, oñe resistance-coupled L.F. 
stage. and olie transformer-coupled 
stage. This hatter, however, is 011 

the shunt-fed auto-transformer type,1 
making for a good- characteristic' . 

reproduction curve. -. ' 
- r 

Two Bulgin mains sockets are nces- 
sary. one for the mains thémselves, the 
other for the power unit. They enable . 

the whole outfit, including the poweri '- 

- A VERY PLEASING PANEL LAYOUT automatic grid-Liasingi This is easifv 
provided for, whether or not the LT. 
winding is centre-tap-earthed in the 
unit, as long o the indirectly-heafefI 
type of .'qlre is sed. 

As soon as the directly-healed 
valve. vhich is often desirable in the 
output stage, js considered, it imme 
diatelv becomes pparent that auto- 
matic biasing is impossible, unless 
th centre tap to HT.- connection 
cán be got at and broken. (Only one 
simple connection, bit it does tie 
onè's hands, doesn't it?) 

Shunt-Fed Transformer 
Bit to et back t the' "AC. 

mi A 4.k t:Jtnci',1c%& nico, no i is visu sial ui V 
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A1A/N5. 41A/Ns. 

Both sides of the baseboard are used in the " A.C. Eckersley " Three, and this diagram shows the parts and wiring accommodated 
on the upper side, and also the back-of-panel arrangement. The nearer part of the coil screen is actually built into the tuner, but 

the section nearest the panel is an extension piece which should be bolted to the existing screen. 

112 
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struction in general. 
As the baseboard is to be lifted up 

from the bottom of the panel, the 
parie! height is increased from the 
norma! 7 in. to8 in., and the length (by 
virtue of the under-baseboard wiring 
and component mounting) is kept 
down to 16 in. With a baseboard 

mounted underneath. 

Differential Reaction 
While we aré discussing the various 

components used in this set we 
should like to stress one very impor- 
taut point. This is the value of the 
differential reaction condenser. 

[13 

This selectivity would become a draw- 
back instead of an advantage if the 
reaction control svero rendered diffi- 
cult. The small válue of reaction 
condenser capacity is ample, for it 
must be remembered that we are 
dealing with mains valves, which are 
more lively, and have a a general 

Under the 'Baseboard 
The actual construction of this set 

is carried out in the usual manner, 
employing the underside of the base- 
board for heater and, mains wiring, 
and for the automatic biasresistances 
and by-pass condensers. 

This procedure makes for very much 
more efficient layout, more compact 
design, and in the main for consider- 
able simplification of wiring and con- 

The last two valves of the set are low-frequency amplifiers and they have colossal magni 
fying powers. The first employs a resistance-capacity-coupling arrangement and the 
second a parallel-fed transformer scheme. This combination gives exceptionally realistic 
reproduction, and in conjunction with mains valves will put out power sufficient for all 

ordinary loud-speaker requirements.' 

'Wire-wound resistances are utilised 
for the L.F. circuits, the 100,000-ohm 
anode resistance for the first stage 
being mounted on the upper surface 
of the baseboard, the detector de- 
coupling resistance and the anode 
resistace of the second stage being 

will be more quickly reached), it will be 
difficult to control the degree of feed- 
back and the set will become difficult 
to handle. 

The " A.C. Eckersley " Three s a 
powerful receiver capable of delivering 
big volume, and it is very selective. 

These enaßle two stages o( L.F. control, in the shape of a 0005-mfd. denser should not exceed 00015 mfd. 
amplification to be employed with the solid-dielectric variable series aerial maximum capacity. If it does, al- 
pick-up, the detector valve being condenser, with self-shorting position - though reaction will he " esier " to 
employed only for radio reception. is used. . obtain (that is, the state of oscillation 

that the LENDS PUNCH TO DISTANT PROGRAMMES 
operates on the first L.F. stage, is t 

switched across the pick-up as soon 
as the radio-gram switch is over to , 

"gramophone," obviating the need - 

for an external volume control. - ' 

ForNoisyMains - . 

The theoretical circuit 'of the "AC. 
Eckersley "Three shows how the power - 

supply feed is arranged, and also 
shows how easily extra smoothing, iIhIlllllt 
which may be useful in cases of 
"bad electric mains, can be added. 

; 

j 

- 

This smoothing consists of an extra "J 
low-frequency choke and a 4-mfd. - - 

condenser situated in the HT. lead 
supplying the first L.F. and output 

j - 

valves. In most cases this will not be ' r 
required, but it has been inserted in ' 

' r - 

- the design, and is shown in dotted . - 

t outline both in the theoretical and ' 

wiling diagrams, so that it can be 
' 

a . 
- - 

employed if necessary. -.- 
The most important hum preventer, 

however, as we mentioned before, is -_-\ - - 
-the little potentiometer (known corn- 
mercially as a "humdinger "), placed - 

- across the LT. supply to the set, and 
- 

,. 

with its slider earthed. 

unit, to b controlled by the switch 
on the panel of the set. (It does not 
matter which plug is used for the 
mains and which for the unit, they 
are quite interchangeable on that 
score.) 

A further feature is the provision 
for gramophone record reproduction 
by the use of a radio-gram switch and 
two ick-up sockets on the panel.. 

depth of 12 in. this enables a reasn- 
ably compact design to be carried out; 
the whole set fitting in the standard 
16 in. by 8 in. by 12 in. cabinet. 

The tuning circuits of the " AC: 
Eckersley "Three follow their battery 
predecessors. Extenser wave-length 
control is employed, this completely 
eliminating wave-change switches, 
while the usual Eckersley selectivity 

lu the origina! ret it was 0001 mfd., 
but many people seem to think that 
the value of this type of component 
is not critical-that any capacity in 
excess of this figure does not matter. 
it will only make " reaction easier." 

The Solid Di-electrics 
lu this case such an idea is entirely 

erroneous. lt is critical and the con- 

February, 1932 MODERS W;IELESS 
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It might also be an advantage if 

here we drew attention as well to the 
series aerial condenser. At first sight 
this would appear to be of the usual 
0003-mfd. solid-dielectric type. 

An Important Point 
Actually, it is not so, for it has, in 

addition to the usual characteristics, 
a shorting position (the minimum) in 

- which the movine vanes make contact 

plored jio series condenser is re-.- 
quired; in fact, to have one in circuit 
between 900 and 2,000 metres is a 
definite drawback as regards signal 
strength. 

On the other hand, should you be 
situated close to 5 X X you may find 
it advantageous to have a control- 
lable series condenser available to in- 
çrease selectivity. On the medium 
wave-band such a condenser is 

can be controlled on the panel. 
- 

- The obvious solution is the type of 
control we have provided here, a 
control which does its own switching 
in or out, and thus obviates the need 
for a further addition on the panel in 
the shape of a shorting switch. 

About the Layout - 

Before we discuss in detail the 
various outstañdin noints in the 

MODERN WIRELESS 

rule greater mutual conductances 
than the battery types. 

February, 1932 

This feature is important, because series aerial condenser which- can be 
when the long-wave band is being ex- switched in or out at will, and which 

U,VCERSICE Qp B,,BOAAO WIRING. - LT AC. 
M.T*2 

The top of the baseboard is mounted ij inches up from the edge of the panel, which arrangement leaves room for some of the smaller 
components and their associated wiring underneath it. The on-off mains switch, the radio-gram switch and the pick-up sockets are 

- mounted in this position, and can be seen at the top of this diagram. - 

114 

the fixed 'tnes by means of a essential to the correct operation of actual constructioi 'e must em 
small pin on to which the moving the " Eckersley " tuner. phasise the importance ' of keeping 
vanes come to rest when the minimum Thus for best operation uñder all rigidly to the layout and to the parts 
position is reached. . circumstances we require a variable specified or their listed alternatives. 
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terminals of the mains unit, which 
are of the ordinary twisted flex 
variety. This departure from 
metallised wire is because the latter 
i not really flexible enough for such 
a uonnection. 

The Covered Wiring 
The metal covering of each section 

of the heater wiring, which is of 
braided tinned copper, is bonded 
together and taken to the junction 
point of a number of leads which con- 
nect up earthed parts of the circuit. 

ally as the H.T. negative lead to te - 

power unit comes off at this point. 
The rest of the construction is 

straightforward, with the exàeption 
of two or three points which need 
some explanation. The first concerns 
the point marked X on the "up- 
stairs "wiring diagram. 

This, it will be seen, is an anchoring. 
point on the frame of the Ferranti 
choke (which is the supplementary 
choke w-e have already discussed) 
of a lead from the frame of the 

a lead through hole 9 to one of the 
25,000-ohm resistances. 

Should the choke not be used, then 
the holes 9 and 10 become unneces- 
sary, and H.P. + 2 goes direct to the 
25,000-ohm resistance in question. 

So much for the .two main points 
about which doubt might. arise in 
the mind of the constructor. 

Now for two peculiar holes, Nos. 4 
and 15. These have been made in a 
sort of double, or figure 8, form, 
because two leads go through them to 

(Continued on page 197) 

ponents first, and to drill the holes 
through the baseboard (exactly in 
the positions shown). Then turn the 
baseboard up and from the under- 
baseboard wiring diagram mount the 
remaining components in their correct 
positions relative to themselves and 
to the hole..s (which are numbered) 
round about them. 

The exteñsion screen ontinuing 
the partition between the two' coil 
units of the " Eckersley" tuner is im- 
portant, as it shields the two tuning 
Extensers from each other, and thus 
minimises capacity coupling 'between 
the circuits. - 

It consists of a piece of standard 
screen, 6 in. long and 6 in. high, 
bent 1 in. from the one end and 
bolted at that end to the main screen 
on the " Eckersley" tuner. (Itmust not 
be mounted "free," 'I.e. in an un- 
earthed condition, and not connected 
to the main screen.i 

The actual wiring of the receiver 
is really very simple. The heater 
connections are carried out with 
metal-braided twin wire, with excep- 
tion of the leads from the L.T. 

In its finished -state the AC. Eckersley Three presents a very pleasing appearance and, 
what is- more, when connected up it can give an excellent account of itself, both for 
distance and volume. It is easily the best Det. and 2 L.F- type of set we have ever 

-. - - - 
- described in this joùrnal. 

This junction is clearly shown in 
the wiring diagram of the under- 
side of the baseboard. - It can cori- 
veniently be anchored to the base- 
board itself by means of a copper 
staple, if desired, and though this- 
.was not done in the original set, it 
is a very good plan, as it makes the 
'leads very much more secure,' especi- 

't ................................................ ¿ 
E ACCESSORIES YOU REQUIRE 

Loud Speaker.-( Blue Spot, Marconi- 
phone, Celestion, Amplion, H.M.V., 

E 
Undy, R. & A., W.B., Epoch, 
Graham Farish). 

Mains Unit. - (Heaybcrd, Model 
MW.!) (see text). 

i Valves.-! Cossor 41M.H.L., Mazda 
A.C.H.L., Mullard 354V,, Six-Sixty 

E 

4G.P.A.C., Marconi- and Osrain 
M.H.4, Tungsram, Triotron, Dario. 

i L.F. valve (Six-Sixty 4Det.A.C, 
E Mullard 164v.). 

- i Output valve (Cossor 41M.P. 
or 41M.X.P., Mazda A.C.P. or 

: A.C.P.l, S.S.4P.A.C., Mullard 
i - 104V., etc.). . 

output choke. - Electrically, this lead 
-continues via the Ferranti frame to 
the supplementary 4-mf d. smoothing 
condenser, and through hole 3 to the 
earthed junction we have recently 
been considering. (see underneath- 
baseboard diagram). 

If you do not use that auxiliary 
choke and condenser, the lead is 
taken ofi X, and goes from the 
frame of the output choke direct 
through hole 3 to the, earthed junc- 
tion. - .- - - - 

- Wizythe "Y"? ' 

-- Also concerned with, the auxiliary 
smoothing arrangement is the point 
on the. under-baseboard diagram 
marked Y. This is the hole 10. 

- Studying the two wiring diagrams, 
you will see that this hole carries the 
HT. + 2 lead through the baseboard 
to the auxiliary choke, and from the 
other terminal of that choke returns - . - 

You will notice that the wiring WIRED UP READY FOR WORK 
diagram is drawn to scale, and the - 

scale is given. Keep to the positioning - 

shown thereon, especially as regards 
the position of the tuner, valve 
holders, and the output choke, and . 

the extra (dotted) smoothing choke - - 

and condenser, if this is required. - - 

You will naturally build the set ., . - . -. 

without this to commence with, - 

and only add it if you are troubled .. 

with hum (an unlikely contingency) 
but you will be very fed-up if you . e 

have so far departed from the e 

original layout or specification that 
on attempting to drop in the two $ 

additional components you find that 
you have not left room for them. ,- j 

"Upstairs "Firt - - - 

In building this se it is best to . 
""4i* 

mount all the upstairs corn- . - 
- ........... .- . .. .. . . -'i 
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A popular broadcaster tdls you how she obtains fue most delightful 
from an ordinary humdrum, every- 

music from 
an ordinary carpenter's saw. 

day piece of steel, like himself." 

IT probably will come with surprise 
to marry people to learn what 
beautiful music can be obtained 

Irom a common carpenter's saw and 
fiddler's bow. It is strange that 
this plebian instrument is so little 
used, when taking into consideration 
its comparative cheapnes and the 
tease with which one can acquire the 
uecessarv skill to perform. 

The instrument has a wonderful 
melodious tone, and is gradually 
making itself known through the 
medium of the wireless. It can he 
learned by anyone with a good ear for 
music if the following instructions are 
carried out. It may take time before 
it is perfected, but it is an interesting 
and delightful novelty, and will fill 
in many long winter evenings-after 
the children have gone to bed. 

A 'Cello Bow 
Ï'he best results are obtained from 

a long saw, about 32 in., and a 'cello 
how. The bow must be well resined, 

neath, the thumb pressing on top. 
To get different notes, bend the 
"saw " towards the ground, and 
strike in the new curve then shown 
on the blade. 

When practising, think of the 
following story, how this delightfully 

JUST AN ORDINARY SAW 

IMPROVING A MINOR 
COMPONENT 

By A. S. CLARK. 

ISHALL always assign those who 
maintain that radio progress is 
stagnating or slowing up to the 

band of undesirabe pessimists! Radio 
progress is going on as healthily as 
ever. 

A Vital Part 
Take the terminal, which admtted1y 

is only a small affair, but a necessity 
to practically every conipónent. We 
might perhaps be forgiven for thinking 
that this had reached finality, but it is 
far from it, as witness the new type 
of terminal exhibited by J. de Wet 
at the recent Inventions Exhibition,. 
and which was awarded the special 
money prize. 

It does not matter which way one 
tw sts the wire round the shank of 

MODERN !1ESS February 932 

"One night when silence had fallen 
and the birds had all sung themselves RADIOi, 

fast asleep, the Spirit uf Music passed 
I 

through the f oret, carrying life for 
the saw in the shape of a how. 
'This will help you to make music,' 

1 LiS 1(2 she said, and she drew the bow 
gently UI) anddown the edge of the 
saw. 

Succes at-Last! 

L 

"At first there was no sound and . - 

the saw despaired of ever making 
music. 

"And - then a low, sweet note sounded 
on the air, and then another, unti-I 

JOAN 
at last the whole of the forest was 
ringing and echoing with its beautifW 

S elodious tones, and the saw had ¶ONEHEWE 
learned that music can be dawn from 
the móst unexpected sources, even 

With the bow held in the right hand, 
draw the hairs acfoss the smooth edge 
of the saw. The left hand must be 
stretched to the end of the blade, 
with the fingers curved over the 
top, the tips resting lightly under- 

shy things of the forest, and sheltered 
the birds that sang peacefully and 
happily in their branches, were felled 
to the ground, there to be cu by the 
'saw,' for the use, comfort and 
convenience of man. 

116 

The wire is first twisted round the 
shank, after which th washer is 
dropped on to it and the terminal 
screw tightened, making an absolutely 
secure añd quick connection, good 
enough for any purpose. 

as in ordinary practice. 
The saw can be purchased for 15s. 

and the bow at anything from 6s. Sd. 
upwards-not a high price for a 
musical instrument. 

In playing, take the saw, resting 
the handle between the knees, the 
right foot being raised on the toes. 
In this position, work the right leg 
in an even tremble and that will 
give vibration to the notes when they 
are struck. - 

Miss Joan Stonehewer demonstrating 
the possibilities of her novel musical 

instrument. 

amusing instrument the "saw" be- 
caine musical as well as useful. 

"In the forest, day after day, the 
saw' worked backwards and for- 

wards, backwards and forwards, and 
the noise it made was harsh, monoton- 
oiis and tiresome; and day by day 
the beautiful green trees, which gave 
freely of their shade to the small, 

this terminal, and there is no possi- 
bility of strain being put on the wire 
as the terminal screw is tightened up. 
Briefly, the principle is this. 

The terminal is in main form like 
an ordinary screw-down terniinat, but 
the lower portion immediately below 
the wire is hollowed out like a crystal 
cup, and the top screw part fits down 
into this. Down the sides of the cup 
are slots into which fit projections on a 
washer that fits over the shank. 
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Normally, with the frame at right angles jressed into service for the piirpose A steel building, or other mass of metal 
to the direction of the station you will near a frame aerial is quite capable of 
either not hear it at all or hear it but very of avoiding unwanted or interfering giving a misleading ilea of the direction in 

weakly. stations. whiôh a station lies. 
1L7 

WHEN YOU HEAR LEAST 
PROM &OO4OC4ST 

Sf4 r,o,i 

M/N/MUM Po5/r?ON. 

B.B.C. stations and getting away for 
distant reception. Add to this the 
remarkable facilities of the screened- 
grid valve and it seems that the case 
for the outdoor aerial-at any rate oñ 
technical grounds-is just about gone 
altogether. 

Directional Properties 
So far as selectivity is concerned, 

the frame aerial has the still further 
advantage that its directional pro- 
perties can ofteñ conveniently be 

BENDING THE WAVES 
ì29J 

o.. - 

5rEE4. 8wLO,Ny 

- 

O. 

4ME ..4R/41. . 

Personally, I think this change is 
all to the good ; it always pleases me 
to see, anything complete and self- 
contained. 

M'CM .4OCA5T q 

5r-,o,v. 
JI 

p. - 
EfficientH.F. Amplification - 

The improvements in sets employ- 
ing frame aerials are, of course, due in 
the main to the introduction of highly 
efficient high-frequency amplifying 
valves, particularly of the screened- 
grid type. It used to be reckoned that 
a good outdoor aerial was worth two 
ordinary stages of HF. amplification, 
and the presumption was that, where- 
as the two H.F. stages cost something 
for capital outlay and maintenance. 

Eo-O,v_ P06/7/b/V. 

When a frame is in line with the waves 
from a station it is possible for it to pick 
up another station lying in exactly the 

Opposite direction at the same time. 

Now that selectivity has become 
so much more important than f or- 
merly, at least one H.F. stage is desir- 
able, if not essential, even with an 
outdoor aerial, for cutting out local 

Natural Selectivity 
According to the simple theory of the 

action of the frame aerial the mini- 
mum response ought to be zero, but 
the simple theory does not take ac- 
count of various more or less acci- 
dental circumstances which have their 
effect in practice. 

If the frame is placed in the best 
direction for the waves coming from 
the desired station, clearly it will he 
in a position below the best for any 
stations sending waves from other 
directions, and to that extent the 
frame has natural selectivity which is 
often very useful. 

the outward and visible sign 
of the wonder set within, the symbol 
to the world at large-and the neigh- 
bouts in particular-that the owiier 
has staked a lairn in the ether ànd 
means to keep it. 

But fashions change-in aerials as 
in other things-and the ultra-modern 
listener will bring you in as many 
stations où a 2-ft. frame as you 
could have got a few years back (if 
they had been there to get) on a fill- 
blooded 100-ft. twin aerial. 

In point of fact-although I don't 
recollect the figures ever having been 
goné into by a chartered accountant -I venture to think that you would 
find depreciation and maintenance 
costs of a good outdoor aerial much 
greater than the corresponding items 
for a couple of H.P. stages; whilst it 
is obvious that in the matter of capital 
outlay the H.F. has the pull every time. 

FOR LOUDEST RECEPTION 
- - q2qF 

As most wireless experimenters 
know perfectly well, the frame or loop 
is most respousiv to wireless waves 
when the loop is " edge on " to the 
oncoming waves. 

If the loop is rotated to a right- 
angle position-that is, "broadside 
on" to the waves-then the response 
is reduced to a minimum, not actually 
zero, but very small compared with 
the maximum response. 

t 

Fbruay, 1932 'MOERNWIRELESS 

CHOOSING: 
YOUR± H 

AERIAUJ 
The results which can be obtained from a frame aerial and a modern 
receiver are such that our cOntributor pròvocalivelg suggests that it is 

becoming difficult to.male out a case foïoutdoòr aerials f 

1\ uF ANY enthusiasts take delight the aerial iva only öutlay and ño . 

IVJL in afine outdoor aerial. It is. maintenance. 
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ils 

At the recent commemoration of Marconi's fIrst radio message across the ocean, his 
original apparatus was on show. In the foreground can be seen an ordinary cigar box 

containing some of this historic gear. 

to the direction of the waves, will also 
Le at right angles to the plane of the 
f rame aerial, and so the frame will get 
i he maximum effect. 

Rather Confusing! 
[f the frame is " broadside-on " to 

the direction of the waves, then the 
flux, being at right angles to the direé- 
i ion of the waves, will be parallel to 
i lie plane of the frame, and so the 
frame will get the. minimum effect. 

finding on ships and aeroplanes), 
a second aerial of the vertical type is 
often used in conjunction with the 
frame aerial. The vertical aerial is a 
very small one as a rule like the 
frame, it is unable to differentiate 
between the two bearings. But if 
the voltages Induced in the vertical 
aerial and the frame aerial are corn- 
biiied, we can make use of phase 
differences which arise according to 
the actual bearing of the station, and 

then be eliminated.. 

[Dr. Roberts certainly makes some very 
emphatic statements in regard to the choice 
between frame and outdoor aerials, and we 
should be very interested to hear from our 

-readers in regard to this matter. 
But Dr. Roberts has expressed a personal 

opinion, remember, and it is not one with 
which I, for instance, am in lull accordance. 
My own present outdoor aerial cost about 
5s., and has had no attention whatever for 
at least three years, yet I am able to receive 
programmes on a smpte three-valver 
(when I want to) which could be picked up 
only with a powerful super-het on a frame 
aerial ! And what about a reasonably good 
indoor aerial ?-TECHNICAL EDITOR.] 

whicl the aves are travelling. If Since the actual location oí. the the radio waves when they actually 
the frame aerial is " edge-on " to the station is very important for many arrive; naturally it cän take no 
waves, the flux, being at right angles purposes (such as for direction- account 01 any direction which the 

waves may have followed befoi'e they 
ANNIVERSARY OF FIRST TRANSATLANTIC RADIO arrived. 

For ordinary reception purposes, 
however, you are seldom concerned 
with the actual bearing of the station, 
and, as a rule, all you want is to get 
the position of the franje which 
gives you the best response. 

Do You Agree? 
A frame aerial, as you see, is very 

handy in many ways, and now tirat 
high-frequency amplification has be- 
come so efficient and so convenient 
the frame is rapidly coming into its 
own; many people predict that 
within a few years the outside or 
garden aerial will disappear altogether. 

Other things being equal, it would 
certainly be a very good thing if the 
outside aerial could be dispensed with 
entirely; erection and m.aintenance 
troubles, cleaning of insulators, light- 
fling risks (if any) and the rest would 

that the frame should have maximum 
pick-up when "edge-on" to the 
waves and minimum when "broad- 
side-on." This seems just the wrong 
viay round. You would think that 
anything broadside-on to the waves 
would get the maximum eflect. 

The Magnetic Flux 
But you have to remember that the 

oscillating magnetic flux takes place 
parallel to the surface of the earth and 
at rieht anales to the direction in 

in the best position for w.aves coming 
in a certain direction it will also bein 
the best position for waves coming in 
the exactly opposite direction, so that 
a frame aerial, in the ordinary way, 
cannot tell you on which side the 
received station is located; for in- 
stance, supposing the frame aerial, 
when in the best position, is lying in 
a plane north-and-south, then you 
know that the bearing of the station 
is either due north or due south, but 
you don't know which. 

Deflecting the Waves 
For instance, suppose you happen 

to know the actuìl bearing óf a 
certain station and you 'rtate your 
frame aerial .so as to get maximum 
response from that station, you will 
possibly find that the bearing as given 
by the frame is different from the 
known bearing ; this is due t the 
deflection of the radio waves by the 
masses of iron or steel. The frame 
aerial only indicates the direction of 

With an outdoor aerial, although it 
has a slight directional property, it is 
not possible to rely on this to any 
xtent; and, anyhow, the aerial is 

fixed, and so its directional property 
favours only one particular station (or 
stations on one particular bearing) and 
cannot be adjusted according to the 

-. station you visli to receive or cut out. 
Beginners often wonder why it is 

The apparent paradox arises because 
the effect which the frame is intended 
to pick up is one which takes place at 
right angles o the direction of travel 
of the waves, and so the frame has to 
be in a position at right angles to that 
which you would at first expect. 

"Position Finding" 
lt will be clear that if the frame is 

it becomes a simple matter to find 
whether the receiving station is, for 
example, north or south of the opera- 
ting position. 

When using a frathe aerial in a 
modern steel-girder building, or, in 
fact, anywhere in proximity to large 
masses of iron ot steel, you will often 
find that the bearing of the aerial for 
a given statioh appears to be incorrect. 
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"The Frame is Rapidly Coming into its Own" 
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- p, / 
An output stage using a choke-capacity 
coupled transformer. The steady anode 
current flows through the choke and the 
audio-frequency current through the fixed 
condenser and transformer primary. For 
one particular frequency this is a series 

resonant circuit. 

dpressing the frequency of the 
oscillations of current in the circuit 
when these frequencies attain the 

when it is desirable to " boost" a 
portion of the musical range in order 
to make up for losses which this. 
portion may suffer while passing 
through certain parts of the receiver. 
In such cases the principle of series 
resonance may be resorted to. 

For example, in order to bring up 
certain low notes where these are 
lacking unduly, the capacity-crnipled 
transformer of Fig. is sometimes 
employed. 

f76 3 R2/6 

Applying an E.M.F. across capacity and 
inductance in parallel. If no resistance. 
is present in the coil and condenser, the 
combination will act as an-infinitely great 
resistance to oscillations at the resonant 

frequency. 

circuit is resonant may be, simply 
obtained. 

L.F. "Tuning 
As wa.s explained in the June issue 

of 'MODERN WiRELESS, the "wave- 
length " is merely another way of 

SHUNT FED 

C 

'1! 
'(LS 

audio " or " sound " frequency, 
which are amplified subsequently to 
the detector valve and ultimately 
energise the loud speaker. . 

It is, of course, possible to arrange 
series combinations of capacity and 
inductance so as to 'present a resonnt 
path to currents of such audio- 
frequencies. In general, howev.er, 
audiofrequency resonance is bad añd' 
should be avoided; in the ordinary.' 
way we do not wish to single out 
only, one of the many notes of the - 

iusical scale for special attention and 
ámplification as we do on the rádio-. 
frequency, side of a receiver 'by' the. 
selective process of tuning. 

'R-' ¿ -. C' 

Resistance, inductance and capacity in 
ser je s. The frequency to which the 
arrangement is resonant depends on L añd 
C, and not at all, upon R, which mainly 
serves to limit - the current. at resonance. 

did." For sothé"freqùency, 'theie-' 
fore, the circuit will be resonant, and 
when energy of this frequency is fed 
into it a much larger current will flow 

INFINITE IMPEDANCE' 

Irnproving:thResponse 'c. 
--': 

Rather do we aim at an eveil . ,. . 

response over the whole of the mu'ucal E; 
range. There are times, though, 'J 

The set of diagrams published this month enables you to find the value of inductance or capacit9 required 
to institute a condition of resonance at any particular low frequency They should p roVe extremely useful 
when it is necessary to adjust a part of the musical scale which is not faithfully. reproduced by an 

amplifier, and the author shows how this can be done. 

\ 7E were discussing last month 

/ 
1 the" series resonant circuit." 

It was then shown how, 
when the values of inductance L and 
capacity O, illustrated in Fig. 2, are 
given, the wave-length to which the 

very high valùes met with in radio 
practice. - 

But alternating currents whose 
oscillation frequencies are much 
smaller in amount are also met with. 
in wireless work, notably currents of 

It will be observed that the con- 
denser C is in series with the primary 
winding of the transformer, so that 
the series circuit of Fig. 2 is repro- 

A RESONANTS CIRCUIT 
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the required combinations of inductance and capacity can be read off where the 
straight-edge cuts the two outside uprights. 

A straight line placed across the 
diagram meets the three scales of 
capacity, frequency and inductance 
in corresponding values, so that if 
two of these are known the third 
be found straight away. 

As an example, we may take the 

resonant to the frequency of the 
E.M.F., infinitely great oscillations of 
alternating current would flow in the 
circuit were it not for the fact that 
in practice such circuits are never 
free from resistance. 

That is to say, although at reson- 
2O 

now for some good newi. 
The resonant frequency of a parallel 

circuit having given values of L and 
C is precisely the same as the resonant 
frequency of the series circuit which 
has the same values of L and C. It is 
thus very fortunate that we can make 
use of the same charts as were given 
last month in order to show the 

5 

4 

1.000 

e,000 

FIG.4 

O-005 

0.00 

OO2 

Supposing that in an output circuit, such as that shown n Fig. i, we wish to accentuate 
a certain frequency. If we pivot a straight-edge around this value in the above diagram, 

the reactance of the, parallel circuit, 
and E the amplitude of the voltage 
oscillations at this frequency, then 
the value of the amplitudes of the 
current oscillations will obviously be 
E 

and this, of course, becomes zero 

when X is infinitely great. 
The particular frequency to which 

the parallel circuit responds in this 
manner is also called the "resonant " 
frequency, and depends, as we have 
seen, on the values of L and C. And 

/00 

-x 
* 

11 

03 

To make a serles L.F. -I 

circuit respond more to 
20 : one particular fre- I 

002 quency, it is only ñ 
necessary to include °° ¿Ç 8 
the right amount of 
capacity and i n duc - oo 
tance, and the correct 
combinations can 300 o 
readily be found by re- 
ferring to this diagram. 

alternating current if we set up an 
alternating E.M.IF. across the whole in 
the manner shown in the diagram? 

The result will be found to be the 
exact opposite of the case of series 
working already considered. At a 
certain frequency, depending on the 
values assigned to L and C, the series 
circuit had zero reactance. 

Parallel and Series 
Iñ the case of the parallel arrange-- 

rnellt there is a certain frequency, 
depending on L and C as before, at 
which the reactance of the parallel 
circuit as a u'hole is infinitely great. 

In other words, if an E.M.F. of this 
frequency is applied to the combina- 
tion shown in Fig. 3, no current at all 
will flow from the source of the E.M.F. 

If we let thesymbol X stand for 

as the two that were given in the 
last number for radio waves, but 
the present one deals with audio 
frequeiicies. 

200 

lOo 

120 cycles per second. 
lt was shown in the last instalment 

that if an alternating E.M.F. be 
applied to a circuit which is itself 

HOW TO BOOST THE BASS 
02 

-O, 

inductance and capacity were entirely 
absent and only the resistance left. 

The smaller this resistance is, of 
course, the larger will be the resulting 
current at resonance. 

So far we have considered the 
series arrangement of inductance and 
capacity. Now let us turn our 
attention to their arrangement in 
parallel, as shown in Fig. 3. 

What sort of opposition will this 
combination offer to the passage of 

Let us suppose that we wish this 
resonance to take effect at a certain 
definite frequency, say, 120 cycles per 
second. Then we can easily find the 
necessary values of C and L which 
vili effect this. 

Resonant Values 
For this purpose we use the chart 

reproduced in Fig. 4.. This chart has 
been designed on the same principle 

desired, we may swing a ruler about 
this point, using it as a sort of pivot, 
and read off the corresponding pairs 
of values of C and L where the ruler 
intersects the other two scales. 

Thus we might have C=007 MF., 
L=25 H., or C=0025 MF., L=70 H., 
or, again, C=022 MF., L=80 Fi. 
Each of these three pairs of values 
would, therefore, give resonance at 
the . niusical iiote corresponding to 

anee which remains unaffected by 
tuning considerations, and this resist- 
ance operates in accordance with 
Ohm's Law to limit the amount of 
current flowing. 

Effect of Resistance 
A series circuit containing induct- 

ance, capacitand resistance, such as 
that in Fie. 1, thus behaves at the 
resonant frequency just as though the 

MODERN WIRELESS 

than would be the case at any other case cited above. If a resonant 
frequency. frequency of 120. cycles per second is 
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ance the circuit possesses no react- 
arfce, it yet has a modicum of resist- 
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ideal manner suggested by theory. 

In Practice 

There is always the effect of the 
resistance of the components to 
reckon with, and in a parallel circuit 
this operates in a peculiar and at first 
sight rather confusing manner. 

We have seen above that in the 
ideal case, where no resistance is 
present, the circuit would behave at 
resonance like an infinitely great 
resistance. But, in practice, there 

It will, however, still be a resistance 
of very large amount-in a typical 
radio circuit it may be many hundreds 
of thousands of ohms. This effective 
resistance, or, as it is sometimes 
called, dynamic resistance, may be 
denoted by the symbol R, and, as 
shown in Fig. 5b, is the exact equiva- 
lent of the circuit of Fig. 5a for currents 
of the resonant frequency. 

We have, then, the curious paradox 
that the smaller the D.C. resistance r 

reactance of the coil L at the resonant 
frequency, and (2) the small D.C. 
resistance r of the coil. 

Armed with these, -we can then 
make use of the chart given in Fig 6, 
from which the required values of 
dynamic resistance can be read oil on 
the extreme right-hand scale. In order 
to find the coil reactance at the 
resonant wave-length, we turn up the 
coil reactance charts given in the 
October and November numbers. 

P2417 (a) 
-/ 5 (b) 

In practice the coil will have a slight D.C. 
resistance, as shown in (a). The effect of 
this is to make the combination behave as 
a large (but not infinite) ohmic resistance 

R at the resonant frequency (see (b)). 

nieans of which they are enabled to 
single out one special frequency for 
amplification while permitting other 
unwanted frequencies to pass on their 
way. 

It should be pointed out, however, 
that, equally as in the case of the 
series circuit, the parallel combina- 
tion of capacity and inductance is 
never actually found to behave in the 

unfortunately in prac- 3 
tice this is impossible. 

4 400 : 40.000 

3 300 . 

100 20.000 

t 

FIG.6 
I loo /0.000 

This diagram shows you tise relation between D.C. resistance, reactance and dynamic 
resistance of a coil: The lower the D.C. resistance the higher the dynamic resistance. 

The diagram is used in the same manner as Fig. 3. 

The parallel circuit is even more 
widely used in radio than is the series 
circuit, and we shall have occasion to 
allude frequently to it in the sequel. 

Such well-known circuits as the 
tuned anode" system of HF. 

coupling depend essentially on the 
principle of parallel resonance, by « 
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In a parallel resonant 
circuit the effect of : 

X 

i ohmic resistance in - 

the inductance is to 
reduce the overall or 
dynamic resistance of 

¡00000 

the circuit. Under i 
Z 

ideal cozdifioìis the m 

dynamic - resistance i 

should be infinite, but 

relations between L, C and wave-length 
in the case of parallel circuits also. 

For example, by referring to the- 
first of the two charts in the last 
number it is- easy to see that if 
L and C of Fig. 4 have the values 
300 E. and 000015 SF., the parallel 
combination will be "resonant" at. 
400 metres, i.e. it will oppose abso- 
lutely the passage of any alternating 
currents which have this frequency. 

is always a small amount of D.C. 
resistance present in the coils. 

This may be illustrated as in Fig. 
5a, where the resistance of the coil, 
usually a few ohms, is denoted by the 
symbol r. The effect of this small re- 
sistance is to reduce the total effective 
resistance of the circuit at resonance, 
so that it is no longer infinitely great. 

of the coil in a parallel circuit such a5 
Fig. 5a, the greater will be the effec 
tive or dynamic resistance R of the 
circuit to currents of the resonant 
frequency. 

It is very often necessary to know 
the value of the dynamic resistance of 
a parallel tuned circuit. For this we 
need to know two things: (1) the 

FINDING THE DYNAMIC RESISTANCE 
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too high a voltage is used, the volume 
control being limited at its maximum 
end by a resistance in series with it. 
This successfully prevents really bad 
oveHoading of the detector (first L.F. 

- . --. 

This photograph shows thern internal layout of thé set. The induction motor is seen on 
the underside of,the motor board, while below lies the set chassis .vith its triplegan . . 

tuning control an band-pass cirëuits. . 

122 

- " provided, in the form of a small panel 
- By ." TONE .ARJVÏ:"' .. with a number of sockets. These, by 

-'ri , ,-, . . -,, . , means of plugs, allow adjustments for 
ijie .iVi V. tu-r.tect nc i aote raaio-Lramo phone iioaei ')U I'. many different voltages to be carried 
- . . - .- - . . . . out. - 

¡ RAVE jut'been testing the smalles "*h 'jick-iip is employed).' The The instrurneñt is clearly the result 
J of the H.M.V. radio-gramo- extra speaker terminals are placed in of much careful thought and at 29 

phoues-the table model No. 501. parallel with the secondary winding guineas represents remarkable value. 

UNDERNEATH THE MOTOR BOARD -' 

astounding. 
. Y 

Three valve's - re ethployed-one 
screened grid, a . detector, and an / - 

- 

A.C. pentode-and the very last ounce - 

is got out of each valve. 

No Aerial Wire Needed 
The circuit is a band-pass one, with 

triple-gang coidenser, while the L.F. 
transformer is shunt-fed. 

A moving-coil loud sp.eaker is in- 
.èorporated, while "extra speaker" 
sockets are provided.' A mains aerial 
device is also a feature, so that there is 

O need to erect an outside aerial, or 
even use one of the indoor variety, 
when listening to the main British and 
continental stations. 

In the case of the A.C. model 
(which is the one I tested, though a 
D.C. model is also available) an in- 
ductor gramophone motor is incor- 
porated, together with. th& model io 
pick-tip. The cabinet is of walnut, 
and the instrument is of very digni- 
fied and compact design. -. 

On test it behaved itself excellently. 
Plenty of stations were heard at good 
strength andthe quality was of a high 
order, on the gramophone side as well 
as on radio. -. . - 

Very Simple Operation 
'An ingenious scheme for preventing 

the input from the pick-up reaching 

MODERN- WIRELESS . 

5URNTZ1LH 
- ,._ 

:February, 1932 

of the transformer feeding the moving 
coil used in the radio-gramophone, the. 
incorporate i speaker being fed by a 
step-down transformet. 

Nothing could be simpler to operate 
than the H.M.V. table radio-gramo- 
phone. One knob controls the wave 
length range; the on-off sw.itch ánd 
the radio-gram change-over, 

Direct Calibration 
Another knob controls volume on 

either radio or gramophone, and the 
calibration of the illuminated drum- 
drive condenser unit is in wave- 
lengths, so that no aggravating cali- 
brations have to be done before you 
are, quite au fait with the instrument. - 

Simple mains voltage adjustment is 
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TRACKING ATMOSPHERICS. German technicians who have been making direc- 
A I 

bonal observations on atmospherics are here shown speculating on the wheceaboul3 'j\j of the source of interference recorded by them. 
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N1 
LOOKING OVER THE ADRIATIC TO VENICE 

- 

- I 

in'. AH-J)EE-0IT Tif EN-BSS- 
J' TAY," It calls itself-an4 

everyone is ho sises a sensi- 
Uve set on wave-lengths just below 
the London Ratiosial must have 
heard the new Italian high-power 
broadcasting statksst whichlujs been 
brought into service at Monte Radio, 
in the uburi,s of Trieste. 

The new station was officially 
opened on October i8th in the 
presence ut the Crown Prince and 
Crown Princess of Italy, His Excel- 
lency Costanzo Chano, tue Italian 
Mf nister of Ways and Commimica- 
tions, and a large githering of high 
Italian digrdtaries. 

¿in Excellent Station 
The completion of Radio Trieste 

isa further step In the reorganisation 
of the Italian broadcasting system. 
This was undertalen by the 

R.T.A.It.-the Italian Broadcasting 
Company-with the aim of covering 
not only the main industrial and 
artistic centres of Italy with an 
adequate broadcasting service but 
also the less densely populated 
countryside. And it lias given 
British listeners an excellent alter- 
native programme. 

Heard Thron qhout Europe 
The powerful voice of tise new 

Trieste broadcasting station has been 
heard at great strength and clarity 
lar beyond the Italian borders, and 
already the Station Director has 
received many favourable reports 
from listeners in Great Britain, 
Germany, Sis itzerland, Holland, 
Yugo-SIavia, Albania, Greece, Tur- 
key and Spain. An English report 
comments on the extreme purity of 
the transmission, equalling that of 
the B.B.C. stations. 

There is no cause for surprise hi 
this, for the Trieste transmitter was 
manufactured at the Marconi Works 
at Chelmsford, which has provided 
many of the principal broadcasting 
centres in Europe with their equip- 
nient. Notable among tlieee is the 
super-power station near Warsaw, 
which is one of the largest long-wave 
broadcasting stations in the world. 
The Trlete transmitter is of the 
Marconi PAI4A type and it em- 
bodies the latest renements of 
modem broadcasting technique. 
Up- To- The-Minute Design 
The principle of low-power modu- 

lation has been adopted n stage of 
small power being moduluted, after 
sshlch the modulated energy is 
delivered through an intermediate 
amplifier to thelast or power stage, 
and thon to the aerial system. 

Powerful water-cooled valves arc 
used In the main amplifying stages. 
The unmodulated energy of the 
Trieste transmitter Is lo kilowatts 
modulation up to 100 per cent can 
take place, so that the C.C.I.R. 
rating amounts to 15 kilowatts. 

The transmitter covers tue wave- 
sand of 200 t 545 metres, but the 

scorking ware of the Trieste station 

PICTURESQUE! 
The Ti-leste station is piC- 

turesquely situated, over- 
looking the Adriatic, and 
below is a general view ol the 
station -with ils feeder-hut 1 

1 and lead-in midway between 1 
the masts. -. 

The upper picture shows 1 
tise transmitter with the con-. 
trol desk In the foreground.. 

is 247-7 metres, or 1,211 kilocycles. 
Everybody interested in foreign 

radio knows that in view of the 
already overcrowiled state of the 
ether, the becessity for new broad- 
casting stations to adhere 'with great 
exactitude to their allotted wave- 
lengths hat become a matter of the 
greatest urgency. The Trieste 
station complies in this respect with 
the most advanced requirements. 

A special crystal drive, fitted In a 
heat-insulated box, with thermo- 
static control, prevents any vari- 
ation in the transmitted frequency. 
Developed in the Chelmsford re- 
search laboratories, this form of 
drive ensures that t.he constancy of 
the carrier wave is well Within the 
exacting limits specified at the 
Rague Conference in 1929. 

Two masts, each of 80 metres in 
height, carry the aerial of tise Trieste 
station The aerial is of the "T" 
type, with a single wire horizontal 
top of 20 metres in length and a 
three-wire cage down-lead 3 ft. in 
diameter. - . - 

Efficient ¿le, ial 
The down-lead descends vertically 

to a feeder house situated below the 
aerial hall-way between the masts, 
and feeder lines, suspended on poles 
above the ground, convey the energy 
from the transmitter output stage 
to the aerial coupling circuits in the 
feeder house. This method lias 
proved extremely successful, and it 
was tried under the most stringent 

conditions when applied to the 
Brookmans Park station. 

The new Trieste station can be 
regul-irly heard with great strength 
In the British Isles, and English 
listeners may find pride In the tact 
that tise equipment, which has 
already placed Trieste amongst The 
foremost broadcasting stations in 
Europe. Is of British design. 

if you have not already heard 
ltah-dee-oh Tree-esis-tay" turn 

your tuning dials down well bcloi 
London National-about half -way 
between it and Nurnterg, or Belfast 
-and listen for the clear-voiced 
woman announcer, speaking tune- 
fully In Italian. 

Buona Nolte, Signore's" 
You will not have toscait long In 

all probability, for the station 
been "romping In" at far greater 
strength than might be expected 
from Its rated power. And there las 

quite a thrill In being wished 
"Good-night" in such a pretty 
tongue as Italian. 

It usually comes at the conclusion 
of two martial airs-one the Royal 
Italian March and tise other the 
Fascist Hymn-which follow the 
announcement: "Fine della trans- 
missione." 

The latter sounds like "Finny 
della trans-missy-oh-knee"; and 
then comes "Buona Notte, Sig- 
flores "-you being one of the 
signores in question, and "lfuonn 
Notte," of course, "Good-night!" 

RADIO TRIESTE. 
Wave-length : 2471 in. 

1 Power: lo kw. 
Opening Signal : Bell. 

1 Interval Signal : Nightingals. I 
1 Distance from London : 

755 miles. 

ABOUT 
. RADIO 
TRIEStE 

It'ly's newest aad 
British-built broad- 
caster whom you can 
hear on 24D7 metres. 

J. 
I fi , 

-. 

L 
- 

s- - - 
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BARCARENA, near Lisbon, is 
named as the site for a 
new Portuguese broadcasting 
station to operate on 456 
metres. 

* - .5 '5 

IilLLSBOROUGH, 'N.J., the 
headquarters of International 
Communications' Labora- 
tory, have asked for per- 
mission to erect two trans- 
mitters wörking on wave- 
lengths between i and '3 
centimetres! (The former 
represents a frequency of 
30,000,000,000 cycles per 
second!) 

* * 

CORK. The announcement 
"Glaodhach radio Corcaighe 

RADIO LUXEMBOURG, the 
200-kw. publicity station," 
is expected to begin testing 
in July. 

* * s 

FECAMP (Radio Normandie) 
usually closes down with a 
local folk song. 

* * * 

MUNICH 'transmite official 
police news from 07.00 to: 
08.00, and from 19.00 to 
20.00, on 1,340 metres. 

* * * 

BUDAPEST police have estab- 
lished a iadio organisation 
for disseminating emergency 
messages. An 800-n att 
transmitter is used. 

2030, news and weather. 
21.00, time signal. 21.05, 
talks. 21.30, news. 22.00, 
concert or play. . Dance music 
till 01_00. 

* s * 

TURIN'S increase in power is 
partly due to the modulation 
percentage being raised from 
70 per cent to 100 per cent. 

-s * * 

LIEGE REGIONAL has been 
carrying out tests on 215 
metres. 

* -s. * 

FALKIRK' may be hearing 
"artificial aerial" tests 
from the Scottish Regional 
before the end of April. 

FROM A VIENNESE CAFE 

GERMAN STATIONS have now 
discontinued the 10-minute 
time signal formerly broad- 
cast daily. 

* * * 

KONIGSWUSTERHAUSENnow 
broadcasts a two-minute 
time signal daily, terminat- 
ing at 1 p.m. 

s * a 

BLOEMFONTEIN recently en- 
joyed its first broadcast from 
the new relay station on 
Naval Hill. 
- * * * 

RADIO-PARIS has made ai- 
rangements with the Opera 
Comique for ten broadcasts 
during the present season. 

's * 

February, 1932 " The World's Programmes" MODERN WIRELESS 

4 STATION ALTERATIONS 
r 

- Items of broadcasting news of interest from here, there i 

- and everywhere. s 

é séo" means "Cork Call- 
ing." 

* * .. * 

PRAGUE has evidently been a 
great success in its own cils- 
trict, for licences have gone 
up ovér 10,000 in a month. 

* * * 

REYKJAVIK station autlìo- 
rities would be glad to hear 
f rom British listeners ho 
have been able to-pick up 
this station. 

* * 

GLEIWITZ and other German 
stations are no regularly 
attempting relays of Ameri- 
can broadcasts, usually be- 
tween 8 and 9 p.m. 

* * * 

CARDIFF. The B.B.C. will 
provide a studio for broad- 
casts from the Cardiff In- 
dustries Exhibition, to be 
held from February 11th to 
February 24th in the Grey. 
friars Hall. 

* * * 

CHELMSFORD. The 1-kw. 
ultra-short-wave transnútter 
designed for the B.B.C. is 
now completed. 

* * 

HOLLAND is the latest country 
to consider a regional 
scheme. The Finance Minis- 
ter has suggested that two 
powerful stations would be 
quite sufficient. 

L.. u 

lI._ 
1j' ii 

'I,- - 

A scene in one of Vienna's oldest and most famous cafés 
from which, outside broadcasts are frequently given on 5'ì 

metres. - 

U.S.A. The recent U.S.A. KALUNDBORG has a womar 
census disclosed that ovel' announcer during' the, after. 
40 per cent of American noons. 
households now contain radio * * * 

sets. . THE VATICAN engineers have 
* * * decided to insta an ültra 

ICELAND. The Reykjavik short-wave outfit to keep ir 
transmissions (1,200 metres) touch with the Papal Villi 
are usually made at the at Castel Gandolfo. 
following times: 19.30 
G.M.T., seri ice (on Sundays). 

i., 
le 

., 
! 

t.. 
a- ' - 

i '- 
-- LL rr 

EIFFEL TOWER sends out a 
time signal at 9.26 am. 
and one at 10.26 p.m., on 
2,650 metres. 

SAN SEBASTIAN usually works 
from 7.30 to 9 p.m. on Mon- 
days, Wednesdays, and Fri- 
days, and from 10 p.m. to 
12 on other days. 

* * 

ARCHANGEL has been hetero- 
dyning the Frankfurt trans- 
missions on 390 metres. 

* * * 

MADRID appears to have been 
completely eclipsed on 4243 
metres by Moscow Stalin. 

'I * * 

MOSCOW (Old Komlntern) has 
been getting over well with 
an early morning trans- 
mission on 1,481 metres. 

* * * 

ZAGREB, Yugoslavia, occa- 
sionally gives a "Young 
Authors'" programme, when 
writers are allowed to read 
from their own works. 

'TTi. 
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Generally the average short- 
wave set requires more delicate 
handling than even the sharpest of 
broadcast receivers, shile even the 
best of short-wavers 'are not 
too easy for the nuinitiated to 
handle. 'Ihus a few hints on the 
best methods to adopt when coaxing 
them may be df assistance to those 
readers who are not yet experts. 

First, a few words on the tech- 
nical side of the subject. If your- 
short-wave set is a commercial 
product, these do not apply. If, 
however, it is home-made, or if you 

RADIO 
BUCHAREST 

Madame t.,retzoi, tise "voice" 
of Bücharest, OU 394 metres. 

are just toying with the idea of 
making one, take careful note, 

An important thing to reinem- 
ber, if you want your set to bring 
in everything, is this Do not 
try to cover too wide a wave- 
band in one swing of your con- 
denser, This means-use a smaller 
condenser and fiore changes of 
coils. The slight extra trouble of 
coil-changing -will be repaid by the 
ease of operation. 

Next, use n really good slow- 
motion dial, not only on the tuning 
control, but If possible, on the 
reaction condenses' This is always 
well worth while. 

The remaining points deal more 
with the operation of a set that is 
not all that lt might be. The first 
is-get rid of 'hand.capacity 
effects." These need not be present, 
even in a short-wave set, II they 
are, try the following expedients. 
Remove the earth lead, if you use 
one. Its removal quite often lin- 
proves matters. 

If this does not work, try a small 
adjustable condenser in series with 
the earth lead, and see whether you 
can find a point at which the hand- 
capacity troubles disappear 

.4 False Panel 
If this is of no avail, cover the 

back of the panel, sud also the 
underside of the baseboard with 
copper foil and earth it. ii you 
still can't iold a signal when you 
take your hands away from the 
controls, there Is nothing toi you to 
do but mount a false panel (pref er- 
ably of wood or ebonite), a few 
inches in Iront of the other, and 
bring tIse control knobs through 
by means of ebonite extension rods 

It has been assumed, of course, 
that in your set it is the moving 

plates of the' s iriable condensers 
that are earthed. If this is not so, 
you may expect hand-capacity 
trouble, and you will certainly lind 
it! 

Another important point is that 
the reaction control must be 
smooth, When you go from oscilla- 
tion outwards, or from "non 
oscillation inwards," there should 
be no "plop " and no musical howl, 
The howl may he stopped by 
various expedients which have been 
detailed troni time to time by 

W.L.S." in these pages. The 
"plop" is generally caused by 
excessive HT. on the detector 
valve, a wrong choice of valve, or 
possibly one which lias partly lost 
its emission 

How to Search 
Now, assuming that all the little 

matters mentioned are in order, we 
will deal with the actual proredure 
of tuning in a signal. On short 
waves it is not usually possible to 
search, as one should on broadcast 
waves, with the receiver not oscilla- 
ting. Search with tite set just 
beyond the oscillation point but 
only just beyond, You will not 
interfere with other listeners on the 
short waves, unless they are next 
door I if you go too tar, signals 
will be much weaker and more 
difficult to tune. Rotate tite 
detector tuning control-very slowly, 
and keep the reaction control 
always in such a position that a 
movement of about one degree-or 
even less-stops oscillation. 

When you hear a carrier-wave, 
move the reaction control by this 
amount at once. And here is tite 
rub. Probably the movement of 
tise reaction condenser, or whatever 
control you arc using for reaction, 

broadcast station with the set 
oscillating, and trying to get down 
into the silent point. You will 
almost certainly produce a hetero- 
dyne note again sshen you remove 
your hand front the dial. 

SOME VALVE! 

I 

L 
_cj 

An interesting illustration of 

the size of a modern water- 
cooled valve. 
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) 7'IIY is it that, even with a 

' \ commercial 'cue-knob" 
-set, there is usually one 

member of the family who can pro- 
vkle the magie touch necessary to 
bring in all the foreign stations, 
while the others merely achieve a 
futile fumble? 

It can't -be a matter of luck 
at least, you can't imagine that 
unless you are very superstitious. 
Ali that it boils down to in the end 
is a certain dexterity possessed by 
the favoured one; and though there 
are some people that can never 
hope to possess the patience neces- 
sary for threading a needle, it sa 

possible to learn! 
We all know the "ham-handed" 

niethod of attacking a wireless set. 
Round go all the dials at once 
any swifchei available are puslie 
up sud down; the reaction control 
is handled most unmercifully; and 
the net result Is plenty of squeals, 
but very few' station8. - 

The Best Methods 

IN . dÏÑ ...... "D . X" 
-- 

I 

- 

- 
, 4' ' 

-. Some practical hints on how to ha,nále a short-wa'er 
to get the best results from it. 

will affect the tuning slightly. 
Thus, in elfect, 'ou will have lost 
your signal. When you have got 
the knack properly this will not 
happen. You will simply move your 
tuning conti'ol in by about half a 
degree as you take the reaction 
control ouf by half a degree, and 
you should be very near the true 
tuning point. 

in a Nsutshefl - 

At all events, if you are on your 
signal, with the set oscillating, :and 
you give your reaction control such 
a delicate touch that the set Is only 
taken just the merest fraction 
below the point of oscillation, you 
should be able to hear your speech 
or music faintly,' and tune lt up to 
full strength by -a hair-breadth 
movement of the main control. 

There you have the prinçiple of 
tuning in a nutshell. No jerks, no 
sudden wrenches, but just a smooth, 
continuous movement. ' - 

Do not take up the practice of 
listening to the carrier-Wave of a 

- 126 

V]'3an old-stager it is very queer j tu reflect uj'on the changing 
conditions under which 

long-distance radio reception and 
transmission are carried out. Many 
of us, of course, treasure up 
memories of radio long before it 
was d reamed t hat programmes from 
accros the Atlantic would ever be 
heard in this country. 

Wonders Necee Cense 
When, in the winter oi 1023, 

during tise transatlantic tests 
American signals were heard low1 
and clear," we simply expressed the 
view that "wonders would never 
cease?' and left it at that. But 
when it was found that they came 
over consi.stently, if only one had a 
good enough receiver we really 
began to sit up and tike nnt'ce 

I 
THE "TRANSATLANTICS" 

Notes on Receiving American Station3. 

But what of to-iay? Anyone with 
an are raie receiver (not even a good 
one) can receive American broad- 
casting on about one night in four. 
The secret, of course, is a/iorf wares. 

As a guido to those who have not 
yet sampled the joys of listening to 
an American accent announcing a 
programme by the "Blank Tooth- 
Paste Corporation," the following 
short notez may be useful. 

First, you will need a good short- 
wave receiver. Next., you will have 

to get some idea of "where you 
are," speaking in wave-length. This 
subject has bec.i covered from thnc 
to time. 

All that remains lato time the set 
to about 50 metres at 11 p.m. one 
night, and to search patiently round 
that region. Within ten degrees 
of the dial there should be four or 
five American stations. If you 
don't find thenu right away, listen 
to something else for an hour and 
then go back. tf you repeat this 

performance ou three or four con- 
secutive nights without identifying 
an American you are vert, unlucky. 

Good stations to look for are the 
following: W 3 X L, Bound Brook, 
on 46-69 metres : W 8 X K, 
K D K A, Pittsburgh, on 4S'SG 
metres; W 3 X A J., Bound Brook, 
on 4918 metres: and W 8 X A L, 
Cincinnati, on 49.5 metres. 

Round 32 Metres 
To a talkie-educated publie it is 

only necessary to catch about four 
words of an announcement to 
identify the American origin 

As soon as you have identified 12 
metres on your dia!, you may try 
again. In this neielubourhaood you 
will find W 2 X A F Schenectady, 
on 3t48, and W I & A Z. Spring- 
field, on 3135. 
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and now the closIng of the Belgian 
stations would be quite a catas- 
t.roph for many listeners in this 
country. - 

Twiin q To R,-iissels 
Probably most readers will be 

well aware how to find the Belgium 
programmes, but for the sake of 
those who may he a little un- 
certain, their wave-length positions 
can be outlined in a few words. 
There are only two stations of real 
importance, namely, Brussels No. i 
and Brussels No. 2. 

Both of the Brussels stations 
employ a power of15 kw., and 
Brussels No. 2 on 3382 metres 
puts out its programme in the 
Flemish language. The nearest 
British wave-length is that of the 
London Regional, and Brussels No. 
2 is below this and separated trous 
this by live stations, namely, 
Graz (Austria), Leningrad (very 
seldom, if ever, heard), Barcelona, 
8trasbourg-Brwnath, and 33mo. 

Brussels No. 2 comes next. 
Below it is a common wave-length 

of 335 metres shared by Cadiz and 
POzuan, neither of which stations 
Is usually to be heard in this 
country. But in descending order 
of wave-lengths there next come 
three important stations, the first 
being Milan (Italy), which recently 
moved froiui over 500 metres to 
make way for the new Florence 
station. 

Easily Fou,iel 
Directly underneath Milan is 

Poet Parisien on 3282 metres 
(which shares a wave-length with 
Grenoble, France), and immedIately 
below this is the Breslau station, 
which, although it employs a rate-1 
power of 15 kw., Is often heard In 
this country. 

As you will see, most of the above 
stations are well received In 
Britain, so the position of Brussels 
No. is easily found relative to 
any the dial-reading o which is 
known. 

The Brussels No. 1 station on 509 
metres is still more easy to recognise 

from its neighbours. It comes ini- 
medIately below the Vienna station, 
u inch, on most receivers, is about 
ten degrees from the top of the 
dial. 

On almost the saune wave-length, 
separated by less than 1 kilocycle in- 
stead of the normal 9 kilocycles, is 
the new Florence station, which has 
recently been testing on high power. 
And about two degrees lou-er still 
on the dial there is Prague, the 
Ceechoslovakian high-power new - 
comer which has been doing great 
things on the wave-length immedi- 
ately above that of the North 
Regional. 

The Other Stations 
There are several other Belgian 

stations, but none are received con- 
sistently except in their own im- 
mediate neighbourhoods. 

Belgium itself has an area of 
about 11,400 squame tuiles, añd 
Brussels is situated near the middle 
of it. lt Is the old capital of 
Brabant, and of the Duchy of 

Burgundy, and it dates from the 
seventh century. 

Brussels has had an eventful 
history, its last invasion being by 
the Germans, who entered it on 
August 20th, 1914. 

Two Lnngueujes 
The total population of Belgiwn 

is round about eight millions, about 
half of whom speak Flemish alone. 
Another very large proportion of 
the population speak French alone. 
and It is, of course, this duality of 
language which necessitates Brussels 
having two stations - speaking 
different tongues. 

Apart frosii its two main stations, 
Belgium has several small hide- 
pendent ones, including Radio 
Schaerbeek and Radio Chatelineau. 
But at tise miment difficulties in 
connection with advertising 'have 
restricted or closed these, and in 
any case they are not comparable 
u-lth either Brussels No. 1 or No. 2 
as possible providers of alternative 
programmes. 
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Countries to Listen for- 
,Att u Ç, oOttonout 

1,'ìo S Veviers 

BELGIUM 
Ornant 

F R A N 0Marche 1s,J 

) LTI{OUO}I it is very favourably luma r c '1J- J 8astoqne 'r situated for reception in 

1in 1'lly 
i. .- I 

O, 
' always i11e 

here from the radio point of iew. is the delightful I Neu fchdteaÀ ' 

f ° 
Its neighbour, Holland, ata scene shown in B ELG I U M 
us with regular programmes of good our picture of the Scale L I'irtois ¡ o 

e 

bd Porte de Gand, [ lo zo 'o MIs. tuxenthurq 

from Belgium; but during the Bru es g past twelve months or so a complete 
change has come over the situation, 
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7. 

L 
: 

Some interesting pictures o- 
9' aeronautics in Austria. 

\I \ 
"' \ '. 

LtL 

i. 

i 

Quite a novelty in radio èntertainrnent 
-was given to Austrian listeners, in the forni - 

of a talk from a balloon engaged in a long- 
- i 

distance race. 
. 7f . - 

The top, picture shows the sending gear. - I - 

in the gondola, with the microphone slung - 

to the side of the car. ' 

* 

:-.. H 
The second picture shows thc balloon 

- I straining at her moorings and all ready 
for the release and the racè. 

* * 

To the right is a close-up of the aeronauts 
fixing the aerial by which they kept in 
touch with the radio receiving station 

- on the ground. . 

MODERN WIRELESS 

-. 

J) :' V 
f 

\ 

- r-i- J.r_' /j 
T; - 

tI 

A7t /'/ 

. 
- 

f' t . ' ____ 
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BROAD 

CASTING 
FROM A 
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gian station, is protesting 
vigorously against a recent 
ministerial decree against 
radio advertising. 

* * * - 

BRUSSELS No. i and BRUS- 
SELS No. 2 are exempt from 
the above decree. 

- * * * 

BRUSSELS CHECKING STA- 
TION identified 45 unknown 
transmissions last season, 
sorno of them being from 
stations over 2,500 miles 
away.- 

.5 * *. 

HEILSBERG was recently 
picked up at good strength 
in India on a 3.valve set. 

* * .* 

HESTON AIRPORT weather 
reporta aro broadcast in con. 
nection with the AA. 

* * * 

RADIO SUISSE ROMANDE, 
like B.eromunster, its fellow 
Swiss Regional, is an early. 
to.bed station, and has 

usually closed down well 
before 10 p.m. 

* * * 

LEIPZIG is one of Europe's 
early birds, and is often on 
the air before 6 am. 

* * * 

RABAT, MOROCCO. This 
station has been heard 
(using the call-sign F \ C N) 
on 32 metres. 

* . * 5 
VENEZUELA, Y V Q. Signals 

from this little.known sta- 
tion on 1639 metres have 
been picked up in Laura-. 
shire. 

* __* . 

THE VATICAN. Times of 
transmission are 10.00-10.30 
and 19.00-19.30 weekdays. 
Sundays and Feast Days, 
10.00-1 1.00. - 

* * * 

GENOA is shortly to increase 
its power. 

BARI, the latest of the Italian 
main stations, i.s to rank 
in importance with Rome, 
Milan, Florence and Trieste. 

* * * 

PALERMO, which is supposed 
to work on 2124 metres, 
has been sharing the Sunds- 
vaIl wavè-length (542 m.). 

* * * 

BOLZANO recently increased 
its power, but is remaining 
on 3681 metres with Hel- 
sinki and Seville. 

NAPLES is now working on 
319 metres. 

* * * 

SYDNEY, N.S.W., churches 
-Anglican, Presbyterian, 
Methodist, Baptist and Con- - 

gregational-have co-opera- 
ted in sponsoring a new 
station to work on 248 
metres. . Its call will, be 
2 C H. - 

NAPLES recently relinquished 
its wave-length, 3315 metres, 
to Milan, who had long been 
working on 501-7 metres. 

* * * 

MILAN expects its new high. 
power station to be working' 
this spring. 

* * * 

FLORENCE has been allotted 
the old Milan wave-length 
(5017 metres) because it has 
difficult wooded country to 
serve. 

PENNANT HILLS, the Aus- 
.tralian radio centre, is to 
have a new station, 2 S M, 
to provide special broad- 
casts for the Roman Catholic 
Church. (The letters SM 
indicate, S. Mary's Cathe- 
dral.) 

s * * 

2S M is to be run on com- 
mercial lines, in competition 
with other "B,, stations, for 
advertising revenue. 

listen for the early morning Germans 
on medium wave-lengths, it will be on 
the long waves that daylight recep- 
tion is best when the days lengthen. 

It is probable that next year will 
see many changes in the long-wave 
station situation, including the be- 
lated improvements to our own 

One of the best of the long-wavers 
is certainly Warsaw, on 1,411 metres, 
which is only about 34 metres below 
Eiffel Tower-a very small separa- 
tion indeed for long wave-lengths. 
On my own aerial, Eiffel Tower, 
owing to the much shorter distance, is 
generally the stronger, but Warsaw 

to stich stations as Moscow Trades 
Union and Leningrad. 

The authorities of the Reykjavik 
station, Iceland, have been asking for 
reports from long-distance listeners, 
so anyone who has definitely identified 
this station (on about 1,200 metres) 
is invited to write to the station. 

BISAMBERG, 8 miles fi-orn . RADIO-PARIS is still, t the 
Vienna, has finally been 
selected as the site for 

: : time of writing, makingalter- 
ations to its new station, and 

Austria's new high-power : sorne morning programmes 
station. - 

- Heilsberg's Record-He3ton's Weather Reports- . are emanating from the old 
S S * Naples' New Wave-length. Clichy transmitter. 

BINCHE-RADIO, a small Bel- 
- : 

i' - 

sigmil at eight o'clock 

Daylight Reception 
Stay-at-homes and invalids will 

long since have discovered that there 
is often a good deal of activity on 
long waves quite early in the morn- 
ing; and though at the moment of 
writing the medium-wave stations 
are coming over so well that one can 
safely neglect the long-wavers to 

strength of programmes from this H. G. WELLS IN AMERICA. 
station continues to he unusually The famous author broadcasting from a 

New York studio. good. Konigs-Wusterhausen is still 
good, though he appeals to have can usually with a little careful use of 
faded off a little from his fórm of react on be sharpened up to deliver a 
some three or four months ago; clear quality, good programmes even 
60 kw. is being employed at the in daylight. 
Berlin long-waver, hut many stations 
of much rower power, like Motala ad Reliable After Dark 
Kalundborg, are being received at far After dark Warsaw is on the re- 
greater strengths. liable list and it is amazingly superior 
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LONG-WAVE 
LISTENING 
A Time-Signal Tip-The Latest 
from France - Reykjavik's 

Request. 

PFARENTLY the new Radio- 

J%. Paris station is now behav- 
ing much bçtter than when 

it first took the air, and morning re- 

ception has been distinctly good. 
Listeners who have a train to catch 
in the morning, and who sometimes 
forget to wind their clocks overnight, 
might like to be reminded that the 
Radio-Paris station puts out a time 

Daventry, considerable activity on 
the Russian front, and possibly a 
straightening out of the French 
positithi. . Un4er the General Feirie 
plan for broadcasting, the idea is now 
to provide a very powerful long- 
waver to tkc the places of Radio- 
Paris and Eiffel Tower, the suggested 
power being 100 kw. 

Good in England 
This would certainly provide 

enormous strength all over England, 
and particularly in the south, where 
even on comparatively low power the 
French programmes have always been 
popular. . 

The iniprovèment of Radio-Paris 
programmes appears to . have put 
Eiffel Tower on its mettle, and the 
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i PARIS. The Radio Police deviation, has at last re- 

jstation has been doing early turned to 2742 metres, 
morning testing on wave- where it belongs. 
lengths between .1,200 and 
1,400 metres witKa pOWer LEÑINGRAi) -is one of the 

of 2 kw. stations that now puts out 
occasional - programmes in 

GENEVA recently opened a Esperaitto. 
service of broadcasting to * - 

its telephone subscribei;s. - 

$ 

- 
U.S.S.R. stations such as Lenin- 

WASHFOD CROSS, nar grad and Moscow freuently 
- give "physical jerks" pro- 

%Vatchét i the it ¿f t'he grammes in the earlymorn- 
new BB.C. Westerli - Re- 

- giocai station. ' . 

ing. 
* . * - 

* -: : t 

AACHEN is the German 'name 
WESTERGLEN, near Flkirk, is foi' what we - call Aix-Ia- 

where the Scottish Regional Chapelle. This station works 
station is bing built, and it on 227 metres. 
should be testing in a few 

* * 
months time. - 

- 

* - 
- LODZ, the Polish station oit 

LANGENBERG had one of his 235 metres, is still working 
masts blown down during a experimentally with a power 
gale, but the service was of 2 kw. 

carried on successfully by a * * 

temporary otte. -. A 40-Fr. SAILING BOAT, 
- tshich is undergoing a round- 

- 
- the-world trip from Daytona 

- Beach, plans to keel) in 
touch with ainateuns of all - 

countries by short-wave 
radio. - 

* * * 

PALISADES, N.J., is reported 
to be the centre of amateur 
5-mette transmission work. 
at least fourteen enthusiasts 

- 

L. 

-- - : 
e , 

Ì 

1 

- 

J - -. 

-:.- 

t* - 

Jersey, has been getting over the country around Sofia 
tite Atlantic well on 273 * * * 

metres. MOSCOW-STALIN, the 100- 
- * * kw. station on 424-3 metres, 

HEILSBERG has recently been is causing considerable inter- 
coming through in daylight ference with Berlin Witzle- 
at remarkably good strength. ben on 418 metres 

- "HAVE YOU HEARD THIS ONE?" 

I,' 

t 

j - 

:,_ quarter of an hour of the latest jokes is a popular item of - 

the Munich programmes I Would not this be a good lead 
for the B.B.C. to follow ? . 

The distance front London LANGENBERG has taken its 
is 868 miles, and tite wave- new transmitter into service 
length 276-5 metres. 

- 

for all evening and Sunday 
s s 

- programmes. 
FLORENCE, the new Italian * 

station, should be conduct- MEXICO is ct-edited with the 
ing its high-power tests New World's most powei-ful 
regularly by the time these broadcastincr station, X E R, 
lines are in print-, which works on 408 metres 

S S * 
- and puts out advertising pro- 

MILAN'S wavelength is being grammes for American con- 
used by the new Florence sltml)tlon. - 

station after Milan has closed s * * 

down. 
- RADIO IZERDA is the Dutch 

name for the experimental 
"RADIO FIRENZE " is the ti-ansmittet- at the Hague 

Italian name for the new s * * 

"Radio Fiorence" 
- EMPIRE STATE BUILDING 

* * 
New York, the highest con 

HUNGARY'S new high-power struction in the world, is to 
station, to supersede tite be used as a " mast" for 
Budapest transmitter, is the aerial of a television - 

making good progress. station 

¡ebruary,- 1932 - '"The TVorld's Prograinne.5" - IVI0DERN WIRELESS 

: STATION INFORMATION 
r 

b. 
J 

The New Regionais-Langenberg's Accident-Turin 
i Turns Over a New Leaf-Florence's Bow-A 

Mexican Monster-Building as a Mast! 
I 

. 4 

:' 

r -_ * 
- HAMBURG uses the Morse in that neighbourhood being 

- letter ...... - (H A) in regular - communication 
- as an interval signal., with each other. - -.--' t 

t - I REYKJAVIK, the leelandes SOUTH KENSINGTON %isitors 
to the Imperial Institute i - 

- has been experimenting with . 
- small wavelength wobbles, were recently afforded the - 

FRANCE intends to equip all apparently to dodge inter. opoituaity of hearing and te trans. TURIN récently increased his 
her large tOWIIS with radio ference. - SIi1, .nIetreb 

- 'lutter y the power to more than double - 

.. Ioice stations fitted with s s its foi muer value. - 

Behuiographs, for pictuie TURIN, for long the despair of * * * * s - * 

transmissions, the Prague Pia mulers, because ATLANTIC CITY, W P G, - the BULGARIA is- planning a. big 
- - 

- of its persistent wave-length American station in New broadcasting station to serve - - 

,,1 
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MOÖERÑ WIRELISS 
C' 

The- World's PiOgrGrnIn& " . Fèbruary, 

. - - - . . . .- Sitùated in New Times Squarin : 

- I.-. - 
J . - the heart of New York City, the . . 

T i . . 
palatial studios of the N.B.C1 are 

I 

1 the last word in American studio . r 

i . t r ' . 

technique. 
I 

Ç - 
The picture above shows one 

. of the magnificent subsidiary : 
. studios from which entertain- ' 

- ments are nightly given to be i 
4 radiated from W E A F and its 

- relays. 

. 

, - -. 

r 

- . 

r_ 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
If you were due to broadcast from . 

the New York station (W E A F) 
your first impression on stepping 
from the lift would be of the mag- . 

nificent entrance hall shown in 
the picture above. From it the - : 

studios and offices open off right 
and left. . - 

.-. -- 
:1 . 

CURTAINED OFF 
This view was taken from the _ 
auditorium of the main studio, . 

and shows the famous stee!- - - - -- - 

panelled glass " curtain ' which . - 

shuts sounds out from the studio. 
i 

The audience looks straight at . - 

theartistesbuthearsthemvia 4 - 

loudspeaker 

__i_ ____ 
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ment. amply sound-proof, and the W E A F ioom, a main one and two sub- 
They have been entirely knocked authorities are very proud of the sidiary ones. 
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tioning ever since. 
The Belimore, Long Island. trans- 

mitter of W E A F has a power of 
50 kw., thus enabling it to make 
itself felt in the ether in no unmis- 
takable manner. 

Evolutionary Improvement 
To revert, however, to the 

W E A F studios, which are the main 
subject of these notes. From the 
earliest inception of the station in 
New York City the station's studios 
have continually been subjected to 
a process of evolutionary improve- 

Such is the claim which W E A F 
makes. Whether, of course, it will 
turn out to be a strictly accurate one 
only the passage of. timecan de- 
termine. 
- W E A F's studios are now situ- 
ated in New Times Square, in the 
heart of New York. It is a huge 
building, almost entirely devoted to 
broadcasting activities. 

The main studio is situated on the 
fifth floor of the New Times Square 
House, well above the noise of the 
street level. The studio is, of course, 

cent complement of reception foyers 
and waiting-rooms for artistes. - A 
"Chinese Room" is also provided 
for the use of waiting broadcasters. 
This is an elaborately furnished and 
decorated apartment, got up, of 
course, in the approved Oriental 
style, and it is much favoured as a 
"green room" by the casts of studio 
plays and by choral parties. 

Perhaps, however, the studio con- 
trol rooms at W E A F, New York, 
will he of greater interest to the 
technical man tha.n any other 
feature. There are three of these 

studios. - 

An Early Broadcaster 
MODERN WIRELESS has on previous 

occasions closely followed the devel- 
opments and improvements which 
have been made on the technical 
side of this giant New York broad- 
caster. lt may, however, be expedient 
to repeat the fact that Station 
W E A F is one of the earliest of 
the popular American broadcasting 
stations. 

lt made its opening bow to the 
radio public in July, 1922. In those 
early days its transmitter was 
located in New York City, but in 
1927 the transmitter was removed to 
Bellmore, on Long Island. 

Here a gigantic transmitting plant 
was erected, and with several modifi- 
cations. in detail it has been fune- 

HER FIRST BROADCAST 
'I 

1- 

although they witness directly the 
studio performances, hear them in- 
directly by means of suitably placed 
loud speakers. - 

The glass screen or curtain " at 
\V E A F's studios is a rather re- 
markable affair, aiid certainly an 
excellent piece of engineering work. 
It weighs no less than six tons. 

The glass is of the best plate 
quality obtainable, yet, despite the 
fact that it is set in rigid steel frames, 
the estire assembly is so welJ bal- 
anced that it can be raised quite 
easily by one man. Other studios 
have adopted this glass-curtain plan, 
and doubtless it will become more 
or less universal in the future. 

Artistes are received at W E A F by a The Waiting-Room 
pleasant host or hostess, to set them at 
their ease, and here a visitor is being The New Times Square studios 

welcomed in a reception foyer. have been equipped with a- rnagnifi- 

 something really " super " in 
connection with their broadcasting 
way over in New York. And al 
though the palatial studios of our 
own B.B.C. which are to be may 
very well equal or even excel those 
of New York's station, W E A F, 
there is no gainsaying the fact that 
the American National Broadcasting 
Company has gone in for something 

big " in the recent re-design, con- 
struction and equipment of its 

transmitter was removed to Bell- 
more. Long Island, the studios of 
W E A F were entirely re-equipped 
and reorganised. Now they have 
undergone a further change, and it is 
claimed that the New York "Broad- 
casting House," as it stands at 
present, embodies a more efficient, 
luxurious and magnificent broad- 
casting centre than the studios of 
any other radio organisation or 
compmny in the world. 

The glass " curtain " of the main studio 
weighs six tons, and yet it can be operated 

by one man alone. 

tact that their studio is the first onò 
to adopt the glass curtain scheme by 
means of which the studio proper is 
shut off from an auditorium by a 
glass screen. 

Absolutely Sound-Proof 
This screen is quite sound-proof, 

and listeners in the auditorium, 

February, 1932 '" The JVorld' Progtainmes 

AMERICA'S SUPER 
STUDIOS 

Some details concerning the newly-equipped 
studios of Station WEA F-the New York 

st ation of the American N.B.C. 

FROM A SPECiAL CORRESPONDENT 

TT is, perhaps, in the natuie of down once or twice nd rebuilt I things that they should want in dierent situations. When the 
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All ot which is really a very 
praiseworthy and creditable pôlicy, 
and one which is bòund, in the -end, 
to enhance rather than to inhibit 
W E A F's popularity and progress. 

J..F.C. 

heard even earlier than 5'p.m by the 
end of this month. - - -. 

Next, the Americans on the .495O 
metre band. They are at their best 
all the year round from 11 p.m. until 
the small hours are nearly ont. The 

'34 

although they are not very strongly 
-received in this country except for 
half an. hour or 'so during -their 
"peak" periods. As these vary 
from week to week there is not much 
-point in mentioning them here. 

that they o ot desre to obtain an 
absolute broadcast monopoly. They 
realise that the small broadcasting. 
station has its uses and its rights, 
and that a programme of inferior 
quality may be just as interesting 
to a certain class of listeners as the 
very best mate.iial in the broadcast- 
ing world coming along from the 
New York organisation. 

A Creditable Policy 

Artistes in the handsomely-appointed Chinese Room" of W E A F, filling in that 
trying time while waiting their turns to broadcast. 

from now until May, for the various 
stations. . 

The Americans 
First, the Americans on 20 metre 

and 25 metres may be expected to 
come over best betv.eenabout 5 p.m 
and 10 p.m. As the year goes on 
they will come in later and later. 
W 2 X A D on 1956-will probably be 

16 metres, and always sem to be 
good. Among the others, Radio: 
Saigon and Chi-Hoa (both indo- 
China) do not seem to require much 
skill in tuning. Thé latter is on 49 
metres approximately, and the former 
on all sorts of - different - wave- 
lengths, the best being 249l métres. 

European stations, of course, are 
on at all times- of- day or night, 

 mitter, and also to the huge network iniporta.nt to have soth alight .; i... 

of land-liñes connecting up with the knowledge of whethe.various parts .. -. From Far East 
other stations of the American of the world may be expected to At almost añy season: of the year 
Nafional Broadcasting Gompany corne in if one wants to be success- the "Far East" station may be 
which are located in the various ful in hearing the DX stations. -. logged during the afternoons. The 
American States. The following gives you a rough Dutch East Indics pe9ple are either 

Each. of the affiliated . stations indication of the best times to listen, on the 32-metre hand r on abdut 
therefor gets its programme matenal BEFORE THE PROGRAMME HEGINS 
through the.medium of WEAF's . - ___________________ 
powerful transmitter on Long Island. 

When it is realised that W E A Fs 
farthest affiliated station is situated . ,. 
in the western city of San Francisco, - 

and that its network of stations - 

extends ov,er a dozen States, some 'i - 

idea of the vastness of the American I 
. i I '. 

National Broadcasting Company's - . f 
radiating system will be gained. 

.Fifty..Five Broadcasters 
Besides bein.g directly affiliated F j 

with broadcasting 8tations through- 
out the United States, the National - - f Broadcasting Company of America . 

has also some say in the operation - 4 - 

and management of many other - . - 

s 

stations in America. The most -. . 

recent figures available give fifty-five - - 

as the number of broadcasting pies, i j 
. j 

so to speak, which W E A F and its I 
company have their fingers in, in one r 
way or another. . 

At the same time, however,- these . 

W E A F neonle emnhasise the fact :: 

simple, yet undoubtedly efficient in 
its general design and outlay. It 
contains the prìicipal control-board 
of the station to chich all the various 
studio lines are ultimately linked 
after they have passed through the 
smaller control or "monitoring" 
panels in the same or in the other 
control roems. - 

Network of Stations 
From the main control-board the 

studio's output goes off by land-line 
tò the Beilmore, Long Island, tralis- 

WHEN TO TUNE 
L THEMIN 

Some practical notes aboút E 

short-wave reception, aut the 
E best time to listen for the various 

continents audcountries. 

ONE of the most curious things 
about the short waves is that 
one can choose a certain 

section of them, and listen- carefully 
over it for hours aiidT hbtìrs' wIthout 
ever hearing a sound. It is most 

except that he starts coming in rather 
before those on the higher wave. 

So much for the "Yanks." Now 
-for our exciting friend V K 2 M E, 
Sydney. He comes round the world 
in both directions, and may therefore 
be found either during the evening or 
in the early nior1ings. Whether he is 
on his 31-metre. or 28-metre wave 
seems to make little difference. If 
he is known to be on, and conditions 
are at all good, you should find 
hith between 9and 10 pith, or after 
6 am... ': 
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1fl EADERS of my last report will 
J1 

probably remember that I 
predicted a patch of good 

DX reception on the medium 
waves. They may silgo remember 
that I related how J had received 
various American stations on a 
two-valve receiver. 

Since then reception 01 medium- 
wave American stations has steadily 
improved until really worth-while 
conditions are upon us. For in- 
stance, early in December, V TI C 
(Hartford), W PG (Atlantic City), 
WGY (Schenectady), WNAC 
(Boston), all came in at respectable 
strength, on the two-valve receiver, 
whilst various others came in 
faintly. 

A tAttle Moie "Ginge, "! 
For the sake of greater ampli- 

fication, I inserted a pentode in 
the L.F. stage, and I disèovered 
the extra amplification well worth 
while when I again "tried " for 
America on December 7th (1031). 
As is my "wont" when going 
to make a night of it, I 
waited until after 2 a.m. (when I 
concluded that the American 
stations would have begun to reach 
a respectable strength If conditions 
were favourable) before attempting 
to receive anything, 

Switching on, I almost immedi- 
ately came upon a station broad- 
casting a -' tango." Strength was 
fair and tise signal was constant,. 
and I concluded that it was pro- 
bably a late European. Imagine my 
surprise, then, when Instead of, as 
I had expected, an announcement 
in German, the announcer told me 
that I was listening to "Radio 
Splendid, Buenos Aires " 

Needless to say, I was thrilled. 
Who would not have been? Seven 

went up dial and I went down dial, 
but for the Buenos Aires station 
and a station above 500 metres 
there was nothing but Morse. Still, 
when J heard where that station 
was, I was-to say the least- 
pleasantly surprised, for it was 
V Q A M, a station located in 

Miami, Florida. 

The Fus. Sta,'t.c 
Around 2.30 am. conditions took 

a remarkable change for the better, 
and within a moment I was Listening 
to my old friend, W TiC, at Hait- 
ford. Tisis station was followed 
up by WCAU, Philadelphia; 
K M O X, St. Louis: W E N R, 
Chicago; W G Y, Boundhrook; 
W G Y, Schenectady; K D K A, 
Pittsburg, and then another sur- 
prise. 

I was doing my best to separate 
a heterodynse when, in the peculiar 
svay American stations have, one 
of the stations appeared to part 
itself from the others ad I found 
myself listening to dance music and 
ali about "My Girl Gives Mo the - 

Blu-u-es ..... Then the announce- 
ment " .. , listening to station 
WAAT." What? Whereisthat? 

I looked up tise letters in my 
call book, and made tise interesting 
discovery that W A A T s a 300- 
watt station located in New Jersey. 
Certainly conditiouis were remark- 
able. 

"Rio de jauei,'o ¡ 

Up to now I liad been passing 
over a number o stations which 
had not been speaking in the Eng- 
lish language, asid, considering that 
conditions were so good and it was 
so late, I thought it might be worth 
finding out where they were. Con- 
sequently I turned to the loudest, 

and In the early hours switch on ally heard in England, and fairly 
and turn slightly above tisat wave frequently heard in the United 
to 44fi metres. States. There are, for Instance, 

If conditions are, good-as at S Q B N at Baisia, which may be 
present-you stand a good chance found on 24 metres; Para on 34 
of bearing a Mexican broadcast. metres; Rio de Janeiro on 3r75 
If not, well, you have stayed up metres and, slightly higher up 
for nothing I hie dials, Mansos on 100 metres. 

USING A "FRAME" 

LffD5, - 

Il/JORIO 5 - go,-.?E 

PIIRIS 

-To get mascimum strength from a foreign statión the windings 
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WHAT THE DISTANT 
STATIONS ARE DOING 

Notes and Newa from a Long-Distance Listener's Log 

- - 

J 

turned my attention to a very faint 
station. This, however, turned out 
to be merely a French amateur. 

Then I swung up to sec whether 
I could hear anything of the new 
high-power Mexican station X E lt. 
My luck was in, and for the first 
time I received Mexico on a two- 
valve receicer (medium wave). 

There were innumerable other 
stations, but they were either too 
faint to catch the announcements 
or faded at the critical moment, 
an annoyance every DX-man 
knows. And so, after a remark- 
ably successful DX iuight, 1 

retired. 

Me,rico Is IJ'eU 
Information Just to hand from 

Ametica rates X E R as a 100,000- 
watt station, though, the com- 
municatlon adds, lt usually em- 
ploys only (I) 80,000 watts. Those 
desirous of receiving this station 
should set their receivers to Rome 
on 141 metres (a station which 
almost everyone can readily receive) 

powered stations, but only two 
stations worth mentioning. 

They arc both located in the 
capital, Santiago and employ the 
calls of C M A and C M A C. 
The former works on 480 metres, 
whilst the latter has a wave-length 
of 375 metres. Both are 1,000-watt 
stations. 

Peru is worse oil thiân Chili as 
regards the number of Its-stations, 
but at Lima there is a fairly power- 
ful station in the form of OAX, 
which works on 350 metres. There 
appears to he some doubt as to the 
actual power of this statIon, for 
some call books give it as 1,000 
watts, whilst others give lt at 
3,000 watts. 

Brazil next attracts our atten- 
tion. Unfortunately, though thIs 
country is so large, it employs only 
just over twenty stations and none 
of these are of much power. 

Sonic Short- IFa vers 
However, Brazil has various short- 

wave stations which are occasion- 

135 

thousand miles is not n bad haul and was well rewarded. 
for a two-valve receiver I The nnouncer inlormed nie that 

My appetite was whetted. I it was Rio de Janeiro." f next 

AN INTERESTING TEST 

L 
. 

-1 

t r" 
- :/ li 

'J 

1J_. v___ i 

This -listener is a German technician, comparing the quality 
of an old grámophone (1897 vintage I) with that of a modern 

2-Valve mains-run receiver 

of a frame aerial should be "pointed" at it. This shows how 
a listener in the Leeds district should align his frame for some 

famous foreigners. 

Lfl3 is the "star" South The remaining countries of South 
American station at present, and America have not much to offer 
it is located at Buenos Aires and us and so I think it high time we 

to Europe. emplOya a wave-length of 315'S 
metres. This station is being 
reported as received in England 

reiurn 
Daylight Results 

very frequently. The moat remarkable aspect of 
Considering the peculiarly good medium-wave European reception 

conditions, I intend to give I notice at present is the ease and the 
wave-lengths of the South American volume with which continental 
stations most likely to "get stations come in in broad daylight. 
across," for the benefit of " fans" It is a frequent occurrence to receive 
who may like to "try their luck" ililversum and Brussels and Lau- 
n this field. genberg, in the daytime, but until 

South ,Imes',eesu.s lately It has not been usual to 
receive Rome, Trieste, Milan, Turin, 

Besides L R 3, whIch I have just 
mentioned, there are various other 

Toulouse, Strasbourg Fkamp, 
Hamburg, Frankfiut, ñerlin, Mdb- 

Buenos Aires stations that have lacker, Helisbeeg, and Katowice at 
recently been received in England, good strength in daylight. 
These include L R 5, which operates In the evenings there is little ons 
on 315 metres;. L R 4, which could desire in the way of' volume, 
operates ton 303 metres; LR5, and I find almost all the stations 
which operates on 368 metres, rad, need the volume control to bring 
lastly, LR9, which operates on them dawn to reasonabie volume 
291 metres. (when employing my larger re- 

Leaving the Argentine Republic, ceiver-S,G. del, 1 R.O.C., P.?,). 
we turn to sec what Chili has to Trieste cud Rome are probably the 
offer. Wa find many very low- strongsit signals. L.W.O. 
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order of wave-lengths they are: 
North Regional; Prague; (Trond 

heim); (Moscow); Florence; Brus- 
sels No. 1; Vienna; (Riga) ; Munich; Sundsvall; (Palermo); 
and Budapest. 

The Sundsvafl station, which is situated between 
Munich and Budapest, has been an interesting one to 
watch, for although of fairly tow power (only 10 kw.), 
it has for some reason been coming over with quite a 
punch. Vienna has been a trifle ragged, but as a new 
station is expected to be erected there shortly we 
probably shall have nothing to complain of, for even on 

Like Italy, Czechoslovakia believes w woman 
announcers, and this is the young lady who 
can be heard from Bratislava on 279 metres 

is actually working there, a state of 
affairs which a few months ago was 
reckoned among the extreme im 

probabilities! Cork has been coming in very well indeed, 
and has been putting up a much better show than Dublin, 
which never seems to recover his good form of last year. 

Milan, who relinquished his wave length to the new 
Florence station, is now to be found on 331-5 metres. 
Immediately above is Post Parisien, and a trifle below the 
Brussels No. 2 station, which is another one worthy of 
special mention as a possible daylight, alternative. 

high power, but is ditributed fairly 
well ovr the wave-band. Trieste, for 
instance, .has been coming in like a 
Trojan, and at the top o,f the dial the 
new Italian tatibn at Floenbe, test- 
ing on high power,' has affordd 
another grat u1prise.' 

Florence in Form 
The Florence station (officially 

listed, by the way, as "Eadio 
Firenze,") appears about half-way 
between Vienna and Prague. 

The actual run of the stations 
above North Regional is interesting, 
because most of them are now coming 
over extremely well, the exceptions 
being indicated by the bracketed 
stations in the list below. In the 

dial, RadiiS-Normandie: (Fécamp) has T, - '. 
been goin strong; this being an- 
other station that it is well worth 
keeping. an eye on.beföTe çlarkness 

-falls. -; - -.: ?rt:. 
-I 

±.'r s._.. 
- . - . - i.,,.- , : Thç rnlversum. Swop ''- 

Hilversum, as usual, celebrated-- - - 

the New Year by changing over 
its transmitter with the Huizen 
long-waver, according to an arrange- - 

ment which has long been in- force - 

between these two stations. - 

* * * - 

One of the really noteworthy 
events has been the good behaviour 
of Turin, for long the bad boy of 
Europe as regards the wavelength - 

question. At the time of writing, 
Turin is allotted 2742 metres, and ' - - 

 The strength of the Heilsberg station on 2765 metres 
UITE the most remarkable teature ot medium- has been another daylight eye-opener. The other quite 

wave reception noticed during the past few outstanding transmission in daylight has been Trieste, 
weeks has been the positively amazing daylight which for some reason appears to have picked on British 

strength of some of the foreign stations. Probably aerials as the recipients of its favours. Reports from 
there will not be many weeks of this particularly fine all over the country indicate the uncommon strength 
reception condition, so readers are advised to try their and good quality of this station, which is another step 
own sets for daylight range before the days start to get in the Italian Regional scheme now approaching 
really long. 

.. 
completion. There is another powerful Italian station. 
to come, namely, Bari, and the advent of thi will be 

The remarkable thing about this particular feature watched with great interest in view of the enormous 
of medium-wave reception s that 

LITTLE 
success of. the Trieste transmissions. 

* . * does not .appear to be confined to one 
or two stations, or to those employing MISS BRATISLAVA" . 

. Down twards 'th bottöm of the 

TON TH\ 
'V", 

rmprovmg yOur Iong-distanàe results. 

Its present 15 kw. the Vienna transmitter has always 
L - . I been a favourite with British listeners. 

T Another Daylight Eye-Opener 
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Priests and monksare frequent visitors to the microphone at 

THE SKI CHAMPIONSHIP 
ç 

I 

1. 

February, 1932 "The IVorid's P'ogrammcs" 

BRITISI1 Iistener are betng 
told that even 

......................................................................... 
eontant1y 
though the International 1 NO HOPE FROM MADRID Browieasters Union is only an 

. 

expert atIvTser. whose yews can be exclusive interview with Oberpostrat Müneh, oY hearS bet need not be foflowel. 
. there 1g hope of a enrnplete rcvison : 

the German Ministry of Posts. 
of the Prague conference plan et 
or ehortb' after. the Madiji COTh 
ferences - . 

Now why s there no hope or all eountrip ar hirrving p with The Rrih listener also knows listeners on the transmitting skie ? their transmittes so that nobody 
that It ,Yas Germany, and, of all Why will Madrid and a subsequent vilI be able to et a snial'r limit. 

; 
pcople, France, who opposed a UrOpCafl conference not iinpi'ove Then there is,another considera- 
second Prague conference this the Prague Plan ? These were the tion, Russia does not intend limiting 
autumn. To enquire into the exact two questions ¡ set before Ober- lier power. 
position that Germany probably postoit Müneh. Cbrposrat Munch pointed to a 
ivill tek-e it the coming conference Me liegan by telling sue that the Chair ssext to snipe and said Çhere 
at Madrid I intervieupd Oherpos- Germans had proposed a limitation voti see that chair, ivell a few days 
trat Münch. Me was one of the ofthc powerof broadcasting stations ago the head of th'e technical 
German delegation at Prague and at the }tagiie They. had proposed department of the -Russian broad- 
probably uhu also go toMadrid. (.0 or (IO kW., and this only n cast.ing.service sat'thCr4 and told 

The result of the intCrview for all -Considerationßt the-British regional nIO quite opeiily- that all the 
listeners.ls rather hopeless. There SChonie (t saw the exact protocol, ilñssiati.stations now tdinsmltt.ii-g 
is no hope of improving the Prague and know this for ii faetj - withliigh-prnve- ve're being brought - 

Plan t Then th&Czech represcittative got uip to 5011 kw. °. Even if this is 
up sind saisi: All right: liíitste hav only ' five times 100 kw. it is The Limit r already ordered a 1211-kir. trans quite a lot. -. - 

-captaiji E-kersley lias very mitter and we intend going nhe5d." The first thing that has burst tise r- 

- rightly pointeel odi, that ten k-c. llaturally nobody urotihi consent. to Prague Plan as it now stands is the 
r scpurat#onwilJ be thç utmostihat let the Czeks alone have the privi- increase in power of most statIons 

uill,ever lw-arrived at now. Ober- lege of working vitti doulito th and the increase in tin power ç,ttite 
'j6sitrs.'MisclL goce- farther and power allowed. anvl,oilv else t The Russian stations in particular. ls.ry 
says nine ks wift prolably 'heu-e result 'was a linuitatioir somewhere do not adhere to tise Prague Plait, 
to stay-not thaf. the Gersisans near 120 kw. they never will, but they will soon 
want it (they would prefer twelve This limitation still has to be be disturbing moi-o than they (lo 
ka., too), but there Is no way out I made law at Madrid so, no wonder now. 

- The seconil item is the increase in 

AT THE MUNICH MICROPHONE tise nuisbor of the stations, ti one 

MODERN WIRELESS 

looks at the originai Prague Plan 
and looks at tise present Pst of 
stations, one finds numbers of new 
statirirs which have'erept in ansi are 
now there. Nobody will be sette to 
get them away agai4u- 

The BrosdcastsrW. tnidn hope t& 
obtain a larger wave-bafid for broad- - - 

-csisting.' But nobody uvanti uvswès' 
below 200 metres or above 2.000' 
metres. \Vell in that batid hrr,ail 

- casting already occupies 75 per cent 
of tise wave epace t Roughly. some 

- 80-101) ke. might he won if the 
police were to give up their wave. 
tise flying serviqe theirs, anti if the - 

ships tuero to iorsake their 800- 
nietre wave, uehtc'h,.tbey never sutIl. - 

Itooin for just 11 lIbre stations! 
And since Prague in --1929 many 
more., have 'cropped u1 -or sire 
shouting for exclusive waYs-s. 

-: Misapprehension 
1 left, Olierpostsat MOnchi with 

tise feeling that ui-c have been doing 
wrong in conuidcriog Germany the 

bhack sheep. Shit ivanted'to limit 
high-power-the Carchi r preventd 
that : sIse forsook at Prague two . - 

of her longer waves (round 450 - 

metres) to help general conditions 
she will free-the ui-aves shwhas-takt-n 
the loan of troni Greere and 
Bulgaria, lut sh wilr not give sip 
ais ryClusive wave just to seo 
another country pounce upon it. 

A.A.G. 

1a7 

Munich, -whiàh numbers,many Roman Catho1ics among its A scene at the broadcasting of the Austrian Ski Championship. 
audience. during the long-jump contests. 

THE FINAL 
TOUCHES 

.......... 
'17Ç7'HEN \OU are out for long- 
V V distawe reception you 

should tune in a weak 
station and then make your final 
adj ustments, the effect of which 
will be far more noticeable on 
weak signals' than they would 
have been on strong. 

Don't forget the detector voltage. 
Sometimes you get. better results 
and smoother reaction il you take 
the detector's HT. down to about 
40 volts. Try the plug in different 
places to find the best setting. 

Best Voltages 
If your SG. has a variable resist- 

ance to act as volume control you 
should find the best position for 
this in conjunction with anode 
voltag. 

Finally, do not forget your loud- 
speaker adjustment, which may have 
te'n movesi from the best sensi- 
tivity position. 

AFRICA'S 
ALTERNATIVES 

The Editor, MODERN WIRE- 
LESS, 

Dear Sir-Having read an 
article appearing on page 437, 
November MODERN WIRE- 
LESS. entitled What the 
Distant Stations are Doing," 
I think it. only fair to many 
of your readers that your 
correspondent should be cor- 
rected regarding the South 
African stations. 

rurban has no relay 
station-00 short waves, 
Johannesburg station!operates 
on 450 metres and 492 
metres. NOT 31-4. 

Z U OX is a Johannesburg 
amateur on 40 metres, 

Thank you very much for 
the splendid Wireless Map 
given with the world's best 
wireless magazine lust 
November. 

Yours faithfully, 
B. KENT-BROWN. 

N. Rhodesia. 

WITHIN THE 
ARCTIC CIRCLE 

9HR CanadIan Government lias 
just completed arrange- 
ments for three of the most 

northerly wireless stations in the 
world. Acting as communication- 
links for the scattered trading and 
police outposts of the Far North, 
they will be used also for the col- 
lection of meteorological data and 
similar semi-official services. 

Oiic of the statIOns is to he 
situated at Coppermine River. far 
within the Arctic Circle, where in 
mid-winter the sun does not rise 
for many days. 

Great Ade«nce 
At present the traders and lonely 

outposts of the districts rely on dog- 
sledge communication, supple- 
mented by an infrequent aeroplane 
suruice, and it is, therefore, v1tIi 
the greatest interest that the recuIts 
of providing the posts with rapid 
radio communication will be 
watched. 

STATIONS OF 
THE U.S.A. 

There are nearly 23,0(10 of them 
in all, including ships, amateurs, 
broadcasters, land stations, etc., 
and according to recent official 
figures they are made lip as f011ouve 

Amateur transmitters- 18,994 
Ships ------ 2,17:1 
Broadcasting -. 612 
Commercial land- 

stations .... 408 
Experimental (and 

television) ..- 391 
Commercial aircraft 215 
Direction-finding . 119 

22,972 

Note the preponderance of 
amateurs-actively encouraged by 
the Government, and forming a 
magnificent man-power reserve. 

¡Ii this respect America sets un 
example to the rest of the world, 
for nowhere else are radio amateurs 
so warmly encouraged, and in- 
vited to co-operate in important 
Government investigations. 
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appreciably upset the Iuning of the aerial 
ciìcuit'owingrto the differential condenser 

- r' arrangement. used. 

'scrape together enotigh völuine to be 
audible, One can scarcely say dis- 
lindily audible, though that claim wa 
often made for i at th.e time in a, 
moment of enthusiasm. Rut actually 
to cut down volume-a gift from the 
gods-seemed little' short of a mortal 
sin! " ,. , 

before, and the writer's opinion, . as 
the result of tests carried out on 
large number of leadiñg commercial 
sets, is that this feature is one of the 
weakest, and appears still to be re- 
garded as an afterthought in many- 
designs. Actuaily it is a very impor- 
tant control, and on it mitch of the 
satisfaction, of workiìg the receiver 
depends. 

What is a volume eontrot? A re. 
- ....... - 139 

Fia 2,' 

In this scheme 'a small variable condenser 
is placed in series with the grid of the first 
H.F. valve: It shóuld have a maximum 
capacity of about 000x mfd. and an ex- 
tremely low minimum, and the high resis- 
tance connected between grid and e4rth 
should be about z meg. (This scheme is 

ñot suitable for detector valves.) 

A DIFFERENTIAL 
SCHEME 

ji 

expert to be able to make the loud power of stations and in sensitivity of 
speaker tremble with passion, vo'lume receivers is responsible for tha%. 
controls of a sort became recognised Furthermore, the high-amplification 
as essential in well-regulated broad- . receivers-the very ones that need a 

4 cast receivers. . volume control most-now often have 
There are so many wéys of cutting noreaction, so that is that! 

down the amplification, however at r - 

., -various points in the circuit that it. ;. FOR H.F. VALVES 
was not considered necessary to e'c f -, pend a vast amount of thought oi tHe ., . 

- 

problem, and if a little distortion sas - - - - 
introduced-well, it was not noticed - . - - - 

.....- 

amongtherest. - 

- .q2340 - "Afterthoughts ' 

This method of còntrbl has several advan- . . 

tagesoverother methods. Itgoverns the But now the need for effective . 

actual input-to-the firt valve, and does not volume control is greater than ever . - I . 

I 

HOSE readers who ,ere inter- 

]! ested in reception five years 
or more ago will perhaps re- 

member that although receivers of 
that- day were plastered thickly all 
over with controls of various sorts, a 
voIum control was not generally in- 
cluded among them. 

When ¡t Was Sinful! 
The fact of the. matter was that 

broadcast stations were so few and 
feeb1e and valves and circuits so in- 
effective for H.F.; amplification, that 
it was as much as one could do- to 

...................................4.... 
.. 

There are mane; methods of con- 
:: trolling the eolmne in a 'adio :: 
:: receiver, and in tle accompany- 
¡ i,.q instructive article our con- 

tributo,' interestingly describes 
.. those that ace In common use. Ele .. 
:: also compares the merits and fl 

demerits of the varions systems 
and maltes some valuable sug- fl gestions. .. 

By M. G. SCROGGIE, . 

B.Sc., A.M.LE.E. 

........................................ 

Then. later, when t was no loiìge 
-. the ultimate criterion of a radio 

actidn knob controls volume, s ïhy 
have another ? One answer is that 
though reaction helps to bring up the 
strength when tuned to stations that 
would otherwise be tOo weak, it does 
not reduce those high-power local 
stations that so many of us have close 
at hand, and that more of us will have 
shortly. 

- 
Detuning Debûrred- 

In the old days one ¿ould et over 
th difficulty by detuning, but that 
method now would iust bring in 
hopeless interference. The increase in 

ç 
i 

\ - 
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wave-lengths, and it should be noise- 
less and smooth in action, and not be 
too complicated or êxpensive to apply. 
Bearing in mind that, even apart from 
those who live within a mile or two of 
a powerful broadcaster, the strength 
received from sorne stations may be 
thousands of times greater than from 
other more distant or weaker ones, it is 
not very difficult to see that the ideal 
volume control is not such a small 
problem as it used to looc 

When employing a screened-grid valve in a 
effective way of volume controlling is that i 

It consists of a potentiométer arfangement 
voltage on the screening electr 

into consideration. "One man's 
meat... !' 

One arrangement which is quite 
often used, and which comes nearest 
to fulfilling the above requirement, is a 
variable condenser in series with the 

- R23c3 - has three plates or 
sets of plates (A, B, 

receiver-a- very 
. and C). A and B 

Ilustrated above are fixed, and C at for varying the - 

one end of its move: 
ment is entirely im 

terleaved with B, being screened as 
far as possible from A. 

At the other end of the scale a large 
part has emerged from B and is inter- 
leaving with A. The 'capacity of C 
to earth,' which is that which effects 

-. /232 

Another method of 'controlling the input 
to a radio receiver is to connect a high- 
resistance potentiometer, about z megohm, 
across the first tuned circuit, as illustrated 
in the above diagram. If a much lower 
resistance is used it will probably impair 

the selectivity of the set, 

lt would be very confusing to drive 
a car in which applying the brake not 
only slowed it, but also switched off 
the lights and steered to the left! 
And the range of control should be 
capable of reducing the most powerful 
local station practically to extinction, 
and yet not be too " fierce " on a 
distant transmission. 

Noiseless and Smooth 
It should be equally effective on all 

to cut down the overwhelmingly 
powerful local transmissions before 
they can overload any of the valves 
and ruin the good qualities of the set. 

"One Man Meat. ." 
Obviously, this is not so important 

to those few listeners who are still a 
good distance fram the ùearest broad- 
caster; one hasto take circumstances 

VARYING THE SCREEN 

T1 +'q 

as low a minimum capacity as pos- 
sible; something, might be dono by 
a component manufacturer to intro- 
duce a special condenser for this pur- 
pose, 'the capacity being varied by 
interposing an earthed plate between 
the aerial and receiver plates. 

A similar construction could be 
adopted to avoid another, drawback 
of this form of control, namely, the 

effect on tuning of 
VOLTAGE even such a small 

capacity, which is 
______à enough to upset a 

::: i 
gang-tuned or 

I band-pass set 
badly. 

- This idea is shown 
in Fig. 1. Herethe 
aerial condenser 

POTENTIOMETER 
CONTROL 

duced at normal 
loudness, it is clear 
that the whole of 
the receiver between 
aerial and volume control has to 
handle one hundred times the normal 
volume, and the HF. and detector 
valves are driven far beyond their 
capabilities for distortionless working. 

Nor is distortion the only un- 
pleasant feature ; there is consider- 
able loss of selectivity introduced by 
overworked H.F. valves. It is wise 
to put the volume control as near the 
aerial end of the set as possible, so as 

The two diagrams here reproduced showhow volume can be 
controlled by altering the grid bias on the H.F. valve. The 
first one (A) is for a battery valve, and the second (B) for a 

indirectly-heated valve. . 

is difficult to get sufficient range o 

control, so that a poweiful station is 

apt to come through strongly even 
though the condenser is set at 
minimum. 

A Differential Idea 
This may be due to the receiver 

picking up on its own, so it is a good 
thing to have the H.F. circuits well 
screeñed. The condenser should have 

Another point is that though re- 
ducing reaction is effective to some 
extent in reducing the strength of the 
station which is tuned in, it has no 
appreciable effect on other stations' 
transmissions which may be inter- 
fering, and consequently the latter be- 
come more noticeable by comparison. 

Constant Tuning 
Reaction is, therefore, a very bad 

lorm of volume control, but used in, 
conjunction with a proper volume 
control can be very useful indeed. A 
"proper "volume control is one which 
controls volume uni, nothing else-that 
is to say, it should n'ot alter the selec- 
tivitv or the tuning or the tone. 

One question that can be settled 
fairly easily is that of whereabouts in 
the circuit the control should be 
placed. One sometimes still sees 
volume controls well up towards the 
loud-speaker end of the set-a vari- 
able resistor across 
the intervalve trans- - FOR 
former primary, for 
example. 

When a strong 
local transmission is 
tuned in, which may 
require to be cut 
down to, say, one 
hundredth of the full 
amplification in 
order to be repro- 

aerial. The more sensitive the 
receiver the smaller the capacity of 
the condenser. 

For an average set with one HF. 
stage, 0001 mfd. is about iight. One 
disadvantage of this system is that it 

BATTERY OR MAINS SETS 
1- 

ØJ Mrn,. - 

F,65 8 
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valve. - 

"Tapered" Types 
Sometimes a high-resistance poten- 

tiometer is used, as in Fig. 3. Abou:t 
i megohm is a suitable vhlue ; any- 
thing lower reduces the selectivity of 
the aerial tuning badly. Many stich 
controls are inclined to be noisy and 

scheme,, as it does not have such a detrimental effect on the 
quality of reproduction. 

in the figure by showing one form of 
band-pass circuit. 

Another arrangement which is also 
quite successful, if used with an eye 
on these limitations, is the variable 
grid bias. Fig. 5A shows th con- 
nections for a battery valve (in which 

14f, 

found that the only 
really satisfactory 

way of doing this is to control in two 
places at once by means of ganging. 

n this case it is allowable to have 
one of the controls situated in the 
L.F. part of the set, because very 
strong carrier-waves are cut down by 

(Continued on page 200) 

But it is easy to arrive at a very 
good compromìse. And the selectivity 
is maintained at its best at all adjust- 
ments. It is &n excellent form of 
volume control, which may be de- 
veloped quite a lot in the future. 

Another system which is rather 
similar in characteristics is. that of 
Fig. 2. C is a condenser with a maxi- 
mum capacity of about OOO1 mfd. 
and a minimum as small as it can 
possibly be made. The success of it 
depends entirely upon this. An ordi- 
nary grid leak of about i megohm 
is used for the HF. valve. This 
method is not suitable for a detector 

ftrc.e its wa- through enough to 
cause "cros&.moclulation," which 
ruins selectivity. For that reason the 
aerial tuning circuit should be faùly 
selective, and this has been suggested 

ACROSS THE LOUD SF 

q23q4 

Where the radio receiver is installed in a diff 
the loud speaker it is often useful to join 
directly across the latter. Its value in ohms 
twice or three times the impedance of tl 
A potentiometer is better than a plain pa 

T1y a condenser. 
Where there is no H.F. stage the 

volume control does not have to 
handle such a wide variety of signal 
strengths, and a simple aerial series 

condenser is usually 
EAKER 

. sufficient. 
Modern long. 

range receivers, 
particularly those 
which have no re- 
action control, have 

rent room from 
. 
to cope with a tre- 

a potentiometer 
should be about inendous range of 
e loud speaker. signal-strength, and - 

,rallel resistance sometimes i t is. 

IN THE L.F. CiRCUIT 

- 

- Y7'8 

Until recently nearly all systems of vólume control have been 
applied in the L.F. part of the set only, and this diagram 
clearly illustrates how this method can still be used by those 

readers who prefer it. 

IFig. 4). If a very 
strong signal is re- 
ceived. ìt is neces- 
sary to reduce it 
very greatly, and, 
in so doing, to bring 
tue valve int a 
condition in which 
it is easily ovet'- 
loaded, thus caus- 
i ng rectification 
and distortion. 

Even if the 
powerful station is 
not tuned it. may 

not cause curvature of the charac- 
teristIc, but enables the valve ti 
handle a large carrier-wave at all 
settings of the volume control. - 

Avoiding Mistuning 
But provided you take especia: 

care over the aerial circuit selectivity 
if you are very close to a powerful 
station, you can use these potential- 
varying methods very successfully, 
and there is no difficulty in fading a 
programme i'ight down if required. 
There is no mistuning difficulty, 
provided that the control is shunted 

pared to the maxinium; and, at the 
same time, it still further reduces the 
effect on timing. 

If it is counneteel at the top end 
of the coil it may be difficult to avoid 
the very slight stray capacity to the 
aerial which is sufficient to bring in 
quite a lot. 

A minor disadvantage is that this 
control tende to be rather less efficient 
on long waxes if it is correct for 
medium ; or, if it is correct for lang 
waves, the côidisíser ill b too 1argc.. 

resistance is 
brought in first An interesting dr 
g r a d ti a liv and certain limits it 
then mare rapidly. of fading or other 

Coming now o panying article M 

methods applied 
to the Hi. valve itself, h.are exL 

celient if properly arranged, but one 
must be careful if there is an. ex- 
tremely powerful station close at hand. 

For instance, there is the well- 
known method ai varying the screen 
potential by means of a potentiometer 

-J 
cuit for enthusiastic experimenters. Within 
wilt keep the volume constant, irrespective 
causes of varying input, and in the accotu- 

r. Scroggie gives a very full explanation of 
how it works.. - 

in order to get over the limitations 
of these methotis the Americans have 
introduced a type of valve which they 
have unpleasantly named the " vari- 
able-mu tetrode." This valve is of the 
SG. type and is so designed that the 
effect of biasing, as in Fi«. 5B, doet 

A; but the condenser should be so 
arranged that it does not withdraw 
from B so much as it-interleaves with 
A, because the capacity of the aerial 
has not such a large effect on tuning as 
that straight to eatli. 

A Promising Scheme 
It will be notieed that the coil is 

tapped down ; that enables one to use 
largercapacities for the control, which 
helps us to escape the difficulty of 
getting & verylow minimum corn- 

A point to notice ni the wiring of 
three-connection rheostats of this sort 
is that in some models their resistance 
is graded or "tapered" so that it 
eaters much more AUT( rapìdly from oñe 
end than from the 
other. It should 
be connected in 
Fig. 3 so that as 
the slider moves 
up from the 
earthed end the 

ment of the battery valve-perhaps 
5 ohms with present-day valves---- 
and may be about 10,000 ohms for 
the mains valve. - 

)MATIC IN ACTION 
- t 1 

-11 

r 

bruary, i93Z MoDET.N: WIRELESS 

the tuning, is thus kept constant to cause hand-capacity effects, so the the filament voltage is simultaneously 
because What it loses by-. moving. method is not very .stongly recom- varied) and 5B for a" mains" valve 
away from B it gains by approaching iiended. - R is a rheostat appropriate to the fila 
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Lome ol the more important parts are indicated above, and the valves in numerical order from V1 to Vb are; H.F., mixer, 
- 

- oscillator, intermediate H.F., detector, and pentode. 
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Selectivity and Sensitivity 
Such qualification is necessary be- 

cause in the present state of super- 
liet developmeflt one must not expect 
(nor will one get) all the advantages 
of a really good local station set, 
together with the required features of 
selectivity of a knife-edge order, and 
high sensitivity. 

A receiver specially built for ordi- 
nary "local and one or two others" 

as ne might imagine. .;- valves .doivn to reasonable limits for 
This argument ma.yappear to be-: battery operation. 

leading nowhere in particular; but we- - The "A.C: Super-Quad" employed á - 

are enclea.vouring in a few words to - similar circuit with the exception that 
give readers an idea of the sort of a separate oscillator and detector 
niche into which the super-het falls, were used instead of the double-grid 
for it serves a particularly valuable . valve. 
purpose, by reason of its easy control, But th D.C. mains owner had so 
extreme selectivity and high sensu- far been negleeted, awl it is to fulfil 
tivity. his needs in the way of a super-het 

We have in MODERN WIRELESS design that the receiver described in 
published a series of super-het this issue was built. 

it's not likely to be-everybody's 
meat. It is essentially a receiver foi 

-. the D.X. man who is situated in such 
local conditions that he requires super- 
selectivity, and yet at the same time 
does not want a multi-dial receiver, or 

' any device that is going to make 
tuning difileuli. 

- 
In such a ese the reception of 

distant stat-ions, is as important as 

:. hearing. the lòeal,. and the main 
feature of a set to fuDll this partieular 

--tye of Iiseners needs is an ability 
- to worm its way through the tgled 
ether and pick out a reasonable num- 

-. ber of worthwhile programmes. 

....................................... 
P 

t'' 
IN DEIt:N 

aeriaIs than on a frame, and so our 
"Super-Quad" receivers have been 

FIVE POINTS A FINE designed with the idea that they shall 
1. The new D.C. va'ves incorpor- be used on ordinary aerials. ated ni a "Super" for the:: - 

:: first time 
:: 2. A novel osciUator coupling :: ......... 

- No Radiation - 

:: introduced. . .. To do this successfully one müst - ass H.r. :: 3. There is a band-p 
:: 

- - incorporate a selective aerial tuning stage - .. 

:: . Ä-gan Extenser greatly sim- :: system, and, moreover, one which will 
.. phfies the controls and con- effeetivl prevent an" radiation from 

structionandfacilitatestuning. 
- the super-het- being cause4 from tÌ15 

.. . scièntiftc and original scheme 
- of ganed volume controls - 

- aerial and so - setting up interference 
:: used; - -- .. 

. 

ith neighbouring listeners. - 

.. - - - 
- . The "Super-Quad" had a band:pass 

- aerial system, and a double-grid valve 
aerial is not easily pòssìble as ¿ftn -: was used s& as- tö keep the number rf 

HERE is the set many of you must 
have been waiting for. The first 
home-constructor's super to 

operate off D.C. mains, using the new 
25-amp. D.C. valves. It is full of 
new features, and leads the way in 
super-het design. 

During the last twelve mon.ths we 
have seen a vigorous revival of interest 
in that ingenious piee of electrical 
engineering, the super-het. 

But the super-bet is not-and until 
much further research is carried out 

D signed and Described, by :K. D. ROGERS. 

reception, if properly designed aúd 
used on -a good aerial, will give, in air 
probability, more punch and better 
quality on the local than the average 
super-het. But it will not do much in 
the way of distance getting, unless it 
be of the band-pass variety and used 
on a really good aerial. 

Easy Control 
Even so it will probably require more 

"handling" than a well-designed 
super, and the erection of a reafty good 

designs, including the famous 
MW. " " Super-Quad" and the 

"AC. Super-Quad." Both these- 
the first a battery set and the latter 
a mains receiver-have been designed 

-for outdoor or indoor aerial opera- 
tion as distinct - from the fiame 
aeriaL 

Most people can put up some sort 
of an aerial, and almost any type is 
better thau a frame. Obviously, then, 
one is going to get better all-round 
results with a super-het on these 

"SUPER-QUAD 
- S 

S - 

S 

) 

- I - lj i- S - - 

I t_i 
* 

S S: 
A Superlativ Set for:A it-Mains Working. 

February, 1932 MODERN WIRELESS 
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The layout was, of course, carefully planned so that all the leads should be as short as possible compatible with various other requirements. 
144 

nnncéssari1y increased. . circuit scheme, but, of course, in its is desired. 

fl'ote tile ¿fficient 2)irec!ness of tile fWirinq 

- . . fl - -I 
T 

'f- 
3 

.1 

___ - 

i . 

I .- 

current consumption from the mains, 
we could not exceed six valves, owing 
to the fact that the voltage across 
heater and cathode insulation of the 
valve at the positive end of the string 
reaches something like 96 volts, and 
the valves are designed for voltages 
not exceeding 100 volts across these 
two points. 

With parallel-fed heaters, ofcoñrse. 
such high voltages would not occur, 
but the current consumption would he 

After, much - experimentation we 
decided on a ganged band-pass 
screened-grid stage, feeding on to a 
screened-grid mixer valve, whose 
mixed impulses (the separate oscilla- 
tor valve being employed to supply 
the necessary heterodyne) should be 
passed through an SG. intermediate 
to an ordinary grid detector, and 
thence through resistance coupling 
toa pentode output. 

That is the brief outline of the 

examination of the circuit. 
But the final arrangement is the 

result of a considerable amount of 
experiment, and was not arrived 
ät merely by pen-and-paper methods. 

Starting at the heaters of the valves, 
it will be seen that these are in 
series, with the second detector and 
the pentode at the negative end of the 
line. This is important, as it is not 
advisable to alter the sequence of 
heaters shown if freedom from hum 

intention of employing the new in- 
directlyheated D.C. valves to their 
best advaatage, though by reason 
of the insulation resistance between 
cathode and heater of the .25-amp. 
type we have been limited to six 
valves. 

Heater connections 
Not that we were inclined to use 

more, but without paralleling some of 
the heaters, and thus increasing the 

of designing a super-het that would 
give not only adequate punch on the 
local station, but also really good 
reception of anything worth listening 
to in the European ether. 

As the set must not radiate, and 
must be available for use on even the 
largest outdoor aerial, we had to be 
careful of our design of the input 
system. 

Band-Pass H.F. Stage 

to make up a really outstanding 
receiver. 

Let us look at the theoretical circuit, 
then, and study it stage by stage in 
sonic detail. 

Straightforward Scheme 
The circuit employed is what could 

be strictly called " straight." That 
is, there are no peculiar twists that 
are capable of providing funny results 
that are not expected after a brief 

MODERN WIRELESS February,. 1932' 

lt is, admittedly, a. big set: We - So, having got a limit of six valves practical fulfilment many ingenious 
have deliberately set out with the toplay with, we set ourselves the task and novel ideas were incorporated, 
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I 1-1O,0OO- and i 25,000-ohm ganged volume .- 2 2-mf d. (Telson). - MISCELLANEOUS 
controls with extension rod, knob, and 2 4-mId. (T.C.C., or Dubifier). - - 

2 05-mid, 
2 Flush-mountIng mains plugs and sockets 

No. coupling piece (Wearite). 
1 4 600-ohm de-coupling resistances (Wearito). .... non-Inductive (Dubilier). - 

1 04-mid, non-inductance (flubilier), - - 

(type P.20)-(Bulgln). 
2 2-terminal blocks (Belting & Lee). - 

.1 2,000-ohm Spaghetti (Lewcos, Goltone, 4 -01-mfcl. mica (TOC.). -'- 4 TermInals, type B (Belling & Lee). 
Igranic, Telsen,Bulgln, Varley, Sovereign) j -001-mid. (Diibilier 670). - i Baseboard twin fuse holder with two 500 

: 2 15,000obmSpaghettls (Telson, etc.). ' 2 -0001-mfd. mica (TOC.). ma. fuses (type T.) (Buigin, or Belling & 
.3 1,000-ohio Spaghetti lLewcos, eta.). I 0003-mId. (T.O.O.), Lee). 

: i 750-ohm Spaghetti (Telsen, etc.). I 0005-mid (TOO.) 3 Valve screens and bases (Colvern V-S.). . 
1 4 5 

- - - 

CHOOSE YOUR COMPONENT MAKES FROM THIS LIST r, 

: PANEL - 1 300 SpaghettI (Leweos, etc.). i 0003-mM. maximum compression (Iformo). 
: 14 X 8 in. (Wearite. Perincol, Beco!. Goltone. 

Pete-Scott). 
I 3 000-ohm potentiometer without knob, 3 TrImmer condensers (type No. B.T.50) 

: 

: CABINET 
bit with slotted spindle (Wearite). 

I 400-ohm potentiometer, baseboard type 
(Cyldon). 

2 TrImmer condensers (type No. ST.70) 
(Pte-Soott. Baseboard, 16 X 14 in., with (Igranic). 

-25-meg. leaks Frish 
(Cyldon). 

sidebItItens 2+ In. wide, one 14 In. long and 2 grid (Graham and 
Dubilier 1-watt type). CHOKES AND COILS two 153 In. long. Thickness of wood should 

- be in. 
- 

i 5-meg. grid leak (Loece). . 

2 Heavy-duty H.F., with brackets (Wearltt -: 
'.8). 

: EXTENSERS - 

- 

- i -1-meg. grid leak (Loewe) 
1 25.090-ohm(Dubiiier 1-watt type). 

- - 

i Super-bet 11F. (Ready Radio). 
1 Thple-gang disc-drive -0005-mM., type 2 HF. (Wearite and Lewcos). 

: EXIlS, with VI). dial and ebonite rod dial VALVE HOLDERS i Auxiliary grid choke (11.1.). 
support (Cyldon) - 6 5-pin baseboard-mounting (W.B.). I Pentomite (Model B) output choke (rL1) 

: i Disc-drive .0005-mîd., with VI). dial and 2 4-pIn (Wearite Telsen, Lotus, (iraham I Baud-pass filter (type LB.L.C.) and 111F. 
: ebonIte rod dial sipport (Cyldon). - Farish, W.B., òUx). - coupling (type K.Ö.C.) (Colvern). Without 

- 

: 
This Is fitted on side of cabinet, and should lIKED CONDENSERS -. 

. 

2 1-mid. (Telsen). 

SWlteh rods for preference : 
.1 8-lead Extenser oscillator (with bracket 

be long wood-mounting type 13.A.T 
(728-LT.). (Lyons). 

, 

,. 6 1-mid. (T.C.C.) 
-. 

for vertical mounting) (Wearite). 
. 2 Band filters with pigtalis (type No. O.T.2) 

: 
: RESISTANCES - ' - - t - .. 

1 2-mid. (Formo). 
1 2-mid. (T.C.O.). - . ;- - -- (Wearlte, Leweos). - 

- 

Extenser have "medium-wave" trim 
ming condensers across them. 

These coñsist in the actual set of 
three small mica variables, which fix 
by one lug of each on the three 
fixed-vanes terminals of the three 
sectiôns of the Extenser. The other 
end òf each is taken by a wire to the 
moving-vanes terminal of its re- 
pective Extenser section. 

So far this is quite normal. But a 
.specially useful scheme has been 

- - --- - - - 

Supplementary smoothing is provided in the set itself, so that despite the colossal 
magnification achieved there is a complete absence of hum, 

found to be n«cessary, though, should 
you desire it, a third could be con- 
nected across the terminals 5 and 2 of 
the first section of the K.B.L.C. unit. 

Automatic Shorting 
These long-wave trimmers are auo- 

inatically shorted out with the wind- 
ings they tune when the Extenser 

After the band-pass coil comes the 
S.G. H.F. stage shunt, fed through a 
condenser incorporated in the K.G.O. 
coil unit, which provides a tuned grid 
circuit for the mixer valve, which is 
also of the S.G. type. - 

The oscillator valve, an L.F. type, 
reacts as usual into its grid circuit, 
and, the pick-up winding ? the 

The timing arrangements of the set rendered possible by the use of the rotates between O and loo on the dial 
consists of a. triple-gang Extenser Extenser; that is, the inclusion of -i.e. when the rotating brass cam 
(whose cams must be insulated from separate long-wave trimmers across is in contact with the spring contacts. 
the moving-vanes spindle-i.e. the two of the coils. In this position the medium wave- 
centre grub screws must be with- As trimming is not so critical on the band is being covered, and only the 
drawn) controlling a Colvern band- long waves only two trimmers were medium waveband trimmers are in use. 
pass and inter-valve HF. coil. 

To isolate the mains from the EXTREMELY EFFECTIVE SMOOTHING 
aerial a OOO5-mfd. fixed condenser r . 

r I- ' . is employed (a necessary safeguard 
. in case the set is to be used on positive- . \ h 

earthed mains, while the 2-mfd. L 
condenser in the earth lead carries li 
out a similar necessary precaution). I . 

Special Trimming 
The aerial is also variably coupled 

to the first section of the band-pass 
coil by means of the 0003-mfd. com- 
pression type condenser, which is 
situated underneath the baseboard. 
It should be set at maximum where a 
small aerial is being used, and at a 
lo'a er capacity when a full-sized out- 
door aerial is 'employed. 

A specially interesting feature of the 
tuning circuits is the trimming 
system. It will be noticed that the 
three sections of the triple-gang 

- . 

¡j 

:1Y -«T . t. 
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will cause a dis- 
connection in the 
heater wiring of the 

valves. 

MODERN WIRELESS February, 1932 

"TOP-WIRING" 
In wiring up the 
super-het it is pos- 
sible to complete 
most of the above- 
baseboard connec- 
tions irrespective of 
those leads that 
have to go through 
the baseboard to 
components under- 
neath. No foil is 
used, so troubles 
from faulty insula- 
tion are not likely 
to occur except in 
the cases of the 
canned coils and the 
valve cans. In these 
instances the ut- 
most care should be 
taken that the leads 
coming through the 
screens are placed 
centrally in the slots 
and are not injured 
or pressed upon by 
the aluminium lids 
when these are 
placed in position. 
The trimming con- 
densers are moun- 
ted, inthe casesofthe 
medium-wave ones, 
by securing one of 
the two lugs under 
the fixed-vane ter- 
minais of each Ex- 
tenser section, and 
in the cases of the 
long-wave trimmers 
by mounting on the 

baseboard. 

THE UNIT 
An adaptor plug 
is shown connected 
to the fuses in the 
diagram, but when 
the set has been. 
tested this is re- 
movedwhile aswitch 
on the side of the 
cabinet is inserted 
to break one lead. 
This adaptor plug, 
by the way, can 
conveniently be the 
plúg removed from 
the H.T. mains unit, 
when the special 
Bulgin plug is fitted 
to the wires from 
this Unit, for in- 
sertion in the holder 
on the back batten 
of the set. One 
final point Should 
no. panel lights be r 

desired, the holders 
should be short- 
circuited, otherwise 
absence of the bulbs 
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Besides similtaneously tuning three circuits the ganged Extenser also automatically carries out three individual sets of switching 
operations-a triumph of operating simplification. And the component works as smoothly and easily as the simpler single-type 

condenser without the slightest stiffness or harshness. Indeed, the velvety nature of this control will surprise you. 
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It will also be seen that the oscillator 
is shunt-fed so that an ordinary 
Extenser (whose rotating cam need 
not be insulated from the moving 
spindle) can be employed with the 
rotor at earth potential. 

It should here be noted that the 
bias on the mixer valve is variable 
within limits. This is desirable if 
best results in all cases are to be 
obtained. This valve shou'd operate 

same time the practical application of 
the pentode choke and the impedance 
equaliser across it will be dealt with. 

From the mixer valve we go via an 
intermediate transformer of usual 
type to the first intermediate SG. 
amplifier; and thence to the detector. 

Power-Grid Detector 
This is arranged to act on the 

power grid system. 

Pen tode Output 
In constructing the set, therefore, 

it is suggested that the values of these 
condensers be experimented with, 
having in view a final compromise 
which will allow the smallest value of 
condenser compatible with adequate 
high-frequency by-passing to be used. 
It must, however, be borne in miñd 
that the last valve is a pentode, 

5YIree Sets of Switefies Simultaneously Jperating 

oscillator-coupler is connected be- 

tween the cathode of the mixer valve 
and the negative main supply. 

In this way, while automatic bias 
is still retained on the mixer valve the 
pick-up coil of the oscillator is 
placed in series with the HF. grid 
circuit. 

Shunt-Fed Oscillator 

on the bottom-bend point of its anode- 
current-grid-volts curve, and though 
the screened-grid potential is variable 
by virtue of the fact that H.T.+1 
is connected to the variable tapping 
on the H.T. unit, further control 
of the operating characteristics of the 
valve are valuable. More of this will 
be given when the practical operation 
of the set is discussed. And at the 

The powerful H.F. impulses in this 
rectifier valve's anode circuit are 
safely by-passed by two condensers, 
one on either side of the anode choke. 
The values of these condensers have 
been chosen on safety-first principles. 
They are quite adequate to ensure 
efficient by-passing, though naturally 
audio-frequency high-note attenuation 
must also occur to a certain extent. 

February,. 1932 
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A number ol ule components are mounted underneath the slightly raised baseboard-a procedure which assists in preserving 
a tidy back-of-panel appearance. 
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Maximum Sensitivity 
The 750-ohm bias resistince in the 

oscillator cathode circuit allows the 
valve to hc well biased down and thus 
keeps the anode current to a reason- 
able figure, while the bias of the first 
S.G. valve is reduced below usual volt- 
age to provide maximum sensitivity. 

Finally let us draw attention to the 
ganged volume controls, which in the 
one case operate across the aerial- 

cases this will be purchased cut to 
size, as well as the various pieces of 
plywood which go towards the making 
of the raised baseboard. 

The cutting of the large rainbow- 
shaped pieces for the Extenser dials is 
not a difficult matter, as metal 
templates are supplied by the makers. 
Before drilling a series of holes around 
the inner edges of the templates, care- 
fully recheck their positions from the 
diagram showing the panel dimensions. 

- 
- Baseboard Holes 

The third step is to mark out the 
hole in the baseboard for the ganged 
volume controls, and also the two 
holes at the edge nearest the back of 
panel for clearing the dial support 
projectiohs. For the former purpose 
a pencil line may be marked down the 

- centre of the baseboard, as this will 
represent the ccntre of the extension 
rod actuating the volume controls. 

i E /,.- _ . -... 
GNcw -, --... O,. 

- - - . .- . 

_: - 
-OO 

- - ---. -. - 
-4i,i - -Iu. 

The circuit which has been evolved, and which is shown in the above diagram, constitutes a definite contribution to the development 
of te cience of radio set design. It epitomises modern thought and tendencies in ' super-heterodyne "working and itself reveals 

-. - : òriginal features having real, as against, mere novelty, value. It is extremely doubtful whether there as yet exists anywhere an 
equivalent grouping of valves which could give equal results on D.C. mains. 

de-oupling resistance used instead, Having regard to -these 'points, it by a fretsaw, according o the tooI 
but in the vast majority of cases the then becomes necessary to consider available. . 

choke will be necessary. Its induct- the order in which the various jobs lt is as well to mount the sockets 
ance need not be high, 15-20 henries- should be tackled. Probably the and double-fuse holder direct on the 
being sufficient, the one ued in the marking out and drilling ofthe panel wood strip before attaching it to the 
original set being an R.I. - is a good initial step, because in most baseboarcL . 

trace of screechiness or hardness. 
.: 

1escribed here ma.y be looked upon Before attaching the back. support, 
A final point or two. The smoothing as an almost impossible task if viewed two holes must be drilled in it in 

éhoke and condenser in the pentode as a whole.. On the other hand, the order to accommodate the fluh- 
priming grid cironit is included to act process of. construction not only seems móunting sockets. These holes can 
as a hum eliminator as well as an simple, but is so in actual fact when be' made by means of a brace and bit, 
audio de-coupler. In certain circuin- the assemblingof the, various parts is by drilliñg a series of small holes and 
'stances this my be omitted and' a undertaken' systematically. ' .. fling thé tough wood away, or even 

5i1e Circuit is 2/Jell 2lJorM Studying 

which in itself is liable to amplify 
HF. impulses if any reach it, besides 
to provide certain harmonic distortion. 
which might render the output too 
high-pitched. - 

It is to reduce the danger of this 
that the 15,000-ohm resistance and 
01-mfd. condenser are placed in 

parallei with the output, choke. With 
the arrangement shown there is not a - 

earth circuit, and in the other 
provide a potentiometer control of 
the HF. voJtage applied to the grid 
of th& mixer valve. 

I Systematic construction 
And now let us get on to the actual 

construction of the recciver. - 

The construction of a modern multi- 
valve receiver such. as the one 

The templates are capable of being 
self-supporting in view of the position- 
ing holes made in them for the support 
screws; further details are available 
from the instruction sheet supplied 
with each Extenser. 

Next assemble the wooden sup- 
ports to the plywood baseboard by 
méans of countersunk brass wood 
screws, say, No. 4 i-in. type. 

iju'a. 1932 MODERN WRELES3 

A Ganged Extenser Contributes Control Simplicity 
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If you oúbt the safety of the DC. "Supei-Quad," glance critically at the wiringas revealed by this under-baseboard wiring diagram. 
The pentode choke shown in the photographs and above was an experimental model used in tests with the original set. Slight 
modifications have since been made,however, which somewhat alter this component's appearance. This will be fully dealt with next 
month. To accommodate this choke the mains plug for the H.T. unit must be placed with its centre five inches from the end of 

- - 

the batten. 
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mounted, the metal screens attached READY TO COMB THE ETHER 
. ¿l__.._,_ I ,_.l1_l .41. .t... L.__' W IUVLU iieiug ptI11LeI WILU LI1e 

edge of the panel, it should be easy to. 
verify the positions of the holes for 
the dial support projections. In any 
case, these holes are not critical, as 
they can be of any convenient size, so 
¡Ong as they prevent the dials fouling 
the baseboard. 

Assuming the three holes made in 
the baseboard are correct, the latter 
may be screwed direct to the panel, 
although not before the supporting 
bracket at the back of the three-gang 
Extensers has been adjusted to a 
suitable height ; actually, on the 
original set this bracket had to be 
pushed as near to the Extenser as it 
would go. Screw the ganged Extenser 
to the baseboard by the bracket. 

Extenser Dial Adjushi!ent 
Before proceeding farther, the en- 

graved scales on the Extensers must 
be rotated to read correctly for each 
wave-band. Rotate the moving vanes 
until they are just fully meshed with 
the fixed ones, and after loosening the 
grub screws holding the dials, turn the 
latter until the junction of the red 
and black engravings cornes under the 
centre indicating lines, after which re- 
tighten the screws; this should 
show maximum readings on eaeh 
scale. 

If these adjustments are correct, 
further slight movements towards the 
'red (long wave) parts of the scale will 
cause the switches on the Extensers 
to open-circuit. Be sure to see that 
+1,0 (Trill-b anrnc nfl +l.n Wv+nn.n., " '" " Such is the power of the D.C. "Super_Quad "that its range of reception is, for all practical 
trol knobs are sunk well below the purposes, unlimited. Only atmospheric conditions can curb its distance-piercing qualities, 
surfaces of the knobs, as this will . and it is, of course, exceptionally seleôtive, even for a super-het. 

an inch for clearance and bracket. 
Nòw assemble the Extensers to the 

panel, using ebonite (or fibre) sup- 
porting pieces for the top screws on 
the dials (tó insulate the metal 
escutcheons from the common nega- 
tive mains lead) instead of the metâl 
ones supplied, and slide the panel up 
to the assembled baseboard. 

Fixing thePanel 
If the Extensers are correctly 

the latter two units (ganged) screwed 
to the top. of the baseboard by the 
inverted L piece, but only after all 
necessary adjustments have been 
made 'tò provide an easy moven'íent 
on the control knob (the grub screw on 
this knob should aleo be sunk).. 

Finally, tl,ìe two small -' vertìca 
screens ,next to the panel on the 
Extensers (oscillator and HF. section') 
must be rêñoved completely, and the 

Mounting the Coils 
Great care is essential when mòunt- 

ing the screened band,-pass aerial and 
HF. coils, as their metal containers 
must ' not touch the' triple-gang 
Extenser at,least, not the fixed vanes, 
whjch' prçj cet lightly beyond ,the 
connecting bars on the assembly. 
Short-circuits between these poiflts 
wonid lead to a total absence of signaI 

1t is an excellent plai to procure 
the ganged controls as a next step 
and mount the single support bracket 
on the front one (see photographs). 
The size of the hole can then be deter-. 
ruined by making the width equal t6 
a little more than the overall diameter 
of the potentiometers and the length 
of the hole equal to the length of 
the two of them, plus another qurter 

prevent accidental shocks. Similarly, 
it is as well to repeat that the escut- 
cheon supports at their tops are of an 
insulating material instead of the 
metal pieces normally provided. 

The Volume Controls 
To cornilete the panel controls the 

extension rod for the volume controls 
must be fitted, and the bracket holding 

pilot lam-holders fitted cmp1ete with 
bulbs consuming 25 ampere (any 
voltage). 

-The skeleton chassis is now ready 
to receive the remaining components, 
and as these are of the conventioñal 
two-, three- or four-screw fixing type, it 
is only necessary to mount them on the 
baseboard in the positions indicated 
òn the photographs and diagrams. 

February. 1932 

Linked Volume Controls are Employed 
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Pi,v LAveur, denser in the anode circuit of the 
Besides being perfectly safe for anyone to handle, the D.C. "Super-Quad" is particularly oscillator valve, however, has only an 

easy to operate, as there are only the three controls on its symmetrical panel alternative in the T.C.C. flat or 
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means of a brace and bit. Another 
-arrangement could take the form 
of a flat metal strip with a hole in 
its centre to take the single-hole- 

up various components. As it is not 
possible to enumerate them here, it is 
suggested that constructors refer to 
the wiring diagrams, and before 

EXTREMELY EASY TO OPERATE 
/4 // 

the wiring itself, since this is 
quite straightforward. Probably the 
oscillator coil and condenser wiring 
can next be undertaken, and the 
awkwardly situated wires, followed 
by the aerial and HF. coils and 
condensers. At least two very careful 
checks and recheck s of the wiring are 
advised, in order to discover mistakes, 

dry ' soldered joints, omissions or 
short-circuits. 

Component Points 
Before completing these construc- 

tional hints a few words on the 
components would not be out of 
place. Alternatives in a few cases, 
such as the leaks, may be employed, 
and non-inductive bobbin wire-wound 
or synthetic graphite resistances of 
equivalent values may be used in- 
stead of the Spaghetti resistances, 
while the constructor has a large 
choice for small fixed mica con- 
densers. 

The Dubilier OO1-infd. fixed con- 

¡iorted at their extremities with small 
brackets to prevent damage to their 
bases owing to the top weight. Suit- 
able brackets can be obtained from 
the makers. 

A 3,000-ohm wire-wound potentio- 
iìeter in series with the cathode lead 
f the first detector (or mixer) valve 

for grid biasing is mounted direct on 
to the underside of the plywood base- 
board, while the clamping nut is fitted 
on top and sunk below the surface by 

with three taps: 1 variable 60-90, 
1 120 to 150 fixed tap, and i 

maximum. 
1 Mains universal D.C. resistance 

for 25-amp valves, up to six valves 
(Bulgin type "B"). 

Before the wiring can be under- 
taken a number of holes must be 
made through the baseboard, as 
wires in their insulated sleeving have 
to pass through them so as to Join 

Preparing for Wiring 
The fixing of the sna1l balancing 

condensers (trimmers) on the main 
three-ganged condenser, the position. 
ing of the soldering lugs on the eight- 
lead Extenser oscillator, the fixing 
of the Spaghetti resistances and 
various other minor fittings, should be 
undertaken before wiring is com- 
menced. 

There is little to add rgarding 

the baseboard. 

Brackets for Chokes 
Of course, the constructor can em- 

ploy existing condensers not fitted 
with side lugs if he procures or makes 
some little L brackets for them. 

When fitting the Colvern coils the 
switches should be turned to long-wave 
position and then the rods should be 
withdrawn. 

The two heavy-duty HF. chokes in 
serles with each mains lead are sup- 

back so that the fuses and sockets 
are accessible. 

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES 
Loud Speaker.-(Amplion, Blue Spot, 

: H.M.V., Marconiphone, B.T.-H., 
W.B., Ormond, R. & A., Celestion, 
Graham Farish.) 

Valves-3 D.S., 1 D.L., i D.H., 
I D.P.T. (25-amp. D.C. valves, 
Marconi or Osram). 

Mains Unit.-Atlas D.50 D.C. unit, 
R.I. D.50/3 unit, or other make 
capable of supplying 50 inffliamps. 
at 200 volts (froth 24A)-volt mains), 

certain components, such as the nuts 
on the threaded portions of the loud- 
speaker, aerial and earth terminals, 
it is advisable to attach the wires 
to them before screwing down the 
blocks. No. 20, 21 or 22 gauge 
tinned copper wire with close-fitting 
"Empire" tubing or "Systoflex" 
is recommended for wiring purposes, 
as this is not too thick to be handled 
comfortably, nor yet too thin to be 
self-supporting when bent at right 
angles looped, etc. 

these must be " earthed " in order to 
provide adequate screening. With the 
exception of the 2-mfd. condenser in 
series with the earth lead, and the two 
4:infd. condensers in the choke-filter 
output circuit, all 1- and 2-mid. 
condensers must be arranged to be 
screwed on their sides, since it is not 
possible to mount them otherwise 
owing to the shallowness of the 
"tray " provided on the underside of 

and fitted to the underside of the 
baseboard. 

Watch the Sides 
When mounting the components 

on the top side of the baseboard be 
careful to see that none of them 
project over the sides, as difficulty 
would be experienced later in sliding 
the set into its cabinet. A strip of 
wood must be removed from the 

is essential in noting whether each 
proposed hole is likely to foul a 

component drilling either from the 
top or below the baseboard. 

To assist in wiring later, each 
hole, after being drilled, could be 
marked on the wood alongside 
with its equivalent wiring diagram 
number, as this will prevent mistakes 
later. 

In view of the inaccessibility ol 

MODERN WIRELESS February, 1932 

although ño damage would be done. fixing bush on the potentiometer, thc drilling mark the position of each 
Do not omit to provide soldering ends of the strip being drilled to take hole with a pencil on the wood. 

ugs under the metal containers, as two Fin. No. 3 or 4 round-head screws Needless to say, the utmost caution 
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supplies. 
But to reswne our connecting-up 

process. The mains themselves are 
connected via a plug and flex to a 
break switch-wé suggest a long 

TheH.T. Taps 
Check up the heater current, as 

mentioned before, with the ammeter 
mofle of the two heater .leads. Here 
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nections should be made with the 
)nains off. They may then be 
switc1id on, but switched ofi again 
before anything in the set is touched. 
This precaution is nwst important. 

As a couple or mains iir. cnoaes 
are used in series with the miins, a 
slight drop of voltage across the 
heaters occurs, and so it is best when 
nonnecting up the set to check the 
heater current by means of a small 
'tmmeter reading to 5 or i amp. 

You will probably find that to 
get exactly 25 amp. you can place 
the mains flex that goes to the 200- 
250-volt side of the heater resistance 
on a tap one lower down than is 
apparently required by youi mains 
voltage. 

For instance, if you have 240--250- 
volt mains, you can use the 230-volt 
tap. With 200-volt mains, of course, 
you have to stay on the 200-volt tap, 
and if you are unlucky enough to have 
mains with voltage less than 200 you 
will havè to give the set a miss, 45 it 
is not suitable for such low voltage 

-sweep through ali the available broadcasting-both medium and long wave. 

If you still hear nothing, reverse the 
connections to the plug of the H.T. 
unit and again switch on. 

If still no results are heard, reverse 
the mains plug again. One of the 
four variations must be correct, and 
at that particular combination the 
set should show signs of " life." 
Renìember, however, that at each trial 
half a minute or so must be allowed 
for the valve heaters to warm up. 

The heater resistance has been con- 
nected all the time these tests have 
been going on, of course; one of the 
leads from the set going to No. 6 
terminal on the resistance and thé 
other to the suitable terminal marked 
for mains. It does not matter 
which lead goes to which, and the 
negative terminals are neglected: 

Final Fixing 
These tests have, of course, been 

carried out with the set out of its 
cabinet, sufficient flex being left 
from switch to fuse holder to allow 
'of this procedure. Before placing the 
set in the cabinet we shall have to 
gang it, and to set the aerial com- 
pression condenser. Then we shall 
put it back in the cabinet, fix the 
mains resistance on the back (it does 
not get hot), run the H.T. leads 
through the back, and all will be ship- 
shape for normal operation. 

Meanwhile, however, be really care- 
ful while the setting of the various 
controls and voltages .is-taking place, 
for the set is a mains receiver, and 
you can get quite nasty shocks if you 
forget this essential fact. All con- 

the mains plug and the fuse. This 
switch can be mounted on the side of 
the cabinet in any convenient position. 

Simple Operation 
As far as the operation o the 

D.C. "Super-Quad" is concerned you 
will find it quite a simple business. 
The valves are placed as follows: 
SG. valves (D.S. type) in holders V1, 
V2, and V4. A D.L. valve goes in 
holder marked V3 and is the oscillator 
valve, while V5 takes a D.H., and V6 a 

- D.P.T. 
in the original receiver ,Marconi 

ralves were used throughout, but 
there is no reason why Osram valves 
should not be used. The valves 
must be of the 25-amp. indirectly- 
heated variety. 

The two dial lights are conneted 
n series with the heater leads, and 
hould be of the 25- or 3-amp. type. 

If desired, and it is quite in order to 
do so, these lamps can be shorted out 
and the set used without them. 

Heater Current 

tuted the Bulgin plug, place the 
adaptor on the main mains feed to 
the set. Put both the plugs in their 
sockets and switch on. If nothing is 
heard, reverse the plug in the mains. 

works best. 
With the set in operation, which we 

will discuss next month, the vai-iable 
HT. tap voltage is altered until 
best results are obtained. 

NO WAVE-CHANGE SWITCHING 

i 

1 

i . - 

e 

By merely rotating the two Extensercontro1syou 

Loewe tubular types, because space 
is a consideration here. 

It is important to note that wherè 
the Colvern valve screens are em- 
ployed only W.B. 5-socket valve 
holders are suitable, owing to these 
two parts being made to fit each 
other. Regarding the absence of a 
mains on-oft switch, this should be 
included in one mains lead between 

spindled B.A.T. switch that is specially 
made for mounting on wood, placed on 
the side of the cabinet. It can be 
obtained from Messrs. Claude Lyons 
& Co., Buckingham Gate, S.W. 

From this switch goes a lead to 
one fuse on the back of the baseboard 
batten. 

Having removed the adaptor plug 
from the HT. mains unit and substi- 

are the connections to the H.T. mains 
unit. No HT.- lend is required, 
the common mains negative supplying 
this. H.T.+1 goes to one of the 
variable taps of the Atlas D.50 unit 
(or to the one variable tap of the Kl. 
unit), H.T.+2 can go either to the 
120-volt tap or can be connected with 
H.T.+3 to maximum. You will 
have to find which arrangement 
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\ Everyone knouiì how Albert Sandler handiès 
- a violin-but he can handle a pen loo! Read 

this forceful and convincing article, in which 
he hits out at many a fallacy and tells us how 
he decides on his own programme values 

Here is the author with his very valuable "Strad." 

j T does not matter very much what sort of boon is j conferred upon people, there are always those 
who will not appreciate it, In some quarters 

there is a disposition to feel that a large proportion of 
:the vQlume of good music issued every week from 
Savoy 1h11 is wasted on the desert air; in short, that. 
too much good music is being 'broadcast. 

I have heard it suggested that the muical taste of 
the ordinary' listener nullifies to a great extent the 
work of those who are responsible- for the provision of 
the musical programmes. 

Does the Public Want It? 
-J 

p 

MoDEiÑ Wiin.ss February, ¡932. 

A LBER T SA NDLER 
asks " M \X " readers this 

T important questioj- 

r AREWE 
GE T TIN G 

y »TQOMUcH; 
GOOD MUSIC? 

Gratitude is the hârdest and possibly the most embarrass- 
ing of all the emotions to express. One does not expect 
every litener who has foundS a new joy in life in listening 
to good music to take. pen. in hànd and ixdite a glowing 
'etter of thanks to the B.B.C. . 

He is far more likely to seek self-expression in writing 
if there happens once in a while to be something in the 

than praise. But for all that I firmly believe that a 
preponderating majority of listeners really does appreciate 
the musical fare which is put before them, and would in 
deed become vocal if-impossible thought !-it were 
suddenly withdrawn.. 

What marvellous fare it is! 
Music, once more or less exclusive and expensive, laid 

People point to the shout of horror which goes up L 

from a certain dinner table when it is found that 
I 

chamber music figùrs in the evening programme, - 

the- wails on the' same topic -from "Disgusted 
Listener" which enliven the pages of 'Th Radìo - 

Times:' .From thiian&bthÑ sigñs they arguQ tha, 
music, by which T mean good music, is overdone-on 
th di - . -- -- -, .. 

Popular broadcasters-J. H. Squire and members of his 
- ., . - - . . - famous Celeste Octet. 

-r wish most emphatically, to protest against this - - 

point o(view, with which I do not agree for one moment, - programme which for some reason or other he violently 
-even though there --is. a substratum of truth running dislikes! 
through it. ------- ,'. - - , -. - - 

- 

- 

, Criticism is easier, and comes more readily to all of us 
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could wish to lessen the influence of music-one of - the This is the Covent Garden -Octet. 
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on to one's house like gas or water, but considerably 1es - :POPULAR CONERTS IN A MUSEUM 
expensive 

; 
the pick of British orchestras, and many - . 

: - 

foreign musical combinations of note 
; 

works which the - , ' 1 

music-lover of twenty years ago thought himself lucky to ; 

hear once or twice in a lifetime now available once or twice 1iTljK 
a year, with the minimum of trouble and expense. All 1 ' 

this and much more for ten shillings a year and the cost 
of upkeep of a wireless set. . . . 

If you tell me that this is not genuinely appreciated by - - . . 

the vast majority of contented but unvocal listeners I - ' 

frankly refuse to believe you. It is tremeììdous, and is . 

appreciated as such. - 

Cut Down the Chamber Music - . 

- A short way back I referred to chamber music, and . 
- - 

this, I think3 is the only type of good music of which the # ' 

average listener notices an excess. I agree that this could . 

with benefit be cut down, because for its full appreciation - . 

it needs a musical education and knowledge of constriic- 3 : 
. 

ion. 
This . the average listener does not possess, and has - 

moreover neither the time not inclination to acquire it.; I 

most of his listening being done in the evening at a time " 

when he is tired, and not in the mood kr too rnuchioncen- . . 

.4 
4: 

tration. -, , 
b.:, 

! 

I agree, too, with the suggestion that, in the case of . - ' 

many of the symphony concerts, listeners would have their . _ . ' 

enjoyment heightned very. considerably if some sort of , - 

explanatory matter, suitable for the non-technical listener, ' . . 

were broadcast before the performance began. - 

In listening to music which, to the connoisseur is . 

Listening to c.neof tje popularconcerts- given by 
the National Orchestra of Wales Sin the National 

Museum. . 

civilising agencies which counteract the growth of 
the jazz-mad, cocktail-party state of mind. 

Has Existed for Centuries 
Good music existed for centuries before the 

insane crazes and habits of this year of grace 
nineteen hundred and thirty-one, and will prevail 
¡011g after these are forgotten. I do not know 
where the world is going in its present mad career, 
or where it will stop. 

But this I do know-that music is one df the 
greatest forces working for sanity and trañquillity 

MASTERLY MAKERS OF MELODY 

J 
Somon jreparing to broadcast one of ii 

- 

recitals from the London studio . . \e 

Lamiliar, the ordinary listener often has a feeling of being ' ¿ . , ' 1 
in the dark and of not knowing what it is all about. ' : 

- Checkingthe "Jazz-Mad"Craze - S 

f think, possibly with others, that explanatory . . - 

matter would solve this problem and be very welcome in 

most homes. . 

But as a general principle, apart from these quite minor 
matters, I cannot see how in an age like this anyone - - - - -- 
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ç In "The World's Programmes" we present the panorama of changing conditions as new stations 
open. . . . - 

ONLY - 

"MODERN. WIRELESS" can keep you really in touch with the progréss of MODERN WIRELESS. 
. 

_.,, .............. .I. ........ 
156 

example, the whole character of th performance is They form "three-fifths" of that very well-known Gershoi 
ohaned if the pitch is altered through playing the record Parkington Quintet. 

........................................................... 

Has It Ever Occurred To You- 
That mOdern wireless technique is a potent force, which is changing the world before our eyes? 

E That it is making history-moulding the destinies of new nations-creating contacts-breaking barriers? E 

E To keep you well informed of radio progressand possible development istheaim of" MODERN WIRELESS," E 

J for which purpose this journal is uniuely equipped. i 
In "My Broadcasting Diary " you have, every month, an insight into British Broadcasting-its policies and 

" personalities. - 

restrict myself to shat can be called good music-good of public is getting too much ç 
itskind butnottooheavy andmeveryprogrammeltryto 
put one or two items which every listener is bound to like. YOU'VE 

There is no particular virtue in the mere playing of the 
majority of these items-most of them are in every violin- 

______________________________________________ 

ist's repertoire, but I try very hard to play them better, 
with more depth of feeling, and with more showmanship 
than anyone else. 

But remember this. Everything I include can be classed 
as good music. Now will those pessimists who assert - 

that the public taste is not improving and that good 
music is a waste of time please note that after a - 

recent broadcast, as described above, I had 500 letters of - 

appreciation. 

A Force-of-Habit Fault. - 
At this point I would like to refer for a moment to the 

listener's part in the appreciation of the musical feast 
so continually set out before him. I feel sure, to begin 
with, that the ranks of the music lovers would be immensely 

L strengthened if every listener were to make sure that the / 

reception he is getting is the b'st possible-consistent, of - 
- course, with the means at his disposal. 

I cannot help feeling that, in spite of the pitch of per- t 

fection to which modern reception has attained, there are 
still a considerable number of listeners who listen to poor 
reproduction of music which has only the remotest- 
resemblance to what is actually being broadcast.» Force 
of habit makes this a fult which is fatally easy to commit r 

Happily, it is equally easy to remedy. 
¡ 1he same applies to thoe who continually play gramo- 

pkone records without bothering to see that the indicator t 
is set to the correct speed 

/ 

Straight fròñi 'AlberI Sandier Himself! 
/ 

They forget that, in the case of my own records, for _ ---- 

. 'u en 
and peaceful enjoyment. Radio has made it possible for 
this mighty force to be unleashed and to extend its 
benediction to the meanest home in the country; just at 
the time when it is most needed. 

Why, therefore, attempt to impede its progress? Good 
music is pure anti-cocktail-mad propaganda. How can 
we possibly have too much of this in the present state of 
affairs? 

We All Enjoy His Music! 
V 

And now you will forgive me for being personal for a 
moment. V In my own programmes on Sunday evenings I 

too fast or too slowly. It i nô longer Albert Sandier's 
orchestra at all ; it sounds like a particularly bad military 
band! 

Points like this in Vconnection with the reproduction of 
music, either by iadio or gramophone, Vare extremely im- 
portant, becaifse bfóre judging whether or not one likes 
gòod thusic Vit isobviously necear to make sure, that 
one is getting it, and ñot uñconsciously 'piíttiñg up'ith 
imperfect reproduction... V :V 

- - 
The need-the taste-for jbod musir is growii faster, 

I think, than any of us realise With a growing demand 
starin oné in thet face it is absurd to contend V that the V. 

MODÉRÑ WIRELESS 
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is that it may deprive broadcasting of. the serices of 
Lady Snowden prematurely. This would be a great 
misfortune-so greal, indeed, as to justify exemption 
fronithe general- rule. - 

Sponsored Programmes; :- y -) 
The developnent of sponsored programmes from stations 

outside the United Kingdom goes on apace. There are 
now half a dozen companies and agencies engaged in 
"time-broking." 

The B.B.C., sensing danger to its system o finance by 
licence revenue, has banned the advertisements of spon- 
sored programmes from its periodicals. And now ertaiu 
organisations of newspapers, sensing danger to their 
advertising revenue, are co-operating with the B.B.C. 
in an endeavour to restrain the movement. 

Another factor at work in the same direction is the 
public opinion of the countries from which these spon- 
sored programmes are broadcast. There is most irritation 
in France, where listeners are complaining that such a 
large proportion of the time of their stations is occupied 
by sponsored programmes designed only for England, 

- - 

V. 
H 

I-. 

e 

One of the entertainment fields in which the B.B.C. is most 
successful is that of " Outside Broadcasts." Here are two 
of their most popular commentators-Col. Brand (left) and 

Capt. Wakelam. 

has been frequently mooted, but is still as far as ever 
froni acceptance. 

I understand that the new Governor agrees with his 
chairman and his colleagues that the responsibility of the 
board i general. It is being assumed that the idea behind 
the Prime Minister's policy of continuing three of the 
Governors for one year more is to arrange an effective 
continuity, and that at the end of this year there will be 
only one retirement, the remaining two being -extended 
for a further year. - 

Then in 1934 there will be one more replacement and 
another in 1935, the process continuing indefinitely. - So 
far as I -can see, the chief practical objection to this plan 

The deaths nf Mrs. Courtauld and of Mr: Lionel Powell 
portend far-reaching changes in t-ha musical and cQncert- 
giving worlds. Readers of this page will recall- the for- 
midable rivalry between Mr. Lionel Powell and the B.B.C. 

Trae, the acute difficulties of earlier years tended recently 
to subside, but Mr. Powell remained a potential adversary 
for whom the B.B.C. entertained respect. 

As the premier impressario and the practical mono- 
polist of the big-concert business of this country, J4r. 
Powell was in a peculiarly advantageous positkn to 
influence the B.B.C. Mrs. Courtauld, also, in the .sphere 

THE-MEN BEHIND THE O.B.'S 

- The New Board at Work 
T T is true, I believe, that no one at the B.B.C. knew j who was to be the new Governor until the appoint- 

ment was. published in the "London Gazette." 
Likewise, the only -Governor or B.B.C. officiâl whom 
Mr. Harold Brown had - met was Sir Gordon Nairne, 
whose place he was to take. 

But the first meetings of the new Board have been much 
the same as those since Mr. Whitley took over from Lord 
Olarendon. The idea of allotting to each Governor the 
supervision of a specific part of administration or work 

qua ners.. 

that there is practically no interest of a. national or local 
character. 

It is likely that this subject w-iii be ventilated -in Parlia- 
ment. I understand that the General Post Office does 
not associate itself with the movement to restrain spon- 
sored programmes except in so far as to deny the use of 
telephone lines in cases where the programme, originating 
in England, is to be radiated from the Continent for 
British consumption. 

Upheavals and Changes 

j 

À.: RY 
Our own Broadcast- 
ing Correspondent 
records the . progress 
of the British B road- 
casting Corporation, 
and f ranlly comments 
on the policies in 
force at B.B.C. head- 

February, 1932 
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The powerful amplifier and recorder shown here is installed in 
the Physics Department of the University of Birmingham. It is 
being used to listen to a time signal, and simultaneously to record 
the- exact moment when a muffled bang arrives all the way from 
Woolwich, where a big gun was fired at intervals for scientific 

research into acoustics. 

nothing seriously wrong; but there, is an accumulation 
of matters of detail which extends delay of occupation. 

-There had been hopes of the evacuation of Savoy Hill 
by not later than March. It appears that these hopes 

variety on sunday 

The Return of "Conversations 
The return to programmes of informal conversation.s 

among people of distinction Is heartily to be commended. 
I remember one of these about six years ago in which 

Mr. J. H. Thomas participated. There was a bright and 
vigolons exchange on a lot of subjects. It was instruc 
tively amusing. I hope ,the new series turns out to be 
as good as the foretaste of which it leminds me. 

THE BIG BANG AT BIRMINGHAM 

,: 

i,: - 

-I 

against the criminal fraternity, and this photograph shows the 
aerial at the headquarters of the Hungarian police. 

-- Sunday Programmes 
r The - agitation for recasting or strengthening Sunday 
programmes has received a setback from an unexpected 
quarter. It has become apparent that in the past year 
or so a very large number Of people have equipped them- 
selves well enough to be able to listen at least to the long- 
wave continental stations as well as to the B.B.C. 

To these listeners and to wireless experimenters the 
silent periods on Sunday are invaluable, and they would 
greatly resent their being filled up. I have not yet gauged 
the political power of this school of thought, but I have 
an impression that it will be considerable. 

Of course, this intervention is blessed by the B.B.C., 
which ha been hard put to it to meet the objections 
from all classes of the community to the absence of 

of Ópera and Symphony, held a unique position and only 
recently developed ans' friendship for the B.B.C. 

With the passing of these two great figures, the enter- 
tainment world outside broadcasting is in a much weaker 
position vis-à-vis the B.B.C. The danger is. that the 
B.B.C. will have too much of its own way, which would 
be unhealthy for music in general and for the B.B.C. in 
particular. 

There remains, of course, the group headed by Lady 
Cunard and Sir Thomas Beecham. Do they intend to 
ôontinuc their independent attitude I 

Birmingham 's Progress 
The increasingly high standard now demanded from 

microphone aspirants is well demonstrated by the fact 
that out of several hundred people to whom auditions 
were given by Mr. Edgar and his staff at Birmingham 
during 1931, only 69 passed the test, and of these only 
five per cent were good enough to secure repeat engage- 
ments. . 

During the year the Birmingham region carried out no 
fewer than 690 outside broadcasts, many of which broke 
new ground. New telephone lines have been installed 
between the B.B.C. and three Birmingham theatres, and 
the Midland Region has the distinction of being the 
first to link up a- theatre which has provided its own 
studio for broadcast relays-the famous Birmingham Rep. 

Broadcasting House 
While officially the B.B.C. professes to be well pleased 

with the general progress of Broadcasting House, I hear 
i.1..1. ¿t._ .. . 

are doomed to disappointment; staff will continue to 
trickle in, but the move will not be complete until towards 
the end of May, if then. 

TO TRAP THE TRICKSTERS 

VLUU W.1 JLLC 1VW I UU VAiCCU 1UUVILUI1y. .LLIWIW Most of the European countries now call in radio as an aid 

I 
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For instance, you may find, when comparing their logs and extracting who was responsible for this revolution 
reception is good, that W X A F koni them any definite information in commercial radio. . - 
- 

. 159 

One of the most fascinating things, 
i always think, is to forget the 
urge to search for new stations and 
to hang on to one particular station 
for a long time, noting his strength at 
every quarter of an hour or so. 

If you have the patience to do this 
for several days, and on several 
diflerent stations, you will often find 
that each has his own " characteristic 
curve," irrespective of conditions, but 
that no two are alike. 

A recent view taken at Davertry, the Northants village which is situated near the centre 
of England, and which has become world-famous since the B.B.C. established its National 
and Midland Regional stations there. This year they plan to put up an Empire short- 

wave station also. 

station will vary at two receivers only 
a mile apart. It is therefore necessary 
to compare a fairly large number of 
logs to extract anything uséful. 

If any of my regular readnrs feel 
that they have enough patience to 
tackle something of this kind, I 
would gladly take on the work of 

play with " just to keep them quiet," 
one has to think veì hard. 

Of course, we know that the powers- 
that-be aie not inclined to give the 
amateurs much credit f-or ".dis- 
covering" the tong-distance proper- 
ties of the short waves, but I rather 
think they Arnow (without saying so) 

ground outside, conditios re work in getting down to the question commercial below 100 metres (except 
already improving apace. of the causes of fading. - sundry experimental transmitters), 

Looking Forward 
I say "a large body of listeners" and that the amateur transmitters 

because the behaviour of a given were given the short-wave bands to 
Our usual dull period from October 

to December is well behind us, and WHERE THE EMPIRE STATION WILL STAND 
i.-. 1_ t.-. .1 a.... we nave suuieniug U.) 100K jorwaru w. 

Letters I have received for the past 
week bear witness to this, and my own 
receiver shows distinct promise 

It is not unusual nowadays to 
receive broadcast from all continents 
in a few hours, and the amateur 
signals have been outstandingly good, 
though not too regular. Up to date 
my prize kg for 1932 (for one day) 
contains the following broadcasters 
Chi-Hoa (Indo-China) on 49 metres; 
Moscow, Rome, Zeesen, Skamlebaek, 
and G5SW; VK2ME, Sydney; 
Rabat, Morocco; and the following 
from the States: W 2 X A D, 
W2XAF, W9XF, W8XK, 
W3XL, W3X .L, W8XAL, 
and W- 1 X A Z. All coñtinents ex- 

cept South America in a total period of 
two hours' listening So let us forget 
bad conditions for the moment. 

Single-Station Listening -- 

BY the time you scan these notes 
we shall all be thinking of the 
coming of Spring, which is, to 

the short-wave man, a term synony- 
mous with good reception (unless, 
that is, he thinks of the " black 
year " of 1930). It is significant, 
then, that as I write these notes, 
with the memory of Christmas dinner 
not far behind, and snow on the 

wuves d.i,ivaj th/ferent pe,iods of the yenr. 

fades from R8 to R6 between mid- 
night and 12.15 am. If this is so, the 
chances are that when conditions are 
bad he will do the same thing, perhaps 
from R2 to RO! This is a purely 
imaginary case, just to illustrate what 
I mean. I think a large body of 
enthusiastic short-wave listeners, 
checking up on this sort of thing, could 
do a vast amount of really useful 

that can be got from them. Suppose 
we mention W 3 X L (4669 metres) 
and W 2 X A F (3F48 metres) as 
stations to watch 

Commercial Stations 
What an eye-opener it is to study a 

list of short-wave commercial stations 
nowadays. When one recollects that 
in 1923 there was not a solitary 

February, 1932 
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,rnture of She vaiqi.ig reception which is obtained on short 
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if as much as that. So when our 
signals apparently dón't get anywhere, 
we ean console ourselves by reflecting 
that théy may be coming down 
beautifully in mid-Siberia. or the 

game, I am convinced that the best 
receiver fór" ham" work is a straight- 

'-forward single-valver. ' I ño.vuse one 
myself for that purpose, and, owing 
to the beautifully silent background, 

160 

high frequencies for by-passing pur- 
poses that the capacity of the gear to 
earth provides a more efficient earth- 
ing system that would be obtainable 
with a long lead down to the garden I 

for a time. 
I have often expressed the view 

that the oniy cause of these so-called 
"blank periods" is a change iñ the 
height, of the Heavisicle layer. The 
angle of reflection òf signals may thus 
be changed in such a way that they 
land in some part of the world where 
they are ñot' anted, prhas whre 
there is n 6né to receivè them 

After all,' the radio-equipped areas 
probably - only total about one- 
hundredth f the surface of the Globe, 

A visit to the main building at St. Remy 1'Honor by the P.T.T. Minister (Posts, 
- Telegraphs and Telephones) on theoccasion of the opening ceremony. 

over frm W X L, for inst'ance, on 
4669, but it certainly wasn't. I 

waited from 11 p.m. tilL after mid- 
night, and although the "hams" 
were improving all the time, the 
broadcast people might have gone to 
sleep for all I could hear of thérn.' 

Single- Waver Best 
After eight years thi thè shòr't-wavé 

again, but one or two letters that have. 
reached me indicate that some people 
still do not quite appreciate the snag. 
Put briefly it is this-you can't have 
a short-wave set that isn't earthed. 
The capacity of the batteries, battery 
leads, metal baseboard or box, to 
earth, provides quite a nice low- 
impedance path. One requires such 
very small capacities at these ultra- 

financially, is that some 1.0,000 coiñ- 
merciai stations are nòw doing their 
work more reliably, more economic- 
ally, and over greater distances, than 
they were in the days when they used 
wave-lengths of 8,000 metres or so. 

When one looks back on this 
brilliant record, and reflects on the 
great changes that have come. over 
short-wave work, it seems all the more 
remarkable that people find it im- 
possible to determine any rhyme or 
reasoi for the rapid changes in 

conditions "that are still its greatest 
drawback. 

Where Sinà1s Go 
i rn Ioi talking now of the local 

conditions that I have already men- 
- tioned, but moré of the universal 

periods when nothing from a certain 
part of the woi1d can be heard at all- 
when even two high-powered commer- 
dal stations have to suspend traffic 

. 

- 

d A 

business. '. - 

Discovery of Short Waves 
Some day I ath going to write a book 

on the more romantic side of the 
"discovery of short waves." If one 
merely collected together the dry 
facts and put them down in black and 
white it would make sufficiently 
interesting reading. 

To be brief, the result of the 
"blind" work of 100 amateur stations, 
not too well equipped technically or 

moons. Thinking to myself, "Ah, 
the broadcasters will be good to- 
night. Let's listen to 'em and tell 
those MODERN WIRELESS people all 
about them to-morrow " I set to. 
But not one could I find. There is a 
good example of varying conditions 
on slightly different wave-bands. 

With the 100-watt amateur stations 
póuring ii on 40 metres, one would 
expect to hear 50 kw. or so coming 

an " all-purpose " type of. receiver 
without making provision to switch 
out the L.F. stage. - 

I am still rather inclined towards 
the superhet as the ideal telephony 
and short-wave broadcast receiver, 
but it- needs caÌefn1 designing and 
careful operating. 

* 

I hae no wish to start the ' earth 
or no earth ' controversy raging 

OPENING THE NEW RADIO PARIS 

I 

 When one really thinks it oirer,. it 
is fairly obvious that it required 
somebody like the amateur experi- 
menterto get down to such a problem 
in the first pláce. The amateur is 
renowned for attempting the impossi- 
ble, and also for being laughed at in 
the process. There are not many 
cases in which Jie has pulled it ofT so 
successfully as in this short-wave 

Pacific Ocean, and it only .wants a 
MODERN WIRELESS reader with a 
portable to assure US that they are 
really all right 

* * 

As an up-to-date example cf freaks, 
I may mention that on the night before 
writing these notes I heard more. 
American amateurs coming over on 
40 metres than I have heard for many 

I hear ignals (very weakly, of corse) 
that disappear beneath the "mush" 
when a note-magnifier is added. This 
applies, of course, only to code signals. 
Telephony certainly requires a stage- 
or even two-of L.F. - .... 

Switching Out L.F. 
After my experiences with this 

single-valver I shall never make myself 

MODERN. WIRELESS February, I 932 
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New Heayberd Unit 
1F SHOULD like to draw your atten- 

J[ tion to a new AC. power unit 
placed on the market by Messrs. 

F. C. Heayberd & Co. 
Primarily it was designed by re- 

quest of the Research Department 
of MODERN WIRELESS, who desired 
a good unit-after the style of the 
Hcayberd MW. unit-which would 
supply up to 5 amps. at 4 volts L.T., 

fiere is so,He Varièd news of flac 
: fia at should interest ali 

EU(ICrS, whetlie, o, iiot thai, Ute 
eo,,nected with the radio industry. 
Manufacturers, dealers, ho,,te eon- 
structors and general readers are 
inritc(l to send jte,ns of interest 
to be included under this heading. 

I ................................................ 
a delightful little job, known as the 
"Telexor," and is bound to be a 
firm favourite in thousands of homes 

aerial feature of the Madrigal sets is 
retained. 

It is housed in a handsome case, 
and includes a first-class moving-coil 
speaker mounted in a particularly 
spacious compartment so that boomi- 
ness shall not be caused by the 
walls of the cabinet. 

Bedford's Best 
The best of the Liranic Electriä 

MODERN \VIRELESS 

r 

161 

but which should have an alternative within a very short time. It retails Co.'s radio lines are ¿italogued in a 
centre-point earthing scheme for the for 1 s. 6d., and has a very handsome little folder that has just reached me. 
L.T. winding of the power tians- slow-motion drive and escutcheon. Known as publication No. 6,747, it is 
former. an abridged catalogue, and serves as 

Most commercial units have the 1932 Madrigal a very useful reminder of the varied 
centre point taken inside 'the unit This is the third season of R.1. assortment of components that are 
to H.T. - ; a quite excellent feature Madrigal receivers, and the latest made by the famous Bedford works. 
except that it renders the unit far developments in this famous line Another Igranic leaflet (No. 6,746) 
less flexible than it need be. With include band-passing and make. for ' illustrates and describes the per- 
the new Heayberd -M.W.1 unit, you even greater sensitivity. The no- manent-magnet moving-coil loud :;t:e c1;hcee - ANCIENT AND MODERN 
output valves and automatic bias 
to be used, and also any hum to be 

," tuned out" by the well-known 
- potentiometer method. - 

This unit, I understand, will gradu- 
ally replace the MW. unit; 1t 

will be the same price, and have the 
same output. lt should have a very 

- ready sale. 

Eric Resistors 
The famous U.S. fixed resistors 

known as the Eric resistors are now 
being made in this country. A special 
factory has been opened, run 'by 
Eric Resistor, Ltd., Waterloo Road, 
Cricklewood, London, N.W. 

Resistances are supplied in -, -, 

1-, 3-, and 5-watt types, covering 
from 15 ohms to 10 megohms. 
Welded leads are employed for con- 
nection purposes, the whole unit 
being extremely robust and perfectly 
rigid. 

The Telsen "Telexor" 

tl 
. 

- ' ' 

p, , 

\ k1- - 

\.fJ 'L_- 
1 

q' 

.1-lave you seen me new leisen Making a sound film of one of Faraday's famous experiments that of a man sitting inside 
version of the Extenser" ? It is a metal cage charged with a pressure of 250,000 volts, 
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 (hesseci to the new premises. Kingston 
By-Pass) Surbiton, Surrey. 'Phone: 
Elmbrklge 6400 and 6401. 

No Pauses at Ponders End 
When the new Mazda A.C./S.G. 

wa launched into the market this 
year a keen demand for this amazing 
waIve was anticipated. This antici- 
pation has been justified many times 

obtaining the type "B" (6d.).ß. & 
L. terminals, the makers have in- 
augurated a special sales campaigil 
to ensure that. every dealer through 
out the countn' has ample stocks 
available. 

Polar Ganged Condensers 
We have reeeì'red the following 

letter from Messrs Wingrove & 
162 

assmhly is neat and workmanlike. 
A second item is a small dc-coupling 

unit which for 3: Gd. should meet the 
needs of many hom constructors. - 

A new button cóndeuser series is 
also worth not:ing, foi' héré we have 'a 
range of mica condensers from 0001 
to' '0(}2 at prices-from Gd. to bd. 
These Mika-Densörs, as they are 
called, will enjoy a ready sale. 

- -- - 

better si'viee witi be available. " 
: 
and dealers that though in the past 

r 'YOU HAVE. BEEN LISTENING. FO1ÄCK PAYNE 'AND. 

IT1M]1J 
: 

, 

r r''n 

- 
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r!. i 

( 

.11 L. 
¡j L j 4 r 

- ,JJ 
r\ 

j 

jack Payne and his " boys," the famous radio dance orchestra, just before a broadcast 
from Savoy Hill. . 

. 

commuuicati&ns should now be ad- they may have had difYiculiy i4 

.: 

i:' 

alumin!um chassis. 

More Máins Units 
Messrs. H. Cla'r1e & Co. (Man- 

chefer. L'td.,' n6iiiñce th'at they 
are now p,rodqcing wo furthèinaiñs 
ñÌt' Thearb&thfòïA.C.'andare 

listed Model A.C. 244/25 and AK. 
260/25. The latter provides trickle 
charging at 3 amp. Both can be 

L, obtained on the hire-purchase ysteth 

Weston Meters 
The Weston Electrical instrument 

Co., Ltd., famous for their electrical 
'meters, have moved from Great 
Saffron Hill to premises on the 
Kiiigston By-Pass. Instruments are 
also now being manufactured in 
'this country at these premises, and it 
is hoped that better delivery and 

IVILL DE ON SALE ON 
'.MARCH1t - 

ORDER FOUR COPI' tOtV ii'- E 

The suece M' 'Mada A'.0 niaiiìs 
:aI\es has ìn past years ce*tred round 
-the screened-grid type, the pheno- 
menally good characteristic of which 
first attracted considerable attenti(rn 
in 1929. The introduction 'of the 
A.C./Pen. last year also commanded 
attention in opening up a new field 
of, inquiry into the possibilities of the 

"pentode, which had begun to be 
regarded as of a very'limited'nature. 

'Belting &'.Leé" 
We are requested by Bellitig & 

Lee, Ltd., the well-known terminal 
makers, to assure home constructors 

difficulty, communicate direct with 
:S, mentioning the name of. 'their 

local 'dealer, so that we can supply 
direct and credit the dealer with his 
appropriate deount.'- .. 

Readers,should note the a'hove in- 
formation,, and appliéation direct to 
the manufacturers at &rundel Cham- 
bers, 188-189, Strand, London, W.C.2, 
will, greatly facilitate delivery where 
local stocks are not available. 

Interesting Items 
I I have been looking through the 
'latest " Formo " catalogue and have 
come across one or two items which 
are particularly interesting. 

The'first is the new' Quadruple and 
Triple Gang Condensers, which can be 
obtained at the remarkable prices of 
55s. and'15s, respectively. The whole 

speaker. A special centring method 
and system of diaphragm suspension 
is employed in this speaker (which 
sells for £3 without input transformer, 
or £3 7s. 6d. including this corn- 
ponent. so that exceptional freedom 
without lateral movement is claimed. 

A 10-in, cone ¡s employed of special 
construction, and this, together with 
the magnet, is mounted in. an 

over, and the factory at Brimsdown, 
Ponders End, Middlesex, where Mazda 
valves are made, works day and night 
in an endeavour to keep pace with the 
huge volume of orders being received. 

NEXT MONTH'S 
"MODERN WIRELESS" 

. r. 
Rogers, manufatturers of the famous 
Polar condensers. 

We are pleased to say that we 
now hold ample stocks of Polar Tub 2, 
Polar Tub 3, and Polar Uni-knob 
condensers, - and 'can dispatch by. 
return. 

"As stocks, however, are not 
necessarily held by all dealers in tl 
country, customers should, in case of 

MODERN WIRELESS. February 1932 

A Valve . Facto,y . which . is . Wo rhing N .. gh; and Day .. 
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ECE['TION in this country-and 
elsewhere-is at present 
seriously overshadowed by 

the problem of the ether. Month 
by month new transmitters come into 
being, whilst others increase their 
power outputs, and so far as one can 
judge there sseins to he no end to the 
process. Three years ago, for in- 
stance, there was only one European 

'transmitter rated at 50 kilowatts. 

.e.....o............................... 

.4..................................... .. ' .. 
if An illuminating article dealing if 
if with present-day proMem, and fi :: exp!aining outstanding achieve- :: 
fi ments and ideas which go a, long fi 

way towards solving them. :: 

By J. C. JEVÖNS. 
.... .,,.+++ .......... 

advantages that both circuits ara 
now tuned by a single control. 
Various forms of "mixed " coupling 
have been designed to ensure that the 
iñput "band" width is kept constant 
over the whole tuning range. 

Simplified Tuning 
In a dual-range set it is necessary 

to match the ganged tuning con- 
densers on both sides of the two-ye 

February, 1932 MODERN WIRELESS 

BR.Y C STIÑC H 

REVIEW 
L 

Endeavours tó overcome the "congestion " problem ing is really a. return of densers is complicated by the fact 
have led to the revival of the super-het type of receiver the old idea of loo s e - . that the oscillator valve must also in a new and improved form, such as the one illustrated 

above. coupling-with the added be kept "in step," hut with a 
163- 

/ 

----------- 

and now there are nearly thirty. 

The Political Side 
1Ìor, than half the problems which 

qre now occupying the atVention of 
wireless designers would automati- 
ally disappear if we had an Interna- 

tional Board of Control over the ether, 
kvested with authrity t.o limit the 
number of stations, restrict their 
porer, and eiforce the minimum 

spacing " necessary to prevent over- switch. whilst at the same time the 
lap. coupling between the filter circuits 

But as such a happy slution is must he reduced on the shorter wave- 
apparently outside the reach of p'- lengths. These difficulties have, how- 
tical politics we have to make the best ever, been satisfactorily overcome 
of things -as they are. 

1931's GREATEST ADVANCE D3signers have to some . 

extent succeeded in 
overcoming the haiidi-- --''-' -- - 

cap of " congestion " by . - 

forcing up the efficiency 
of radio- 

REVIVAL OF THE SUPER-HET frequency 
' - 

- -- fl n (1 .i -- ' 

L: -;r 

I: 

- 

. 

special input 

11 
Ï 'k:l: :. 

- tuner, a n d 
vaiious _______ 
forms, of . -- 
L ' Chang,ng from long to medium waves and vice versa is a 
u a n u - pass necessity on a modern receiver, and all the sting is taken 
filter. An out of wave-changing by the Extenser (an example of 

I L - - alternative which is shown above), which among other advantages 

- line of at- has that of doing the switching entirely automatically. 

- - tack has led to the revival very largely by the help - of the 
- of the super-het receiver Extenser. 

- 
in a new and improved Inthe case of the super-het receiver, 

'.- form. ingle-knob control is still more or 
z. - : 

.0 -- 

Tuning Conf rol . The less in the experimental stage. Here 
-' ' ' & band-pass method of tun- the problem of ganging the tuning con- 
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constant frequency-difference, so as to 
maintain the resultant beat frequency 
dt a steady value. 

- The obvious solution is to use 
straight-line-frequency condensers for 
dli the tuned crcuita, and to displace 
the ' oscillator" condenser by th.e 
required amount before ganging to 
the control shaft. Unfortunately titis 
does not always prove satisfactory 
in practice owing to the difficulty of 
" matching up " the different in- 
hnrnt capacities prior to ganging. 

For Varied Inputs. 
Volume Control The new variable- 

ihn valve provides au extremely elastic 
volume control, which, ith a single 
stage of 11F., is quite competent to 
deal with distant stations as well as 
the local transmitter-and this with- 
out upsetting tle existing, tuning, 
whether ganged or not. 

lt can also be utilised to give auto- 
matic control in or 1er to compensate. 
for the effect f lading. To secure 
this result a s onddiyteétoi valve is 
connected in parallel with the ordi- 
nary detector through a blocking 
condenser, and the rectified output 
from this second valve is passed 
through a high resistance, from 
which tappings are taken back to the 

bias taken from it will be greater as 
the signal strength increases and 
less as the signal weakens, so that the 
volume in the loud speaker is kept 
at constant 
strength under all 
conditions. - 

With two or 

A very neät idea is to use the 
local-distance switch to convert one 
of the SG. stages into- a simple type 
of band-pass fi.ter. If the screened 

ULTRA-SHORT-WAVE TRANSMISSION 

more stages of 
11. F. ampi ifica- 
tion it is difficult 
to devise any 
simpk scheme of 
voiluRe contiol. 
capable of hand- 
ling the input sig- 
nais both from a 
distant station and 
from the local 
transmitter, b e - 
cause the input 
voltages may differ 
by as much as 
10,000 to 1. The 
solution in this 
case is to insert a 

I oca l-distance 
switch, which 
either cuts out one 
of the 11F. stages 
when the set is 
tuned to the local 
station. or else in- 

p.,..- 

MoDERN WiRELESS 

A New Principle For Oscillating Valves: 

February, 1932 

A view of the H.F. side oía set employing an "Eckersley ' Tuner, which uses an entirely detector, where two valves 
: 
are 

new system of coupling between two tuned circuits to obtain really sharp tuning. (conthed on page 199) 
164 

grid of ti variable-mu I-IF. stage. . serts damping re- Important advances have been made during the last year or so 
Since the output from the second sistance to he}p to in the reproduction and use of ultra-short waves and this 

detector varies 'with 'the: strength of cut down excessìve. picture shows the aerial used for transmission ori a wave- 
the reéeived 'signal, he negative grid input voltage. 

length of 50 centimetres. 

. - grid of the valve is isolated from the 
INCREASING KEENNESS OF STATION SEPARATION HT, supply, the ordinary inter- 

eiectroae capacity netween tne grla 
and anode is. restored, and can be 
made to serve as a coupling capacity 
between the input and output cireuits 

' of that valve. The "converted" 
valve and its associated circuits then 
act as a band-pass coupling between 
the aerial and the next amplifier or 

Till Ih,iI1t il 
detector valve. 

Power Grid anti Push-Pull 
- ' Detection. Ordinary anode-bend 

It ¡VII 4, and grid-leak detectiqn have 'been 
largely replaced by' the so-called 
"power-grid detector," which is 'now 

I 

standard practice in many up-to-date 
receivers. This gives practically no 

- distortion. even with a high percentage 
--. 

, 
-f modulation. Qn the other hand, 

- it tends to damp the input circuit by 
feed-back through the anode-grid 

r ii eapacit of the valve. 
" A new developmeDt which is free. 

. -. -. from this defect is the push-pull - 
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"F pass the weary hours-in search of 
symptoms." 

pass the weary hòurs iñ hunting up 
the dictionaries and encyelopdias in 
search of symptoms. I recall that in 
the Easter holidays of 1913 I perished 
-according to " The Complete Home 
Medico "-ef cholera. I had it to 

Another mustard plaster having 
been driven home with a dull thud, I 
am enabled to bring my mind round 
to radio-and Professor Thunk. - 

Professor Thunk, the discoverer and 
sole custodian of Alpha Thunkii, a 
star invisible to all eyes save those of 
faith and mathematics, a star over 
whose adventures Professor Thunk' 

165 

As I was anxious to make peace 
with so eminent a scientist, I accepted 
his invitation añd duly presented 
iyself at his new flat. in Russell 
Circus W. I found him seated at his 
desk, playing with a piece of string. 
' What! " I cried. " Oat's-cradles ? 

"I apprehend that you refer toe 
an infantile pastime ; hence your 

SYMPTOMS mustard plaster ! Besides, I've got to 
create " atmosphere." Very im- 
portant. thing-atmosphere! Where 
would we b without it? 

celestial Radio 
Another thing The title of this 

siisplay is "In Passing " ; that's - 

English for "By the Way." Some 
times the way is longer than at other 
times. It's all according to my 
sperrits-see? :nd lumbager gives.. 
me darned low sperrits. See ? 

"What,'' I cried. "Cat's-cradles ? 

in involves the lumbar muscles. A 
wink of th&cye is plain heck; it sniff 
mçans unvarnished hades; a cough 
is the -two added and raised to the 
fourth power; turning over in bed as 

like a sword through the backbone, 
and ptting on one's socks is enough 
to gain a martyr's crown. 

Defying the Doctor! 
\Vhenever I feel non-official-that 

is, unable to attend at the Wlice-I 

I 

through the hilliest chunk of Great 
Britain, and enjoyed it. In 1925 I 
had wasting of the legs-according to 

The Doctor at Home "-yet with 
such wasted legs I contrived to buzz 
up and down several of Helvetia's 
most pointed crags, and came home 
ramping like a tiger. (" Give me 
blood or snow ! ") - 

True, Alec! There is not much 
radio about this, thus far. But 
give a man time! We lumbagists 
move deliberately! There's plenty of 
time between now and my next 

coming from Thunk-commonly 
called " Absolute Zero." 

Important Experiment! 
"My dear Mr. Jones,-You being 

rarely usefully employed might deem 
it expedient to call here on Friday, 
the fourteenth, in order to hear news 
of an important experiment which I 
contemplate. I need hardly say that 
I refer to Alpha Thunkii. Seven-post 
meridian! 

KNOT LANGUAGE! 

Pròlessor Thunk Ñea' Attack on Alpha. 
ASMART attack of lumbago, 

during which I have been 
laid aside from the busy 

world of men-though left at home to 
see how confoundedly busy women 
are, too-has given me leisure to 
observe that almost every physical 
movement a man may care to indulge 

the T!. But as I survived I presume 
that there must have been a misprint. 

In the spring of 1923, 'One 
Thousand and One Ailments" assured 
me that I was as good as cold mutton 
ou account of a pain in the windbox. 
Not so! Jolly old bean that I was, I 
walked 190 miles with a 20 lb. pack 

has watched since 1876, gave me the 
dirty eye last August after I had 
failed to intercept Alpha TJiunkizn 

signals, though I fixed up some ex- 
cellent substitutes. Therefore, I was 
amazed to receive from him the 
following note, which must be con- 
sidered cordial in the extreme- 

Febivarv. 1932 MODERN WIgELESS 
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code." 
"But what words will you send?" 
"No words! Young man, do you 

think that intelligences existing in 
an environment composed of su1- 
phuxetted hydrogui . and acetylene, 
at a. temperature- of 60,000 degrees 
centigrade, are likely to-need or use 
mere words " -. 

I should think that' s iust exactly 
what they would need. I should, in 

c--...- 

"They may, of course, add them 
all up -and refer the result to acety- 
lene. - Anything might happen at 
60,000 degrees C." 

Yes, I see your poiit ! Neverthe- 
less, I am resoIvd to' proceed. - In 
any case, they won't know it is 
acetylene, because if they can smell 
they will commit suicide at the 
earliest possible opportunity." 

"Exactly! Now, how .far 
- 
away- 
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up with 0-001-metre waves." - 

As I left him his parting remark 
was-" Don't bang the door, Alpha is 
very sensitive." - 

How little did I expect that the 
great Thunk had thunk out my 
difficulties with friend Heaviside. 
Well, watch for a further thrilling 
instalment, when I shall describe not 
only the great expérirnent, but the 
rsult according to Thiink 

 '-w'_ 1' '- 
"Hence in Alpha. zero would equal 0003- 
and there would be no nothing, and twice 

nothing would be o'oo6" 

Pray refrain froni referring to 
this star as a female! Hem! The 
reply is not mv concern. I shaH have 
done my part if I signify our eog- 
nisance of A'pha's existence." 

"So you will! So you will ! , But 
how will you signify that'? 

"By means of the Morse telegraph 

denotes equality? Suppose they tinder- 
stand intervals ito, mean multiply or 
subtract! Or cube L To cubed 
equals fou'eb ? ' ' -....: 

Anything Might Häppèn 
If they have reached .the-aw-- 

matriculation .standard," said my 
Professor; "they wift kndwthe rda- 
tioú existing between two 'and four, 
-especiä1ly if I follow up with three 
dashes and,' after' an interval, six 
dashes.'1 ' 

care a tinker's cuss. Hem ! ". 
"Good enough! Now, what wave: 

length do you propose ti use ." - 

"About 900,000 miles' 
"Thank you, kindly! I'm only 

the jug-and-bottle department. What 
'you need is Henry Ford. Why, my 
dear old squint-if I may call your 
that without rnheriting a curse from' 
the Atacopi Indians-you can't get 
through the Hon. P. Heaviside's 
layer unless you use short waves,, 
Darned short 'uns, too. I'll fix ou 

tion," he snapped. 
Well," I said, " what's this- 

radio experiment all about? 

The Signal 
I have decided," he replied, "to 

communicate with Alp/ia by wire1es. 
That decision - täken, all you, as 
a wireless expert, have to do is to 
work out the method. Next Tuesday 
would suit me.t 

'," That's a mere nothing," said I. 
"I'm polishing off little jobs like that 
every day. Btit the experiment is 
bound to be inconclusive unless 
Alpha replies, and, do you think she 
has a pQpllhdtion? 

t; 
-:. - 

SPEEÇHLESS!- 

"Can you swear that twice two n 
comes to four in an atmosphere of -w 

rotten egg gas and acetylene? Gosh I t 
I'd say anything in a landscape like. 
that!" 0 

"The fact is indubitable, and in- ci 
dependent of cosmography." 

Zero Eqúals.What? 
"Are yoü sure? Suppose thit in 

a temperaturé of 60,000 de'rees' one' 
expands till-it equals HJQ3!' Twice ) 

two would then equal 4,012. Hence - 1 

in Alpha, zero would equal 0003- .,' 

and there would be no nothing, and 
twice nothing would be OOOG." 

"I don't follow yos. Nevertheless, 
we are bound to assume that the 
conceptions of zero and of unity are 
universal. I shall stick t twice one - t equals two." , 

':Ho wilE you convey ' equals 
in Morse-to a star blokeS who does ti 
not even know' about America: Can ti 
America Ee'a iverl conception? '? g 

"I propose to transmit two dashes, 
- followed, after a marked interval, re 

by four dashes." --'r ti 
"Do you feel convinced, that Alpha in 

will understand that an interval re 

tiìlion years? Are you prepared to 
'ait so long? Why, by that time the 
mperature will hhve dropped. and 

nothing will be equal to only 
'000001. 'This will throw their 
1cuIations ou-t so drsticaliy that 

T0 BE 'CONTINUED - 

.ii1.T' '' 
)on't bang the -door, Alpha is very 

sensitive." 

iey will becomo atheists and doubt 
ie existence of the dóllar I Are you 
)rng to stand for that?" ' 

"I am prepared to stand bythej 
suIts of anything that I. may do in 
ie cause of science. Besides, as yot 
dicate, by the time that my message 
athes Alpha Th'unkii I shall not 'j 

comment must be assumed to be 
Jacetious. I am, in fact, studying 
the knot language of the Atacopi 
Indians, for I believe there is 
evidence that Alpha Thunkii was 
formerly one of their tribal deities." 

But how could the old girl have 
Leen known to them, she being in- 
.visile ? " I inquired. 

Revelation, young man, revela- 

such an environment. Anyway, if 
you don't send words, .what are you 
going to send?" 

"A mathematical concepton." 
"Myes! Something frightfully 

axiomatic, eh? But I can't send 
Pons Asinorum in Morse, you know." 

"A universal truth." 
Teli me one." 

"Two pIus two equals four." 

from Earth is the old lady-I mean 
gentleman-er-I mean ' it ' ? ' 

He jotted down a number of miles, 
and I proceeded to work out a little 
sum. 

s 

Millions oF. Years.' 

." Are you fully aware," I said 
eventually, "that your radio messe 
woii't reach Alpha for four and a half 

MODERN WIRELESS February 1932 
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"I Propose to Transmit Two Dashes" 
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S.W.X.fl.5 .. 8 3 Colla ro Type 
or 8.30 with Unit 

Pertrix 2 V. 20 Plate a n d 
ame. type Automatic 
P.X.C.2 .. 9 0 Stop I 13 0 

ALL BRITISH 

Ready Radio Ltd., Eastoor 
House, Blackheath, S.E.3. If 
you also enclose four lid. 
stamps we will send you 
Mr. Kendall's latest book en- 

titled Ten Hows for Modern 
Radio Constructors." Packed 
fufl of useful information. 
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Narne ......... t. .................................................... 

EAddress .......................................................... 

I M.V, 2/32 BLOCK LETTERS-IN INK-PLEASE. 

or 9,'. down and 7 monthly payments of 1016 

METEOR III STANDARD CABINET MODEL 
Complete Kit of components and cabinet to houa2 

set only) 

89/6. 
or III- down and 8 monthly payments ut 1 1 1- 

METEOR III CONSOLETTE CABINET MODEl 
Complete Kit of components and cabinet, as illus- 
trated, to house set, speaker, and batteries-equal 

in appearance to a 15-guinea mode!) 

- £5.O.O 
or 11/- down and 9 monthly payments ot 11f- 

Choice ofRecommendedA ccessories 
Muilard Valves Loudspeaker Chassis 
Z-P.M.2DX .. 8 6 R. & A. type 40 i-P.M.sL.F. .. 8 6 Reproducer 16 6 
.x-P.M.2 .... 10 6 or 
Batteries Celestion Chassis 
Pertrix sao y. Su- type M. 12 1 15 0 

percapacity. 1 5 6 or 
or Blue Spot Spe- 

Pertrix 520 s'. cia! chasis & 
Standard .. 15 6 66K Unit 1 12 6 

or 
Ever Ready 120 Gramophone Pick-up 

-y. Popular B.T.H. Minor 1 7 6 Power .. 1 4 0 or I'ertrix 9 V. G.B. 1 6 B.T.H.Senior 2 5 0 
or 

Ever Ready 9 V. Volume Control 
G.B ..... I O 

Accumulators ReadiRad meg. 5 9 

Fuller a y. 2 

amo, t vo e Gramophone Motor 

Note these special features of the 
Meteor : 18 to i Slow Motion Control 
on both tuning and reaction ; Extended 
anti-capacity reaction drive ; Adjust- 
able selectivity ; Kendall loose-coupled 
air-spaced coils ; Radio-Gram Switch- 
ing ; R.I. Transformer ; Graham Farish 
and Lewcos Resistances ; Condensers 
by T.C.C. 
No soldering, no cutting, no drilling- 
a screwdriver and pliers are the only 
tools you need. All the necessary 
wires, flex, screws, plugs, etc., are 
included in the Meteor Kit. Mullard 
Valves are recommended by the 
designer. 

t - Daily demoñstràtions of this 
r,, 

'.'j ' wonder receiver at the Ready Radio 
.{ ,, - ' Showrooms: 159, Borough High 

t, . - '' '. ' ' ' Street, London Bridge, S.E.l. ,t .i a,'- / i j h' - . ' (2 rninoiej free London Bridge Station). 

Ask your radio dealer for your 
D E A D!Vf' d AD I O 

Meteor Folder. If he s out of .. -. 

stock. post coupon now to:- . - ., - . .. 

February, f932 MOiERN WIRELESS 

.. ' . -. .. .. : : ' . 

-- ..- - . 

jßc 
,, / / p4 

cnt bull - 
Ask your radio dealer for your Free Copy of the 

- Meteor III Folder, which inc'udes Full-Size Plan 
t . and Wiring Diagram with complete building in- j structions. You can build the Meteor Ill in an hour 
t - - - I 

- or so-Ihe most fascinating radio set ever designed. 
t l - It gives world-wide reception on ALL WAVE- 

LENGTHS-Long, Medium and Ultra-Short. 
In addition, with pick-up connected, the Meteor '' - becomes an electrical reproducer of gramophone 

f 1. records at â flick of the radio-gram switch. 
Wonderfully selective and sensitive-big volume- 

t ri ,- - 

j' delightful quality-equal in appearance to a 15- Iio - 

,. ,. guinea model-at a price you can easily afford. 
s _ 1 

No longer is there any need for you to use a 
I 

''" 
I , s. 

.-. ) - separate receiver for Ultra-Short-Wave Reception 
I ' . f- - of America, Australia, Africa and other far-distant 

? (f, I 

stations. The Meteor fulfils every ideal of the 
- d J 

radio enthusiast and the ordinary listener. 
- ,;. I Desnined by G. P. Kendall, E.Sc. :-'-;iu 

I - . --' 
L - - - 

METEOR COW!'T , 
-J 

- 75/- -ç-- - 
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minais are short-circuited by a strip 
of wire and the switch is closed. The 
votnieter should regter 4 volts if 
the battery is new. 

We must now make a table so that 
the value of any res.istance can be 
found if it is connected across the 
terminals, and we proceed in the 
following way. 

Suppose the resistance of the volt- 
meter is 200 ohms (for the small scale 
of a double-reading meter), we know 

o 
30 /00 

225 200 
/8 300 
/5 'f00 
/.'5 500 
/./5 600 

F162 - fl2/8q 

A "ready reckoner " for resistances. 

method will be found very usehit for 
measuring the resistances ot tuning 
coils to direct current and for home- 
made potentiometers. The accuracy 
to be expected deeuds upon the 
accuracy of the stated resistance t 

the voltmeter used. 
Another m thcd of finding the 

graph points s to multiply the voltage 
(1-5) by the meter rcsstance (200) and 
divide by the total resistance 
(200+R). - 

to the negative of the meter. The 
positive pote of the battery and the 
positivo lead from the voltmeter are 
brought to two terminais which can 
he fixed on the baseboard and the 
resistance to be measured is fixed to 
these two terminals. 

Preliminary Measurement 
Before finding the resistance of a 

coil or piece of wire, the voltage of the 
battery must be found. The two ter- 

values of external resistances and 
divide by five to get the voltage 
reading. Thus if the extra resistance 
were 100, we get current equals 
45 volts divided by 200+100, which 
wauld equal 15 milliamps. Dividing 
tus by five gives a voltage reading 
of three, and similarly the other 
voltage readings are obtained. 

Tab/c of Vo/táqes cad ,Qes'stances 

Qesestance in Ohms 

¿7 J ,.ç,57.44'C. IN O1,'4-16. fl2/83 

Mr. Blythman describes the preparation. 
of a simple graph which enables inter 

mediate readings to be obtained. - 

mèter reads 2 volts with an unknown 
resistance connected, from the graph 
it will be seen that the resistance is 
250 ohm& 

If larger values of resistances than 
600 ohms are to be found, a bttery 
of a higher voltage must be used and 
a similar table constructed. This 

of Fig. i. Care is necessary so that the When the termhias are short.ed by - 

negative pole of the battery is joined a thick wire of negligible resistance, 

LL YOU NEED we have 4*=Cx 200, which gives 
C equal to 45 díded by 200, which 

q.ES/6TANc 
is 0225 amp., or 225 milliamps. This 

a1E4suçED 'Ç gives us a factor for finding the current 

VOLTMETER 
flowing in the circuit, as it will be seen 
that the current is numerically five 

aAr7--.qy times the voltage reading, 225=5 X 
" . 

- 

SkV/TCN.. Drawing Up the Table : 

A poket voltmeter and a flash-tamp To draw up the table of Fig. 2 we 
battery are the only items required. find the current flowing for different 

4 

3 

2 

/ 

INSTANT READINGS 
Li t i i i u i ii i i 

/00 200 300 400 500 G00 

fhih-Iamp bat- -- 

tery and: a few pice of wire for 
eennectîn the componènts together. 

A' Switèh is Useful 
The meter can be fixed ona small 

baseboard and the battery fastened 
by a clip so that it cannot mov A 
switch is useful so that the battery is 
only used when a reading is being 
taken, thus making the battery fast 
for along time. 

The voltmeter, battery and switeh 
are joined in series as in the diagram 

,. *444... 
T. P. BLYTHMAÑ. B.Sc., 
tells you how to fix u and 

::use a useful "ohmmeter":: 

- by Ohñf law that the voltage equals 
the current multiplied by the total 
resistance in the circuit. If C is the 
current in amps. when a resistance of 
R ohms is joined across the terminais, 
we have 4=Cx(2OO+R. 

ages from O t 
45. The points calculated. a r 
plotted on this paper and are joine. : 
by a smooth curve. - 

How to Use the Graph 
All that is necessary is to read off 

the voltages on the verticaf axis by 
making a horizontal line to cut the 
graph, and then draw a vertical line 
from this point to the bottom line, 
where the value of the resistance will 
be found. For instance, if the olt- 

MODERN WIRELESS February, 193Z 

T is often use- r .--' ---- ' - A graph can be I et0alZ 
Nl [ 'SulhU1iI ì¼I 1ueto 

r es i sta n ces of L..I._ resistances f o. r yte: 
ascertained b y / ! paper ansi draw 
means of very - two axes at right i 

- stmple apparatus. angtesasim'ig.3. i 

The only acces - --. - 
r The horizonta / 

sones needed aré t axis is marked in 
a pocket -vol t - - - - -- 

- ohms from O to --v- 
: .- - 600,andthever-! 

reaistanee asmitli hc1 axis in volt i- 
t 
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is to keep the wave-length constant, because if the trans- 
mitting frequency varies at all there will at the end of 
the month be a nasty report from the listening post, and 
perhaps also from the Brussels Laboratory testing people,. 
who publish regular wavelength charts. 

It may take four or fiv engineers to start up a trans- 
mitter ni the morning, even when, as at Mühlaeker and 
Lagenberg, the controls are interlocked. 

Operations start about half an hour before the pro- 
gramme is due to begin. man goes round each part of 
the gear and es that everything is in order after the 
previous night's transmission. This is a routine job. 

Water for the Valves 
At Brookmans Park, where the emergency power only 

comes from the mains, and the main current is provided 
by generators driven from oil engines, these semi-Diesel's 
have to be started up, and this is done by a compressor 
plant. 

Another switch is closed, starting up the water pumps. 
At Slaithwaite these pumps suck up water from the large 
concrete-lined reservoir and pump it through the hollow 
anodes of the big transmitting valves. At Brookmans 
Park distilled water circulates round the anodes, and this 

tuned in, although in quite a different manner, and the 
Eest voltages have to be found for the high tension, low 
tension and grid bias. 

Keeping the Wave.length Constant 
All transmitters are "mains driven," to use receivihg 

set parlance, and the troubles to which ordinary mains- 
driven sets are prone also occasionally inflict transmitting 
gear; although, of course, they are greatly magnified. 

The big trouble when tuning a receiver nowadays is to 
get good selectivity without heterodyniug. Conversely, 
when the engineers tune a transmitter their big trouble 

Thin is done electrically by passing a low-tension current 
from aerial to earth, and at a station like Langenberg,. 
which is provided with automatic earthing for the aerial 
when thunderstorms are about, there would be disaster 
if the " juice " were turned on while the aerial was short- 
circuiting. Little snags like these have to be found by the 
first engineer at the station in the morning. 

What happens next depends largely on the type ot 
transmitter. The switching details differ, but the general 
idea is the same. In the machine-room a man closes a 
switch which brings into ciruit the main power lines. 
which, for safety, are switched off overnight. 

ft is interesting to compare the control of a big broädcasting station, such as Brookmans Park or any 
large radio transmitter, with that of your own receiving gear, and here a B.B.C. engineer malees this 

comparison and tells you how these big stations are tuned in. 

OFTIrN wonder, when the Brookmans Park twins 
j: are started up each day, how many listeners ever 

stop to compare the control of the average small 
eceiving set with that of one of these big transmitting. 

giants. 
After all, the general principle is the sanie.. There are 

valves, coils and tuning condensers. Both have to be 

HardlT nythin can go wrong overnight, bu there are,' 
on occasions, troubles outside for which one has to look.: 

The aerials at Sla.ithwaite; forinstance, may be partly 
short-circuited by the ±hin coating of ice which overnight 
forms on the insulatòrs. Therê iould be trouble if the 
plant were started up before this conducting path were 
removed. 

February, 1932 MODERN :W1lELES3; 

STAR TI NG A BIG 
BROAD ASTER 
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COOLING THE VALVES miles away from the studio centre and control-room 

V __ 

H 
L 

L 

- .__. í ..--.- 

everything is in working orUei. 
With the standard wave-meter at the station one of 

the engineers may make a frequency test just to see that 
everything is well and that the station is properly on its 
wave-iength. If there is any reason to suspect a big devia 
tion, then in all probability one of the station officials 
will 'phone through to the listening post-Tatsfield, if 
it is the B.B.C., and Zehlendorf, if it is the German broad- 
casting company-and ask for a wave-meter test. 

The First Item of the Day 
Then comes a 'phone call on the private line from the 

studio control-room. The first item of the day is ready for 
broadcasting. Now it is up to the engineer in charge of 
the modulating gear. 

The control man, listening on a side-tone set at the 
station, clamps the 'phone more tightly to his ears, and 

MODERN WIRELESs February, 1932 

A Tour Round a Regional Station 

Everyone stands by in case of an emergency. 
Ths Chief Engineer of the State Broadcasting Corporation at .. There are, perhaps, five minutes to go before the pro- wo:k. He keeps in close touch with a1 depártments under his 

gramme is due to commence, hut down at the transmitter, control, and persbnally watches every detail of their work. 
170 

. 
After the cooling waterfor the valve has done its job it is passed 
through a special cooling plant, suóh as the one here illustrated 

water is cooled in turn by another pray (pumped by 
separate apparatus) which has to be started up. 

Nothing can be done until the man in the machine 
room 'phones through to the control-room, or switches on 
the signal light, telling that the water is in full circulation. 
At some stations there is a glass section in the water 
tubing leading to the water-cooling side of each valve. 

In this a glass marble bubbles up and down all the time 
the water is flowing, and often a man will be sent round 
to each section of the transmitter to examine these 
indicators. Meters show the water pressure and the rate 
of flow in gallons per minute. 

Next the filaments are switched on-this meaning that 
either th separate low-tension generator is set whirring 
into ¡notion or that another section of the main power 
tiansformer is switched into circuit. 

A Matter for Minor Anxiety 
Degree by degiee the big rheostats (filament rheostats 

are still used in transmitters, although obsolete in most 
- receivers) are turned on; the greatest cate being needed 

here, because if the full voltage were applied to the 
filaments the sudden expansion of the metal with the 

- heat might crack the glass or break the seals. 
Grid bias comes on next, the generators being switched 

- on, or the extra power transformer switched into circuit. 
The man in charge of the speech amplifier and modulating 
gear will also be busy for the next two or three minutes 
iii seeing that his switches arc right and that the small 
valves in the first stages of the L.F. amplifiers are O.K. 

Then comes the high tension; ilothing very exciting 
to look at perhaps, but switching on the H.T. is always a. 
matter of minor anxiety for the engineers. A few needles 
oli the dials quiver and move slowly over to their working 
positions. 

- Two or three lights on the indièator panel may change 
from green to red. Nothing else indicates the all-important 
tact that the station is now "on the air." There are 
10,000 voltsonthe anodes of the big valves. 

' The first few minutes are vital. That is when a break- 
- -. down is most likely, if anything at all is going wrong. 

stands by his subsidiary potentiometers, which will 
prevent over-modulation if the control engineer at the 
studio end has not watched the volume indicator. 

The announcer has finished his introduction. Every- 

GERMAN THOR4iUGHNESS 

.-* 4 

(.i 

ç' 

'L) (: 

1 
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(Topi right) The receiving station of the B.B.C. at Tatsfield, which keeps a watchful eye on the wave-length wanderings of British 
and foreign stations. It is also well known as the receiving station that makes possible the transatlantic relays. (Left) The 
power house at Brookmans Park, showing the Diesel electric plant. It is interesting to note that this staÑion gçnerates all its own 
power and only draws on the supply mains in an emergency. (Right) An "outsize ' in filament switches atthe. North Regionaistationt - 
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thing is going according to schedule. " O.K.," says he lucky with its plant, but, nevertheless, all station engineers 
modulation engineer, laconically, and takes his seat at are able to . breathe a sigh of relief when the big Diesel's 
the main control table. The station is now working. are stopped at night ! 

" What " you may wonder, " do engineers do at the . . . . i 

station all da.y ? Do hey listen to the astronomy talks and . 
THE EARS OF 1T1E B.B.C. 

chamber music, or do they tackle cross-word puzzles ? " :: . 
. __ 1 .. Only One Man Listens-In . 

.- . 

. p \ 

The truth is that only one engineer for each transmitter . \ ; 

i 

listens to the broadcast 
; 

he does noi control the volume, T----- - 
. 

for that is done at the studio end, but he watches the 
programme from the transmission point of view. . . 

The other engineers have neither the time nor the 
opportunity to do cross-words. Each man has his par- . . . 

. tichar station where he must he found in case of trouble. . . 

Trouble is always likely to crop up in the shape of fre . ' . . . 

quency variation (" wandering " of the wave-length) or a \\ . . 

valve breakdown. \\ 

The wave-length will change if anything goes wrong . ' 

' 

with the transmitter Or if there is a sudden variation of . 

\ . temperature. This, of course, is a very slow effect, which . 

\ 
j 

makes it all the more difficult to watch. It has no rela- ' . 

tioiì to modulation and is most noticeable when the trans- \ 
j 

flutter is first started up and when the gear has not reached ' 

constant temperature. i . , ,, 

'\ 

55k 

With our B.B.C. transmitters i am proud to say that a 
¡ . " . 

. ' . frequency change of more than 200 cycles is never per- . . \ . 

.. 
mittéd. But, unfortunately, a drift of some kind is 

. 

\ . 

common to all tra.nsthitters in the absence of temperature ¡ . ' ' 

control to the drive. . 

' s - 

: -. 
A Peculiar Valve Trouble \ . 

. 

A valve may go. Power valves when worked in parallel 
" " . 

. banks are liable toshatis known as the Rocky Point . 

t eflect. This is a flash-over between the electrodes, and is . . 

. 

1 
. sô called beèause the troñbleas first experienced -at the - ..-.-. . . . 

. 
big " Rocky Point " commercial station. It usually . - . 

- occurs in water-cooled va.rves and is due td an ionisation 
r. effect mused by traces of gas left in the valve. .. 

- . 
lt is not curing trouble, but watching for it that takes - . 

- . . 

up the engineers time The B B C has been particularly 

.:. BROOKMANS PARK POWER-HOUSE 
\ 

- / j. 
t 

__ '4K. 
,- : L- I 

i 

:::;- 

- 

: - 

S 
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THE SECRET OF PERFECT 
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Advt. of The Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Aston, ßirmingham. - - CV-isi 
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-. ,.. .... - . ...f. 
.: . '-':ç:--_-: 

.- - .' 

j . . * t#.r . , 

: HANGINC.over toTeIsen s like taking the 
wool outf your ears"-that is the verdict 

- 
of an enthusiastiç leisen : constructor which 
inspired the illustration on the opposite page.. 
Telsen Components in your set give you a realism 

which ¡sasknihing-they enable you to sit back 

. . ad hear, ithout straining forward to listen- . 

t - . they bring every item Qithe programme "nearer, 
clearer, more lively than before 

L F Tranformers from 5'6 
; . -...- Output Transformers . . . . :... 12"6 . . . 

; . 

'L:F. Chökés ... .. ;.-; : ' from 5'- ; . 

. - : 
Output Chokes . . . 

. . . . from 8'- . 

Binocular HF. Chokes ..;:: :-.. :: : 
. 

Standard H.F. Chokes .......' . .- ...' 2'- . ' . 

Loud-SpeakerChassis' . .. i. from 516 

Fixed Condensrs od .- : . 

Mansbridge Type Condensers from 1'6 
Valve Holders ... 4-pìii od., 5-pin 8d. . .1 

Grid Leaks .. .... 9d 
Grid Leak Holder - od t 

Fuse Holder ......... , ... 'SOd ..... 
leIsen Screens ... - ... 2'- and 2'6'. 

. -. 

100% BRITISH 
RADIO COMPONENTS - 
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or intermittently broken, and are not it will be impossible here to enter into that the windings must he fairly robust 
necessarily confined to mains de- their theory, although the main out- to withstand a prolonged test of this 
vices. Unes might be given. They occur kind without damage. 

74. 
- -. 

tinguish between the effects of voltage 
and current O 

Excessive Strain 

A voltage rise strains the insulation, 
thus tending to give rise to leakages 
or short-circuits, e.g. a number of 
turns on a mains transformer might 
become shorted, usually resulting in a 
complete burn-out. These pressure 
rises can occur anywhere in a receiver 
where an inductive circuit is suddenly 

twëen theni 
The same is true of adjacent layers 

of turns in the coil. Unless, there- 
fore, the coils are well designed and 
secured, the delicate windings might 
easily be snapped during the abnormal 
current surges which we shall now 
discuss. 

When Swtchzng n 
The problem of current surges i 

complicated by many factors, and 

This diagram shows a complete voltage 
cycle. Note the three points at which there 
is zero potential; that is, where the curve 

mèets the base line. 

To observe the effect, 0you have 
only to couple an AC. mifliammeter 
in circuit with the primary of the 
transformer, and successively close 
and open the circuit. The current 
will at times kick-up to relatively high 
peaks, and from what was said above 
about magnetic stresses it is evident 

/?2310 

r-1 s r1 
I 

ii?1 -o 
i 

[ 

When two current-carrying coils are placed 
close together on a common core, the wind- 
ings tend to attract or repel one another, 
depending on the direction of the current 

flow through the individual coils. 

considering the latter we must dis- 

It can be '1iown that the magnetic 
polarity of each coil would be that 
indicated by tlieletters NS, NS, and 
this would result in magnetic attrac- 
tion between the coils. That is, a 
force would be exerted tending to 
draw the coils together, and the greater 
the current the greater the force.- 

If the coils carried current in oppo- 
site directions, the mutual forces 
would repel one another. 

Not oniy do these forces exist be 
tween complete coils, but also between 
the adjacent turns of one coil. These 
turns, of course, always carry current 
in the same direction, with the result 
that attractive forces ar exerted be 

of this kind the initial current rush 
can be ten to twenty times its norrna 
maximum, although it is rarely so bad 
as this in small transformers provided 
the flux density is kept within limits 

A VOLTAGE CYCLE 
¿2O9 

there is an intermittent break in the 
circuit. In fact, it is highly probable 
that most transformer breakdowns 
are caused in this way, and it will be 
interesting to study briefly the nature 
and sources of these abnormal rises. 

A " surge " means a transient rise 
in pressure or current considerably 
tbove normal values. It generally 
lasts for only an exceedingly small 
interval of time, hut this is often 
.s'fficient to do much damage. When 

MECHANICALLY 
STRAINED 

circuit. In fact, we may state gener- 
ally that excessive voltages are caused 
by breaking an inductive circuit, the 
iúagnitude of the induced pressure 
depending, among other things, on 
the speed of the interruption. - 

Electro-Ma gnetic Surges 
A current surge, on the other hand, 

brings . into being electro-magnetic 
forces between the windings concerned. 
Thus consider two adjacent coils 
carrying current in the same direc- 
tion, fixed on a transformer core as 
shown in Fia. 1. 

rect point in the wave, little or no- 
current rise will occur, but it is obvi- 
ously impossible to ensure this, as 
the switch may be closed at any point. 

The effect may he diminished or 
accentuated by the constants of the. 
circuits. Especially is this the case 
with a mains transformer. 

If a high flux-density core is used, 
combined with material of poor per. 
meability, the instantaneous rise iii 
current will be greatly increased. 
Furthermpre, the core might have re- 

tained considerable residual flux after 
a previous " run," and in l)ad caes 

III H ___ ___ __ ____ H 

Ai times transformers and oihèr components become faulty du« to excessive voltages or 
currents being developed. Here are a feu enlightening tema rls on Ibis interesting subject. 

By HANDEL REES.' 

Fis frequently stated that voltage 
or current surges occur when 
switching an AC. eliminator or 

mains set " oil " or " off," or when 

For i'hstance, it is well known that 
the insulation of a loud speaker or 
L.F. transformer might break down 
due to an intermittentj break in the 

on the part of the alternatiúgvoltage 
wave at which switching-in takes 
placé. Thus, referring to the éycle of 

voltage shown in Fig. 2, it is evident 
that at the instant of switching-in 
the voltage may be passing through 
one of its zero values on the hase line, 
through a positive or negative maxi. 
mum Vm and -Vm, or through a 

point intermediate to these values. 
If the switching is done at the cor 

M&iRN WiRass 

qThoseMains Surges 
: :111 - 

r' ___________ 

l'i 

February, 1932 

during switching "oh," and are 
practically confined to mains devices 
using transformers and large capacity 
condensers. When there is a break 
in the circujt they can be present 
alongside - pressure rises, the latter 
occurring when the circuit is broken. 

Cutting.tlie Curve 
Briefly, the disturbances depend 
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As one of H. G. Well's characters 
remarked " This 'ere Pro- 
gress, it goes on !" And if 

he had been referring to the advance- 
ment in the commercial application 
of the thermionic valve, he could not 
have uttered a more pertinent remark. 

And especially does this" progress" 
go on in the case of the screefled-grid. 
and pentode valves. Within the lasts 

few months we were introduced to 

,+* ..+. .......v 
.......++......+. ..... ............. 

.. 

No branch of ralio Ix adronc- 
:: ing more rapidly than that dealing 
:: n'itt. the thermmionic valve, whose 

dcteioprnent is becoming the 
Oiltxtamulinq featnie in radio e,,- . gmneering. .. .. 

......'...,... +..+... bI.I 
National Physical Labóratory, Ttd- 
dington. 

In a recent report the officials of 

Leakage capacity 
in rn.rnfd. 

\ alve No. i 00026 
2 00023 
3 ..... .1 00029 
4 . 00023 
5. 

.. '00025 
6 .. 00026 

In respect of the 1\LS.4B. valves. 
the results were : . 

Leakage capacity ' - 

February. -1932 MODERN WIRELES3 

_.-; - 
t 

- _________________________________________ 

t I 

MORE NEW VALVES 
j. 

L ByK D ROGERS 

_____! ______-«_- - 

M.S.4B., six of each kind of which - - An example of German radio-gram construction. Note the corn- truction, with the 
have recently been under test at the pact stowing away of the multitudinous parts. object of rethwiug 
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the first variable-mu valves. TheseS 
were for mains working and were. 
constructed on the indirectly-heated- 
cathode, system. 

' 
- ScreeA Subtleties 

' They have now been followed by a 
battery-operated 2-volt SG. valve 
of the variable-mu variety, and having 
a commendably. high mutual con-; 
ductance. . . - 

The construction of a screened-grid 
' viIve is not an easy affair, because it- 

is not the mere placing of a screened 
grid between the anode and grid that 
matters, it is exactly how and where 
this grid shall be placed and what 
size its mesh shall be to allow of 

ír 
sufficient screening without loss of 
magnification. . 

The screened-grid valve would be 
useless if its . anti-capacity device 
between thé anode and grid were to 
cut down its mutual conductance, or to: 
make its impedance unworkably high. 

-, , 'Remarkable Figures 
At the, same time, the impedancia 

has to be kept up, because the valve. 
is intended as a voltage amplifier and 
not as a power multiplier-this latter 
is left to the S.G. valve's first cousin, 
the pentode, which is, in fact, an 
S.C-. valve. 

Some- remarkable figures aie to - 

hand concerning the grid-anode 
leakage capacity of Osram valves of 
the screen-grid type. The valves in- 

.. question are the 1\1.S.4 and the 

the laboratory tetify that they have 
measured the capacity between the 
control grid and the anode (the 
leakage capacity) for the series of 
valves referred-to at-a frequency- of - 

ZiO kilocycles per second. The 
results in the ease of the M.S.4 were 

in flLifltd. 

Valve No. i .. .. Ø.Ø(ß 
2 .. :.. o-oo 

-, 3 .. .. 000-ll 
4... .. 00032. 

. 5 .. .. 00027 
00023 

It has always been a primary aim 
in the design of 

RADIO OR RECORD . screen-gridvalvesto.' . - 

make the grid-a-node 
leakage capacity as' _-- 

. lowaspos.sible, as 
-' - -' 

- - is appreciated t-hat 
--_-- 

, 

t:ai 
- 

-- 

- 

- 

, 

- ' 

tion. - 

It is' part ieiihrlv 
. . 

interesting to note 
. 

-' 

-- '-j that the capacity of:' 

.' '' ' 

the M.S.4B., in spite 
- - of its high mirtuat . - 

- 
-. conductance (i.e. 32 

- ' - ma. volt), is as low 
: as that of the M.S.' '- 

'i 

- 

type. 

j' , - 

i' Bonding -. 

-- Elect rodés -: 

- . 

- 

--.. 

- . - 

'The slight increase -. 
- the e adt of 
thè M..4oveith '- 

- previously published . -- -- 

- - ' - ' 
. figure of . O-0019 - 

- 

- rn.mfd. is due, I am - 

informed by the . - 

- - makers, to the sys- 
- . 

- j -itn o f- electrode 
-- - 

- 

i 

bonding now em- 
. ployed in its con- 
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tortd power. valve (requires i volt bias per muli- resistance will not do for more than 
As two of the sets-the chief ones amp. anode current), borrowing an one or two particular valves. if 

-described this month are for mains engineering phrase, the other valves these types are changed, then the re- 
operation and employ maims .valves, - are by no means in the same ctegory. sistauce must be changed accordingly. 

- 176 

A few years ago the broadcasts of huge gatherings of musicians such as the B.B.C. 
orchestra shown above were largely wasted, as the old valves and speakers hardly did 

justice to their efforts Nowadays very realistic reproduction is possible. 

place horn an ordinary size of H.T. 
battery. The milliamp. consumption 
at 100 volts is only 5 milliamps. 

Haifa Watt 
If the HT. voltage is increased to 

150 volts the consumption goes up to 
12 milliamps., but at this figure the 
valve is capable of handling some- 
thing like 400-600 milliwatts undis- 

fairly low impedance L.F. valve is 

required the valves mentioned are 
interchangeable if one is not going to 
be exacting in one's requirements. 

But they are certainly not inter- 
changeable from one point of view- 
the required bias resistance. A study 
of the curves of these valves will 
elucidate the fact that whereas the 
164V. is what I term a " square 

A Simple Formüla 
Our formula, correcting for the fact 

tht Ohm's law requires the current 
in amps. and we have only milliamps., 

Exl,000 
then becomes R = 

This is explained and examples 
given in the article describing the 
"A.O. Eckersley " Three, but I am 
referring to it here because I want to 
emphasise the importance of getting 
this bias business right. One bias 

"THE AIR SHALL BE FILLED WITH MUSIC" 

- ç# 

r-- - 

__ 
,1 ; ., 

.i 
I, 

-, 

,,j S, 
_:.._1! 'j'4. - 

4- 

.-.5_-.-. 

Work It Out 
All sorts of resistances are required 

for these, and before building a mains 
receiver it is essential that you choo3e 
the make and type of valve you are 
going to use and then work out the 
required resistance for each valve. 

It is an easy formula and a simple 
calculation, and if you do it for 
several valves you will be surprised at 
the diversity in ohmage required by 
the various makes and types. 

We take the volts required accord. 
ing to the makers' bias figures, and we 
divide these by the anode current in 
amps. at that particular bias and the 
anode potential we shall be applying 
to the anode of the valve. This is 
found by the characteristic curve of 
the valve. 

as it contributes an important factor 
towards attaining uniformity in their 
results. 

Powerful Pen todes 
Among the latest pentodes the 

Pcn.220 and Pen.220A. (Mazda) are 
indeed remarkable valves. - 

The power handled by these tiny 
valves is truly astounding, for a set 
of the ordinary detector and one 
low-frequency, using, say, the Pen.220, 
is quite powerful enough to provide 
adequate room strength on the local 
station some twelve to twenty miles 
away, and will allow operation to take 

various apparently interchangeable, 
valves of different makes vary most 
surprisingly as to their bias re- 

quirements. 
We can take as an example the 

Mullard 164V. This has an exact 
cousin in another make, but one is 
liable to class it as an " L.F. valve," 
and to consider that the M.H.L.4 or 
the Cossor 41M.L.F. are suitable 
alternatives. 

In a way they are, in as much as 
they will do. They have not exactly 
the same characteristics, and so in 
critical cases they might not be 
suitable. But for most sets where a 

The MARCH "M W" 
will be on sale 

March ist. ' Order Nów 

and requires .500 ohms, whileS the 
Cossor needs 600 ohms. 

From these variations in require- 
ments it is obvious that one eau hardly 
ever pull out: one AC. (or indirectly- 
heated D.C.) valve and plug in a 
substitute, other than one of the same 
make and type, without first altering 
the bias reiistance. 

microphonicity, and it has proved 
very successful in dQing this. Even 
so, the revised figure of 00026 m.rnfd. 
average is as low as can be turned to 
practical advantage in a radio set. 

It is also interesting to observe the 
reniarkable consistency in capacity 
apparent from the N.P.L. test on 
valves taken at random from stock. 
Such consistency is invaluable in the 
case of sets produced on bulk lines, 

a few words about that type of valve 
will not be out of place here. 

It will be noticed in the case of 
the " AC. Eckersley" Three that 
special attention is drawn to the bias. 
resistances in series with the cathodes 
of the last two valves. 

An Important Point 
This is important and very neces' 

sary, owing to the fact that the 

Thus the 164v. takes 8 milliamps. at 
200 volts HT., an4 when properly 
biased needs 8 volts negative bias.' 
That means it requires an aütomati 
bias resistance of i ,000 ohms. 

The M.H.L.4, however, needs 5 
volts ät 10 milliamps. anode current 

NEXT MONTH 
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cOMPOIS/EAITS 
THE D.C. "SU PEA-QUAD" 

Specified 
VOLUME CONTROL 

r 

600 ohm RESISTANCES. 3,000 ohm 
RESISTANCES. 

HEAVY DUTY CHOKES. 
H.P. CHOKES. 

O.T.2 BAND FILTERS 10/6 each 
SPECIAL 8 LEAD OSCILLATOR 

12/6 each 
HEAVY DUTY CHOKE H.F.8 10/6 éach 

H.F. CHOKE H;F.S. 6/6 each 
GANGED 10,000 .& 50,000 ohm VOLUME 
CONTROLS WITH EXTENSION ROD; : 

Q.31 & Q.34 GANGED 10/-complete 
- 

- 6Ò0 ohm DECOUPLING RESISTANCES. 
1/6each - 

3,000 ohm VARIABLE RESISTANCE 
SLOTTED SPINDLE 3/-.. 

February, 1932 

EÁf2lTE> 

MODERN WIRELESS 

H',ite for spcchil leaflets and illustrated lists. 

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD., 740, 1igh Road, Tottenham, LOHOOtI, L17 
'PHONE: TOTTENIL4M, 3S47/819 

- 

L - 
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 II[ltflI[III ' MAHOGANY, WALNUT OR BLACK: - 

III UI III 
(Ii 

PAXOLIN PANEL. ' DRILLED TO 
Ui 

lii SPECiFICATION 8/- 

'THE "ECKERSLEY STAR '.' 'THREE 
- SIMPLIFIED ¿. .:. 

Volume Control 5meg. Price 4/ 
.j' 

CONTROL i,) .T. 
H.P. Choke 5 meg. - ,, 6/6 

Pro, Pat. 29404. 12/10131 1, if 
Single Coil Holder The ECKERSLEY TUNER - p '. 

Type L.L.3 - - - ,, 9d. is employed to its "logical con- :, 'STAR" , 

3-Point Switch - - ,, 1/6 
elusion" in the ' 

receiver-the wave-change 
' 

Panel (16x7 x )- ,, 6/9 sWitches are the f 

Panel (14"X7"X")- 
. Condensers, 

' Price 1516 
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to a fault in the matching of the background noises, which are corn- Incidentally, the "M.W." battery 
intermediate transformers, but, of posed of static, mush, etc., sometimes modeL and A.C. "Super-Quad" 
course, it could also be caused by a become comparable with the strength designs are not suitable for work on 
defective component elsewhere in the of the transmission. the ultra-short waves. 

- 
178 _. - 

particular " Super-Quad " (AC. or Vlien building a super-het it is essential to obtain an oscillator unit of the right 
battery version). they intend building, type. The unit shown above is the Extenser model 126 and is suitable for the "M.W." 

"Super-Quad " (battery version). 

H.T. Voltages 
Apart from possible troubles caused 

by incorrect or faulty oscillator units, 
readers should make sure that their 
D.G. valve is functioning properly.. 
(in the battery model), and also that 
they are applying adequate HT. 

Weak volume, in spite of the oscil- 
lator working correctly, might be due 

strength is relatively small, and, 
secondly, the ratio of volume to back- 
ground noise is very great. 

High Sensitivity 
In the reception of a distant station 

the receiver has often to be worked 
"all out," that is to say, in its most 
sensitive state. In consequence the 

skill in manipulation, but once the 
knack of haiídling has been acquired 
no further trouble should be experi- 
enced. Both the aerial tuning and 
oscillator dials should be rotated 
slowly, and the correct relation be- 
tween the dials must be maintained in 
order to keep the beat frequency 
constant. 

In some cases the trouble seems to increase with the amount of overall het in some instances has béen the 
be due to the fact that the oscillator amplification available, undoing of some readers. Unaccus- 
circuit is not functioning correctly. Even the local station has some tomed to razor-sharp tuning, they 

background noise, but this is not, in have failed to get the best results from 
- Oscillator Units the majority of cases, noticeable, their receivers owing to their lack of 

We have traced the fault in a because the amount of amplification practice in handling sets of this type. 

number of instances to defective required to bring it up to loud-speaker A super-het does require a little 

oscillator units, and we advise those IS YOUR OSCILLATOR SUITABLE? who are in doubt to return their _______________________ __________ 
units to the makers for examination. 

Moreover, readers have not always P obtained the type of oscillator speci- 
fied. For example, super-heterodynes 

j -employing Extensers require a Lt 

special Extenser model oscillator, 
-- t - - and this has no switch knob for wave- n 

I 

changing. The wave-changing is 

- 

i1 T( automatically carried out by the - 

- - 

\ 
Extenser. - '. 

The "MW." "Super-Quad" oscil- - 

lator unit is not the same as the one - , - 

specified for the AC. version, although - - 

- an Extenser is used in both cases. The ' -, - - - - 

AC. " Super-Quad "requires a special - - 

type of oscillator, and when ordering ' - 

readers are advised to mention the - 

fiel etod yne faialts - 

fl["HE return to popularity of the 
super-het has brought in a 
certain amount of correspon- 

dence from listeners who are unable 
to get their sets working satisfactoïily. 

Now, unfortunately, a super-hetero- 
dyne is not quite in the same category 
as a " straight " set. 

circuit, and also to incorrect ILT. 
voltages. . 

In one or two cases we have, received 
letters from readers who remark on 
the amount of background noise 
brought in. 

Background is inseparable from 
distant reception, and these noises 

The effect is experienced with 
any super-sensitive design, whether 

straight " or otherwise, and is not 
due to a fault in the set. It may 
usually be taken as a sign of liveliness 

Sharp Tuning 
The high selectivity of the super- 

MODERN WIRELESS - February, 1932 

Trouble TrdckÎn 
On this paye the Chief of the f ç - - -'i, - 

"M.W." Query Dept. 
di. sses, month by ,onth, : - 

V P 

gouLe of lijase eamuwn diffi- 
eulties, and t,oubie ,rhieh . . 

an be o perplexing. This - 

month he deals with super- --.----.,,- 
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FREÈ BOOKLET I 

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/cr) LTD. 
EASTROR Sr., OLD TRAFFORO, - 

MANCHESTER. 

Please send me FREE copy of 
Power from the Mains," telling me 

how to convert my battery set to 
mains operation. 

i AND BALANCE 
I Naine J IN EASY ............................................ 

(ii, capilals) . 

. 

MONTHLY 
Address .................................... 

f 

PAYMENTS ...... 

L .... :. . :_. ... :i ______ 

Watmel (Capacity coupled)....- 05 mF. ... 2/- ,, 

CONDENSERCO.(1925)LTD. .5_.., 

Ducon Works, Victoria Rd., N. Acton, 
-London, W.3 

operation. - .. V V 

LA 
MAINS UNITS VV 

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/cr.) LTD. 
Old.Trafford, Manchester. Phones: Trafford Park 1744-5-6 
Sonthern Offices Bush flouse. W.C2 'Phone. Temple Bar 7130 
Glasgow OIl e 24 Oswald Sired. - Phone Ceniral 519. 

type 9200 ¡s 

'01 mF to 2mF. 
V 

TYPE 
POPULAR 
RI. ... 

Lewcos 

Varley V 

Colvern V 

available in capacities from 

3 TO SUIT THE V. 

BAND-PASS COILS 
01 mf. ... 2/- eBch 

O2mf .... 2/- ,; 

2/- ,, 

O5mf. ...2/- 
V» 

THERE'S now no need to scrap your battery-driven 
receiver in favour of a new and expensive all-mains 

model. You can enjoy absolute reliability, increased, 
power and economy, and put an end to battery troubles 
for ever by converting your old set to mains operation. 
Get an ATLAS" All-British Mains Unit. Nothing 
could be easier to install, nothing simpler or more - 

reliable in operation and it will cut your running cost to 
only one penny a week. . Ask your dealer to demonstrate, - 

and be sure to insist on "ATLAS," the winners of the 
Wireless World Olympia Ballot in 1930 and 1931. 
There are" ATLAS " Units for every requirement: D.C. 
models from 35/-, A.C. models from 52/6. Send coupon 
for your free copy. of "Power from the Mains," giving. 
many valùable hints on converting battery sets to mains 

CIRCUITS! 

Theke- Diibilier condensers are specified in 

all the best constructors' sets where band- 

pass tuning- is employed. The internal 

inductance extremely small, and there is. 

,a type to suit exactly all the well-known- 
makes of band-pass coils. ,The .Dubilier 

"no better waq to,, 

__ 'I.. 

- 

i 

D 

-- 

the FIRST 
and the 
FINEST 

/ CONDENSER 
for BAND PASS 

MODERN V/IRELESS Fbruary, 1932 
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from the Columbia range this time-they all 
come to such a high level, that any extra merit 
would be *cult to find. Perhaps our best plan 
is to teil ytu which ones we enjoyed most. 

First of all, then, let us bring before your 

My Song and That's Why Darkies Were Born. 
(CB390.) 

single-dial tuner. 
Finally we would commend to your notice Yours sincerely, 

C11394, the Savoy Hotel Orphe.ans playing I Camberley,. Surrey. . Cox. Don't Know Why. 
180 

on 313g. 
The orchestra and organ at Madame Tussaud's 

('ineiiia have combined to record a tuneful disc 
on which are two very old favourites-Simple 
Aveu and Elgars Salut D'Amour (3129). 

But to radio listeners the plum in the Broadcast 
pie is Tommy Handleys first record on the 
Twelve-Wireless Oscillations and Aggravations 
(3133). Tommy as a demonstrator asid would-be 
salesman of an expensive radio receiver (whose 
value, Incidentally, falls from eighty-nine guineas to 
siinepence during the course of the demonstra- 
tion), Is priceless. This record is one of the beat 
lie has done, and the skit on the average Children's 
Hour is exceedingly good. You shoulti get it 

COLUMBIA 
lt je difficult to pick out any outstanding record' 

the former composition. The recording through- 
out is faultless. (DX315.) 

Another organ record, though not nearly so 
good, is that of Quentin Maclean at the Trocadero 
Cinema, Elephant and Castle. He plays You Are 
My Heart's Delight and Springtime Reminds Me 
of You. (DBO3.) Binnie Haie is good in Who 
Am IP and You Forgot Your Gloves (DB698), and 
so are The Masqueraders in Eleven More Months, 
on CB402. 

Troni a recording standpoint the banjo solos, 
St. Louis Blues and Some of These Days (DB713), 
by Eddie Peabody, are excellent. % ocal chorus 
and piano accompaniment a e included,, while the 
sense of rhythm in the former number Is. superb. 
In the second item the soloist makes use of tise 
banjo. mando-'cello, issaisdoline and banjolf ne. 

Jack Payne la unfortunately leaving the B.B.C. 
and Columbia, though he will record elsewhere. 
Two of his numbers are typically his this month. 

fewer than 20 stations were logged, 
all at loud-speaker strength, and in 
most cases free from jamming.. Of 
course, London Regional, Midland 
Regional, and 5 X X roar in. 

I must say the selectivity is far 
above the average. Radio Paris and 
Eiffel Tower are received clear of 
5 X X, and with Careful tuning the 
German high-power Stuttgart can 
be received almost Clear of London 
Regional', which is exceptional for a 

curiling ma minase. 
Dance numbers among the "Nines" are well 

rendered by Harry Roy and his R. K. Olians, and 
Bidgood and his Good Boys. Their items Include 
Joey the Clown and Me t (785), To-day I Feel SD 
Happy and The Penguins' Patrol (792). Oh, What 
a Night I and The Longer that You Linge, in 
Virginia (788). 

BROADCAST "TWELVES" 
The Ride of the Valkyries, one of Wagner's 

greatest masterpieces, albeit its oft repetition has 
somewhat dimmed its brilliance, is the subject of 
the most outstanding Twelve." It is to be found 
on 5261, and is recorded by the Berlin I'hil- 
harmonic Orchestra. A little too edgy perhaps in 
parts, the waiof the violin being a trifle too harsh., 
but the recording as a whole is excellent, 

The Super-Twelves-red label-have a large 
selection from s',hich one may choose. Echoes 
From Musical Comedy is good on 3135 : lt iii- 
ciudes such favourites as " Roll Away Clouds,' 
"Here in My Arms," and "Song of the Drum." 

Sweet and Lovely and This is the Missus make a 
useful pair of dance numbers (3131), as also do 
Just Once for All Time and Live, Laugh and Love 

(DX308.) 
William Mimrdock, the well-knoun pianist., give' 

us Sibelius' Valse Triste and Grieg's Norwegian 
Bridal Procession, on DX314. The recording of 

the latter is not as steady as it might he. TIse 
sustained cotes in the first few bars of the" Bridal 
Procession" are not exactly tuneful, for they 
waver rather badly. Both records are well played, 
but there is a lack of enthusiasm in the Grieg 
composition that is a l)itY, though the restrained 
sense of tragedy in the "Valse Triste" is well 
portrayed. It is a pity that the timbre of the piano 
itself is not better retained. 

Of great popolai' appeal are the two Ketelby 
descriptive recordings on DX3I5. These are 
The Vision of Fuji-San and By the Blue Hawaiian 
Waters, played by Reginald Foort on the organ 
of the Regal Cinema, London. Toort i» a past- 
master of the cinema organ, and here, on what is 
considered by many to be the liest instrument of 
its kind iii London, he gives of his best. The reed 
stops are particularly well recorded, and the pedal' 
notes come through siith fine effect. Added 
realism-even more realistic, perhaps, than in 
actual life, for they are not usually' heard in the 
auditorium of the theatre-is provided by the 
noise of the organ stop continuation nseehanisnv 
preceding the "dance of the Japanese actora" in 

"WHAT I THINK OFTHE 
'UNI-COIL' THREE" 

From a Reader. 

To the Editor, MonE1t WIRELESS. 
Sir,-I really must write and teli 

you what I think of the " Uni-Coi!" 
Three, Mode! A, published in the 
November, 1931, issue of your journal. 

AJthough I have not stuck to the 
specified make of components in 
every case (those substituted are of 
first-class manufacture, and were on 
hand at the time), results far exceeded 
my expectations. On first test no 

-J 

BROADCAST "NINES 

H ONOURS are even this mnth among the 
Nines" of the Vocaiion range betweeis 

the' inimitable Buggins faintly and Monte 
Hunter. The former record reached us just too 
late for inclusion in last month's revtew, and 
although it is of a New Year flavour, it is too 
good to be neglected just because we cannot 
refer to it lu its proper season. 

Michael Hogan as the tired and harassed father 
who takes the whole gamut of the Buggins fnmi1r,, 
plus Grandma and Aunt Emma, to the pantomime,, 
forms a picture that is bound to bring the house 
down. Mabel Constanduros, of course, takes air 
the children's and female parts in her own faultless- 
style. The Bugginses at the Pantomime. (780.) 

Monte Hunter has chosen that somewhat 
lengthy but raphily-becaming-popular ditty,, 
Eleven More Months and Ten More Days; and ha 
doubled it with Foolish Facts, on 780. Both are 
excellent records. 

Bobbie Comber, in Rhymes, is sure of a great 
success. This is a record which wilr aplsea to a 
great many people (mainly o the maie sex) not 
because of any intrinsic value in the record itself, 
but because it appeals to the limerick lover-a 
vast section of the publie. On the other aide is 
On a Cold and Frosty Morning. (781.) 

A good ' atmosphere" record is to be fotuid in 
o. 791, which bears a selection of iell-known 

airs played on an equally well-known instrument. 
The airs are: ' Estudiantina," "Londouderry 
Air," "Washington Post," "La Paloma, "Old 
Folks at Home," and "The Blue Damiube," and 
the instrument is the one which has dnne probably 
more than any other to make the times popular- 
the humble, but not modest, barrel orean. 

It Is accompanied by vocal and spoon effects, 
and very truly gives the impression of the side 
street with its mournful occupant niOnotOnOusly. 

notice a coup e of airy trifles, guaranteed to 
entertain your lighter moods. They are Raindiops 
and A Fairy Ballet, on Db89, played by the 
Bourneniouth Municipal Orchestra, under the 
baton of Sir Dan Godfrey. Both are entirely de- 
lightful; the tonner being a piece of colourful 
pIzzicato work for the strings, with a 'cello melody 
running through, and the latter a light orchestral 
number containing 'cello amai trumpet solos, 
You'll like it I 

A brief selection from some 
of the records released dur- 

j ing the month, They have 
been ch os e n because of 
their special interest to the 

j pick-up user. 

HM. Grenadier Guards' Band, playing the 
rather hackneyed Zampa overture, is not as good 
as it should be. It is ami enjoyable record if you are 
not in a critical frame of mind. As a piece ol 
recording, however, lt is rather hat. Even in the 
final bais no great body is given to the music. 
The brass is clear, Lint one has the feeling that 
half the band-especially the drums and the per- 
cussion Instruments-are on "half puy." They 
d not show any great enthusiasm for their work, 
True, the cyml)als come through as a somewhat 
indistinct background, but we would have liked 
to hear more from them and from the drums 

It Is a far cry from "Cavalcade," with its 
picture of agonised Europe and hysterisal youth. 
to the 'mud flats of the Mississippi. But thence we 
must go to the origin of the next record on our 
list. Paul Robeson stands alone in his portrayal 
of Negro spirituals, and though In his latest record, 
in which he has the "assistance" of Jack Hylton's 
Orchestra, he is not given a chance to bring across 
the hill pathos of those well-known swamp songs, 
he is still the inimitable Paul. 

Negro Spiritual Medley is, in oui- opinion, out ot 
place. The Negro spiritual does not stand the 
combined attacks of syncopation and up-to-date 
orchestration inflicted upon it by the nmodern 
dance band. So neither as a dance band number, 
nor as an example of Negro songs can this record 
be considered a success. It falis between two 
stools. (C2287.) 

In a quite different category of course, is Gracie 
Fields' Obadiah's Mother aoci Oh ! Glory, two 
excellent numbers on B3998. Gracie has a very 
strong following of fans and they will' be delighted 
with these latest recordings of their ldol 

Rudy Valise is always worth hearing and this 
time we want to bring to your notice h399ff, on 
which are My Song and The Thrill is Gone. We 
like hIs 'inging of this type of music. 

The Clarice Mayne Medley is good (C2331), 
and so are Patrick Waddingtois, Peggy Cochrasme 
and William Walker in Got a Date With an Ange! 
and Life is Just a Bowl of Cherries. The piano 
(there are two of them) interludes an excellent, 
the artistes realising exactly how to balance vocal 
and instrumental entertainment. We wonder. 
by the way, to what next our song writers wit' 
liken life ! (B4020.) 

Owing to our receiving them to,) close, to press 
(ate, we have bren obliged to hold over the review 
of the Zonophone rcords till next month. 

MODERN WIRELESS February .1932 

- 

I.. 

HM.V 
The selection of H.M.V. records sent to us t1I' 

- 

month contained one really outstanding Item. 
We refer to the descriptive record Cavalcade. This 
follows on Noel Coward's own reeo±ding of 

Cavalcade Suite," one of the outstanding records 
of last year, and presents in most dramatic form a 

¶ 

few excerpts from the stupendous Drury Lane 
spectacle. 

henry Oscar Is the narrator, linking up the 

S 

sections with a few dramatic sentences, spoken 
in that fine, resonant voice of his, while the full 
choir, soloists and organ continue to provide a 

- 

- 

really thrilling musical pageant. 
The record is undoubtedly an aehievememit, not 

- '' only in recording excellence, but in what may, 
- - . - perhaps, be called draniatised music. Few could 

- - - hear it and not be stirred. (C2330.) 
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THE FIRST WIRELESS SET TO QUALIFY FOR THE WORLDS MOST FAMOUS TRADE MARK 

. e His Mastcr's Voice 
Tire Gramhone Co. Ltd.. L,ndon. W.x. - 

I8I 

ANSWER. None at all; the instrument 
is completely mains operated. 

QUESTION. Is this set easy to tune? 
ANSWER. One dial tuning is employed 
and the scales calibrated in wave-lengths.. 

QUESTION. Does that mean there is 
,nore than one scale? 
ANSWER. Yes; this instrument has an 
ingenious feature whereby the switch that 
changes the wavelength ranges automati- 
cally presents new scales reading as 
follows : "Medium Wave," "Long 
Wave,"" Gramophone" and" Off." 

QUESTION. Is it necessary to attach a 
loud-speaker to the set ? 

ANSWER. A permanent magnet mov- 
ing coil loud-speaker is built in the cabinet 
of the instrument. 
QUESTION. Is it possible to receive any 
signals without an aerial? 
ANSWER. A mains aerial devjce is 
fitted to the A.C. instrument which 
enables the principal Continernal stations 
to be received without the necessity of 

erecting an aerial. In the case of the 
D.C. model similar results may be 
obtained by a few feet of flex run round 
the picture rail. 

metres. 
QUESTION. Can eçtra loudspeakers 
be operated by the 435? 
ANSWER. Up to two moving coil loud- 
speakers of low resistance type may be 
connected to this receiver-for instance, 
the "H.M.V." models L.S. 5 or L.S. 7. 

QUESTION. What type of cabinet is 
the radio-set housed in? 
ANSWER. An arched walnut cabinet 
of pleasing design. 
QUESTION. What is the price of the 
"His Master's Voice" Model 435? 
ANSWER. Cash Price 22 guineas, or 46/2 
down and 12 monthly payments of 37/3. 

QUESTION. What valves are used in 
thic set? 
ANSWER. In the A.C. - MS4B; 
MH4;MPT4; U1O. In the D.C. 
-DSB25; DH25; DPT25. 

QUESTION. On whatvoltages will this 
instrument operate? - 

ANSWER. Separate models are nade 
for A.C. or D.C. The A.C. voltage 
range is: - 95-164. 190-260 volts. 
50- 1'O cycles. D.C. niodel-190-250 
volt 

OJESTION. Are there any batteries 
used in the 435? 

QUESTION. Is it possible to control the 
volume of the output from the radio? 
ANSWER. One volume control is con- 
veniently situated on the front of the 
instrument and enables either radio or 
gramophone music to be regulated with a 
fi ne degree of accuracy. 
QUESTION. How does the quality of 
reproduction from this set compare-with 
other radio-receivers? 
ANSWER. By reason of thespecial 
band-pass tuning circuits whereby dis- 
tortion during .tuning of radio signals is 
eliminated, extremely good reproduction 
is obtained. 

another as aesirea. 
QUESTION. What is the arra,ienze,it 
of the valves in the 435? 
ANSWER. There is a screened-grid 
high frequency stage, a detector valve 
employing power grid rectification which 
is coupled to a super-power pentode ¿y a 
7 to i transformer of special design. 
QUESTION. What is the output of time 

receiver? - - - - 

ANSWER. LI watts undistorted, which 
is ample volume for the average room. 
QUESTION. What are the wave- 
lengths ranges of this set? 
ANSWER. 220-550 metres; 800-2200 

WITH the above words " Set Tester" concludes the review in the Deèember 26th issue 
of "Amateur \Vireless" of a receiver that is already making 1932 radio history - the 
"His Master's Voice": Model 435 three-valve ail-mains radio set with self-contained moving-coil loudspeaker.. 

ARE. YOU CURIOUS?' 
H £re- are a Few answers to questions you might ask about' this wonder receiver- 

QUESTION. What is this Instrument? QUESTION. Are the wthjelengths easy QUESTION. Can this set be taken 
ANSWER. A straight radio-set which. to read? from room to room without difficulty? 
can reproduce records electrically by con- ANSWER. Very : the pointer moves ANSWER. As it is a self-contained 
fleeting a pick-up or record player such as horizontally, and the dials are illuminated unit there is no reason why the receiver 
the "HM. V." models 11, 116 or 117. by concealed lighting. should not be taken from one room to 

February, 1932 MDERW1RÈLÈSS 

t .. - - . . - . 
_1_'* .. 

¡ 

: .. . . ..: 

/ 

"In my opinion the H. M. V. three - 
valver is one of the most outstanding 

- triumphs of the British radio industry." 

... . 
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Load-Speaker Progress are universally expected to respond 

'1rsis radio season has already seen faithfully to the various frequencies 

jthe introduction of a greatei fed into theni. Thus the ever-growing 

number of different new loud popularity of the moving-coil types o! 

speakers than any previous one, and speaker. 

if any more are produced a record will And thus, too, the strenuous at- 

have been set up which it will be diffi- tempts on the part of mañufacturers 
cult to beat. And, in any case, it is to improve and keep on improving 

hardly likely there will be a continuous their products, and the numerous new 
models which have made their appear- 

driven types àre - sold these days, 
apart from those iñcluded in complete 
console receiving outfits? It must 
surely be a small, number. 

At one time it was generally be- 
lieved that it was not possible to 
qbtarn satisfactory sensitivity with a 
permanent magnet unless this was 
a very large and costly affair. 

But now we have compact little 
P.M's "which have all tue technical 

efficiency of their older and more 

MODERN WIRELESS February. 1932 

Teiìnical fl tu e 
Editor 

D over the majority of his fellow lis 
teners, foi it is quite possible that 

- 
owners of such instruments will soon 
outnumbei the otheis 

But it has not only been the 
¿r ( amazing drop in prices that has made 

the moving-coil one of the best sellers 
- of the season ; it is the almost univer- 

sal application of the permanent 
magnet that has contributed largely 
to that, 

- We wonder how many of the mains- 

indeed, ought to manufacture tones No longer can the possessor of a The P.M.3 model W.B. permanent-magnet 
f their own. in short, loud speakers moving-coil speaker claim superiority moving-coil speaker. 

- 182 

THE GRAHAM FARISH 
"SNAP" 

D 

j 

A neat instrument which retails at an 
attractively low price. 

progress in the future which will 
jttstify any attempt todo so. 

Yóu see, this season the great 
listening public is" rádià conscious" 
for the.first time. Anda loudspeaker 
cannot now hope to suçceed if it 
merely is a laud ..speaker and nothing 
more. 

There are these days but few lis- 
teners who regard loud speakers as 
musical instruments which can and, 

ance in recent months. 
And so well have manufacturers 

responded to the urge that, as we have 
said, it is improbable that the advance 
in design can continue at an unabated 
rate. Indeed, the gap between the 
commercial product and perfection is 
rapidly closing. You need have no 
qualms as to the wisdom of buying a 
new speakér nowadays-it will not be' 
a hopeless back number within a 
comparatively short time. 

'Of course, there are grades more or 
less corresponding with prices, though 
the all-round standard, bearing this 
distinction in mind, is very high. 

One -of the cheapest loud speakers 
on the market is the Graham Farish 

Snap," which forms the subject of 
our first illustration. This little speaker 
has a decidedly attractive appearance 
which gives little indication of its 
inexpensiveness. And it has a response 
which would not disgrace a, two-, or 
three-year-old loud speaker of a much 
higher " price grade." 

The Moving-Coil Types 

One of the greatest surprises of the 
season has been the emergence of the 
nioving-coil type from its comparative 
seclusion, and its development as a 
"popular" article. 

clumsy mains-driven predecessors, 
plus four times thek attractiveness as 
regards neatness.- In parenthesis we 
must point out. that the modern 
mains-driven moving coil, such as is 
used 'ith the larger outfits, is cor- 
respondingly magnificent in technical 
effectiveness. 

Returning to the permanent mag- 
nets, we have a fine example of what 
can he done nowadays in the W.B. 

THE NOTED W.B. 

J,f 

r 
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And if we ever called this a " little " 
speaker, we intend the adjective to 
define its physical dimensions and 
price. Its response is first-class, and 
it, can handle practically any input 
from that of a modest two-valver 
upwards.. 

0 

'THE NEW "UNDY"- - 

The Undy Dynamic 8-pole loud speaker. 

- 

o The Electro =Magnetics .0: 

ata breath-taking pace. 0 

Well in the vaú of progress in this 
branch of the art are the well-known 
manufacturers of "Atlas" mains 
units. The latest " Atlas " should 
prove particularly popular, too, in 
that it is elastic in its output. 

It is an H.T. unit designed for D.C. 
mains, and it has three "tappings" 
givii 60-80, 50-90 and 120-150 volts. 
The last is fixed, but the other two 
provide intermediate voltages. 

0 0 

A 
switching scheme enables all these 
voltages to be obtained on either a 
15- or 25-milliampere load, thus its 
name-the Model D.C. 15/25. This 
elasticity is, of course, a valuable 
feature, and in an inexpensive unit 
one that should greatly facilitate its' 
sales. 

On test we found, this " Atlas 
unit to be completely satisfactory. 

A New Lelex Terminal 
Those years when our terminals 

were crude brass exasperations seem a 
long way away now. And they seem 
the farther when one examines closely - 

a modern terminal of the nature of the 
new Eelex T.2L.C. 

This item will do everything it is 
possible for a terminal to do. It will 
take pin or spade lead ends, bare wire 

The new Atlas D.C. mains unit. 
wisdom.' Every R.I. product is an 
R.I. advertisement, though the neat 
monogram QUAD could never ASTATIC cause offence. _________________ 

But to.returñ 
to the Quad- 
Astatic, this we 
find on test to 
be an excellent 
HF. choke, one , 

which can eftici- 
ently "choke" 
over the whole - 

of both bands lji 
of broadcasting . 

wave-lengths. 
R.I.'s New H.F. choke. 

The Six-Sixty Multis tat 
This is a particularly ingenious 

component capable of performing no 
less than four distinct functions, viz., 
radio volume-controlling, pick-up 
volume-controlling, radio or records 
switching, and set on-and- of switching. 

O And it will be noticed that none of 
-these operations ever overlap só thàt 
their control by one knob is a logical 
and valuable simplification. 

And we believe the inclusion of 
fllâment switching is quite new. 

 Fèbruary, 1932 0 MODERN WIRELESS: 

Test Bench 
Graham Fans/i, W.B., Undy, Eelex, Atlas, R.!., and 

Six-Sixty products are impartially dealt with this month 

P M 3 a photo of which accompanies tions For example, the use of the 
this article. mains for radio purposes is extending 

exclusion of progress in other direc- thing but proud of, but plain business interest to radio-gram enthuiasts. 
183 

The advance of the moving coil has 
not completely overshadowed the 
improvements made in the electro- 
magnetic varieties, for one or two of 
these stand out with almost equal 
prominence. 

The new Undy Dynamic 8-Pole is 
a case in point. This is a speaker that 
is well above the average both in 
point, of general evenness of response 
an sensitivity. 

Also it is free from those very 
prominent peaks so often associated 
with this class of instrument. We 
should certainly advise readers who 
contemplate purchasing a new speaker 
to give this particular one their serious 
consideration. 

A New Mains Unit 
If there has been progress in loud 

speakers -this has notbeen to the 

or wanuer plugs. And yet it remains 
an eminently practical añd neat little 
article. It is brightly plated and. 
is supplied with clear lettering. 

'Â New H.F. Choke 
The RI. Quad-Astatic HF. Choke' 

retails at only 3s. 6d., and is one of 
the neatest components that has come 
to our notice. It is built into a solid 
and clean moulding which provides 
complete protection for its patent 
windings, and which gives it that 
polished appearance for which we look 
as a matter of course in R.I. pro- 
ducts. 

We must also take this opportunity 
of complimenting Messrs. Radio In- 
struments upon their acumen in so 
plainly labelling all their manufactures. 
This is not courage, for they do not 
make apparatus they need be any- 

- The Six-Sixty Multistat is a soundly 
constructed component and perforths 
its tasks efficiently. The battery model 

rcosts 8s. 9d: . - 

A USEFUL DEVICE 

.' 

;ç4-1, )' 

A useful combination device of articu1ar 
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Here is a useful scheme for making connection to those popular Spaghetti resistances 
when -they will not reach their allotted components. 

By C: P. I4LLINSON. 

11E firat time I used some of the 
Spaghetti resistances that are 
now proving so popular I 

was rather worried how to make a 
good connection to the fiee end, as 
they were too short to reach their 
ultimate destination. 

ebonite strips from the deeply counter- 
sunk side, a soldering tag slipped 
over, and the nut screwed tightly 
dowis. Then the terminal nut went 
on, and all holes but one wer& filled 
up on each strip in this fashion, the 
finished " gadgets" being as shown 

L- 3G 
c's,qoNrop - 

'L / SOL DERING TAG 

- CX. V LJNER5/OE 
7? CLEAP E 8.A 5CRbV5 R22I 

These little terminal blocks are particularly 
easy to make, and prove a useful "Half- 
way House " for Spaghettis when they 

are too short. 

-MODERN WIRELESS February,. 1932 

- 
different values had to be tried out 

dental overload break OIIC down. 
or easily replàceable should an acci- 

They made wiring very simple, and 
'"A - - the run of the leads was brought 

(f . 

i much closer to the ideal arrangement 
i by their aid. Although two oi even', 

L - 
' .. l three resistances could be put under'. 

' - - one,terminãl, the use of the multi- 
- terminal type was çften foupd pre- 

Ferrninu1s ferable. .. -. 

Many Other Useà -' - i speédily found that although ' 
-, these gadgets were originally made 

- 

krusewithSpaghethresi:tancesthey 

N015 FO 
- - . . - . - - 

equal number of 6 BA. nuts and .The apparatus illustrated above is an American cathode-ray development. Working at 
6 B.A. terminal heads, together with full pressure it can .bombard a substance with electrons which shoot forward at the 

colossal speed of about 9o,óoo miles a second. When this electron stream is directed on 
the same number of soldering tag.s. to certain chemical substances it turns them into "red-hot" particles, which are in fact 

The screws were put through the i ..... iv. o1d.. On the right is a close-up of the business end of the intrument. 
.184 

I didn't like soldering a lead to it, on the right of the diagram. ordinary wiring up. There are often 
and if I did I should have to wrap the - 

- , places in a receiver where five or six 
joint with insulating tape to prevent asuy wire 

- leads all come together, before they 
short-circuits occurring, especially It was now a simple matter to wire go off somewhere else. One of these 
as a metal chassis was being used. Spaghetti resistances of any length little insulated terminals simplifies 

- into any circuit in any position. They the run of the leads and the corn- 
The Problem Solved 

. were easily removable in cases where pletion of the wiring. 

littlu r'?s CATHODERAY DEVELOPMENTS IN AMERICA 
at the bench provided me with a 
dozen little aids to wiring Spaghetti 
resistances into a set, even if a metal 
chassis was being employed. 

L The diagram shows what i did. 
I found an odd scrap of i-in. 
ebonite, which I cut into -in.-wide 

L1 strips. in these strips 1 drilled a 
number of .6 B.A. holes from in. to 

in. apart. Then I cut the strip into 
small pieces, each piece having two, 
three or four holes in it. 

Fitting Together 
Next, one of the end holes was 

countersunk on one side of the 
ebonite and the rest countersunk from 
the other side, only rather more 
deeply than the first hole.- I then 
turned to the box containing my 

L' - 
- screws and nuts, and I picked out a 

few dozen 6 BA. countersunk screws 
about J, in. to in. long, and an 

I. 
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"D.C. SUPER-QUAD" 
Look at the specification of this, the last word in 
super-het receivers-seventeen T.C.C. Condenser; I 

From a 2 mfd. to a 0001 mfd. seventeen points 
where the designer has made sure of absolute 
accuracy and reliability - and specified TC.C. 
Fohow the specification. 

rthe 

"A.0 ECKERSLEY 3" 
Again T.C.C. specified - again the designer is 

--j .,, making sure of the peect working of his set-he 

selectivity with sen- ¿MPROVED&PERFECTED 
sitivity. Every R.!. tuner 
is subjected to esacting lahora- 
tory tests. Ask for the origi- 5 

nul RI. model and ensure 
best results. . - .1 

Provisional pa - 

_t_____ 

tent 29404 

PARAFEED .. -. 

L.F. TRANSFORMER 
in every parallel-feed nmplifica. - 

bet suR. NPLtet 
gave astoundingly straight - 

- curves of 25 to 8.000 . _._- 

is from 80 to lOOhenries. . -. - 

- 

February, 1.932 

- L 

:1 

s d!sa 
:; : 

4: 

For your 

MODERN WIREESS 

Get Best Results With the 

C KE RSLEYÄ(Í4! 
A//mg . 

V,. 

- V - 

Neu, R .1. W..' 

/ I 

"ECKERSLEY" 7' 
TUNER V 

. . -- 
u, i 

- V,. LI , 

s I 

I VV 

Rl. produced the original model of . 
Capt. Eckersley's ' 
amazing Tuner in 
strictest accordance scith the 
inventor's specification, and "' V 

have improved the details of 
construction to a pitch of ' . 
accuracy that determines the . 1h,. Origina! Mode 
greatest degree of Built for ('apt. Eckers!ey 

(85 

 knows the reputation that is behind every "con- 
denser in the green case "-he specifies T.C.C. 
Follow the specification. - 

Whether you build either of these two receivers, 
whether you make a "single valver" or the latest 

' in "Radio-Grams "-be Sure of accuracy in your 
condensers, insist on T.C.C. the condenser with 
25 years of specialised experience behind ¡t. 

s-j, . 
Fol!ôw the 
eu: r; 

"the conden- ALL-BRITISH 
ser in the 
green case". CONDENSERS 

The Telegraph Cmudenser Co Ltd., Wales Farm Road, N. Actoo, W.3. 
Q 9751 

Ìhe QUAD-ASTATIC 
H.F. CHOKE 

Testell by all the ceding Wireless trade end 
public press and reported es "one of the 
best chokes we have tested," and as giving one of the best curves 
we have yet obtained:" lt is specified 
for most reliable results in parallel-feed coupling end ensures greatest reg,"sriiy 
over alt broadcast wuvehands, 
Interference with ad(acent corn. 
ponents practically nil. 

-- Lmt No. FY2. 
- .: 

- - 

Rado I!tslruJyefltS b' Croyutüru, Lita, 
LTD 'Phone.- Thornton Heath 3211 (5 (inn(. 
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interfering station? " - M. L. (Blackheath).-" I have been 
- II it is only the heterodyne whistle . told that the usual values specified for 
you hear the trouble is caused by grid-current rectification-viz., 0003 
inadequate spacing between your mid. and 2 megohm&-tend to pro- 
local station nd the interfering duce a loss of high notes, and therefore 
transmissioñ. - to spoil quality. If this is so, why are 

The fact that you. hear the whistle these values so often - used -in set 
proves that the high-note response designs ?!',: -- 

VV V 

186 VV 

plain that their results are not what 
they- expected. Upon investigation 
it is found that the maority of these 
.readers are in possession of poor V 

aerials which are entirely responsible 
Jor the inellectiveness of the sets. V 

always pays to erect the best- possible 
aerial in the circumstances. V 

To get the best results it is advisable 
to employ a super-power valve in the 
output stage. - - 

Heterodynä "Whist1és" 
M. S. (Cobharn).-" I have 'a three- 

valve receiver (Det. and two L.F. 
R.O. coupled) which is not safficiently 
selective. When I listen to my local 
Regional i notice that I get a faint 
heterodyne which is very, irritating. 
How an I increase the selectivity 
of my. set in order to cut out this 

If you attempt to obtain better 
selectivity by "juggliiìg " with your 
aerial circuit you will iose a certain 
amount ofvo1um. So trya small 
condenser across, the first anode 
resistance, say one of -those semi- 
variables of, the compression type 
having a value of not more than 
'0003 mid. max. This will reduce the 
high-note response a.nd may solve the 
trouble. - 

Grid-Current Rectification 

bring about a very marked improve. 
nient in distant reception, but it will 
also increase your, selectivity troubles. 
Provided your set has a selective 
aerial circuit the outdoor aei'ial will 
be well worth while. 

Generally spèaking, it is inadvisable 
to use indoor aerials uuless the set 
has at least one S.G. H.F. stage. 

We frequently receive letters from 
readers who are employing simple 
sets, such as a detector followed by 
one r two L.F. stages, and who corn-, 

with a -0i3 mfd. gives a resultant 
capilcity of 00045 mfd - 

Moving-Coil Speakers 
S. H. (Weybridge).-" I should very 

much like to get one of the 
latest permanent-magnet moving-coil 
speakers, but I am doubtful whether 
my detector and two L.F. set is 
sufficiently powerful to work a speaker 
of this type. Do you think that my 
receiver would be suitable, and, if so,. 
are any modifications required 

The sensitivity of the modern 
moving-coil speaker is very high, and 
there is no reason .why you should 
not obtain excellent results from one 
of the permanent-magnet types used 
in conjunction with your three valves. 

Are you In trouble with your set L 

E The MOnEES \VIRELESS Technical Queries E 
E Department Is ¡h a position to give an = 
E unrivalled service. The aim of the de- E 
E paitment is to furnish really helpful advice H 
H in connection with any r.sdio problem, = 
E theoretical or practical. H 
E Full details, including the revised scale of H 
E charges, can be obtained direct from the H 
E Technical Queries Department MODERN H 
H WIRELESS, Fleetway House, 'arringdon E 
H Street, London, E.c.4. H 
H A postcard will do. On receipt of this all the H 
E necessary lIterature will be sent to you, free E 
E and post free, immediately. This applica- E 
H tion will place you untier no obligation E 
H whatever. Hvery reader of MODERN E 
H WIRELESS should have these details by H 
E him. . An application form Is included E 
H which-willCnable you to ak your fluestlons E 
H so that we can deal with them expeditiously E 
E and with the minimum of delay. having H. 
E titis form you will know exactly what E 
E information we require to have before us in H 
H order to solve your problem. . -. E 

London readers, please . note : loguirice E 
E should notbe made in persoaat Fleetway E 
E House or l'allis House. - E 

lllIIllllilIllllllll Ill 

values of 0003 mfd. and 2 megohms 
are satisfactory in most cases. 

If a better high-note response is 
required from this type of detector, 
then the values can be reduced to 
0001 mfd. and 5 megohm. These 
values, however, have an effect upon 
the sensitivity, a factor which is not 
always acceptable to constructors. 

"Indoor "or "Outdoor" 
L. T. (Northampton).-" I am at 

present using an indoor aerial con- 
sisting . of a single wire stretched 
across the room. Although I get good 
results on - the Regional stations, I 
find that tuning in continentals is 
somewhat critical. Would an outdoor 
aerial improve matters l 

Yes, a good outdoor aerial should 

:-:- 
- J ,- 

C'ondensérs in' Parallel of your receiver is-g6odr and, since the 
D. A. (London) wishes to know how note is probably due to n station 

to find the capacity of a number of 'separated ni frequency from your local 

condensers joined iñ parallel. by about 9 kc. any method of reducing 
This is quite simple, D.A., you just the high-note response of the set 

add the respèctive capacities together should tend to remove the whistle. 
ri order to find the resultant capacity. 
i litis two 5-mfd. condensers 

IIUhIlIIIIIIIflhtIItIIIiIIUIIIIflhLIIIIIlIIlIIIItIIIflhIII_ 

jo'd in parailel are equivalent to a TECHNICAL QUERIES 
single 00l-mfd. condenser. ' ' DEPARTMENT 

Similarly, a '00015 mfd. in narallel E 

It is true that the values which give 
the best sensitivity are not necessarily 
the most desirable from the fidelity 
standpoint. A receiver designed for 
generalpurposes must be a compromise 
between quality and sensitivity-apart 
from questions of selectivity and cost. 

It is necessary for the rectifier to 
have a good measure of sensitivity, 
but quality must not be sacrificed 
to an audible degree. The common 

MÒDERN .WIRELESS February, 1932 
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Write to Dept. S.T.2 for 'ull particulars o2 the complete new range. Prices from 6/3 to 22/6. 
Tungaram Barium Valves are manufactured under one or more of the following Patent Nos.: 289,762, 289,763, 311,70s and 313,151. 

TUNCSRAM ELECTRIC LAMP WORKS (CT. BRITAIN) LTD. Radio Department, Conmerce House, 72, Oxford House, Lontion, W.1. 
Makers of the famous Tungsram Electric Lamps. 8ranchc in Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow, Leeds, Mancteste,, Newcastle, Nouingham, Southampton. 

Laing, Vairs and G1as Factoriee.' Auetria, Czseho-Slovakia, Hunyary, Italy and Poland. iFS. Organisation. Tun gleam Lanips & Radio Lfd., 11, Burgh Quay. Bu/jite. 

THE 1EW I VOLT SUPER 
DETECTOR AD POWER VALVES 

T.312t 

Here are three types trom the complete new TUNGSRAM.- 
range, particularly suitable for portable receivers: 
PDalo -a new and specially-designed anti-microphonic 
detector valve; P220 -a new and extremely efficient 
low-current consumption power valve; L210-an entirely 
new valve which is mainly suitable as detector or first 
ow-frequency amplifier. Characteristics are given below. 

Type Fil. Volts Fil. Amps.- 
i Max. 

HT. Volts 
I Amp. 
I Factor 

i 

Anode I 

i 

Resistance I 

Mutual 
Cond. 

I PRICE 
I 

____________ 
(Ohms) in/a V. I ____________________________________ 

L210 
I 

2 -1 
I 

200 
__________ 

I 
16 

I 16,000 I 10 
__________I 

6/3 I 

PD220 2 2 
i 

150 
i 17 I 10,000 I-7 i 7/- 

I P220 . 2 -2 110 66 - 2,200 
I 

8/9 
s. 
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expert nodded his head in agreement, will keep us in touch?" - - (Conaued 0m page 190.) 
188. -_-._-. 

piper mighty handsome, I'm not 
laisiag any objections just yet. The 
oniy snag is that the Duke has suc!- 
denly taken to darting off to the East 
Coast for night fishing, which he does 
all on his lonesome in a small boat. 

The Criminals' Chance 
"Baron Maestro insists T should still 

keep right on his darn heels for fear 
these enemies make this latest stunt 
their opportunity." The ex-inspector 
paused, and the foreigner took advan- 
tage of this to emphasise, in his fault- 
less English, the perfect oppprtunity 
presented to an evil-doer by this 
adventuring, for the space of hours at a 
time, into the dark, lonely night 
waters of the East Coast. The radio 

employed so that a following boat 
could keep just out of sight in the 
darkness, but withiñ hearing, and 
ready to draw close should any other 
boat be heard to approach. The 
Duke's 'stationary boat will make no 
noise, and neither will ours as we lurk 
close at hand in the darkness, but w&d 
quickly hear-" 

We ? "queried Blazer surprisedly. 
Yes, inspector, T feel the-the 

'hunch,' as you say, that terrible 
danger threatens the Duke ou these 
nocturnal expeditions, and it is is my 
duty to accompany you-I am sure 
you will not object to that. Per- 
sonally, I dislike the Duke intensely, 
Iut- Now, Mr. Dare, are you hopeful 
that radio cañ provide the link which 

radio expert into the 'phone, but 
suiçly you are failing 'just now to give 
the er-trailing the personal attention 
insisted upon ". 

': - 

-A "Sh'adow"Set 
"I'm doing that O.K-his duke- 

ship doesn't start his ifitting around 
till nightfall; my boys hang about 
the hotel during the daytime. But 
have you got any ideas? " returned 
the ex-inspector impatiently. Dare 
somewhat off-handedly outlined what 
he considered to be the only scheme, 
but added that he did not think it a 
particularly practical one. "Would the 
transmitter to be planted be a bulky 
affair?" asked Blazer. Dare admitted 
that as it had only to cover a very 

mine," observed the ex-inspector of 
police with some slight irritation. 
The well-groomed foreigner smiled 
and bowed slightly in Dare's direction. 

"That Mr. Dare is a friend of 
yours-!" he murmured apolo- 
getically. 

Well, to get back to the job of 
work," said Blazer, " Baron Maestro 
has retained me to act as a guardian 
shadow for his countryman, the Duke 
of, Kelsburg, who is a-holidaying over 
here. Seems there are some political 
enemies on his tail. But the Duke, 
says Baron Maestró, hates like poison 
the idea of being protected-which, 
by the way, don't make my work easy, 
seeing as he flits about like a butterfly. 
The Baron won't have me leave my 
men to the job, and as he's paying the 

u boats, and that in-.. 
volved planting a -. 

T I - - - small portable tràns- 
mitter on the Duke's 
boat and installing 

direction-finding i 
' apparatus on the 

. other. But it ìll ' - 

I 
p ,rI 

- seemed far too corn- 
plicated to succeed., 
Indeed, it is dubious 

i whether he would 
have made the sug- 

i gestion- had not 
Blazer put through 
an impatient call. 

- 

- "Your anxiety on - -- -- 
u b behalf of Mr. So- Seven of the huge British condenser insta1e, at the new and-so' - does you 200-kw. Prague broadcasting station. 

' 'credit," laughed the 

client of mine, and has commissioned 
meto--" 

A Dangerous Habit 
Excuse me, inspector," inter- 

rupted the Baron, holding up his 
hand, "before we go any farther it is 
necessary to impress upon Mr. Dare 
the necessity for the greatest possible 
secrecy." 

It is not necessary to do that, sir, 
confidences are just as much a line of 
Mr. Dare's business as they are 

in," said Blazer. 
Dare frowned thoughtfully. 
"But a small boat such as the 

Duke would use for solitary night 
fishing wouldn't be fitted with radio," 
he pointed out. 

Certainly not," interposed Baron 
Maestro, " but I thought perhaps 
the methods used by your Post Office 
-what you- call them ?-ah, yes, 
pirate-tracking wireless vans, could be 

Dare was not at all keen on - 
"getting in on "anything that did nòt 
call for direct applications of his pro- 
fessional skill; nevertheless there was a 
strong essence of romance.and adven- 
ture about the aflair which attracted 
him mightily. Therefore, he gave it 
considerable thought during the fol- 
lowing hour. 

Finally he came to the conclusion 
that there was only one way to arrange 

: a Ñdio link be- 
tween . two such- SEVEN GIANTS OF PRAGUE 

rl 

¿In incident conccrninr, a novel application of the "radio (Inh." 

'T'His," said Blazer, " is Baron 
Maestro." 

Dare shook hands with 
the tall, dark Silesian and invited his 
two visitors to sit down and make 
themselves comfortable. 

i should explain," continued 
Blazer, " that Baron Maestro is a 

but couldn't for the life of him see 
what it all had to do with him! He 
politely intimated as muôh and, as a 
hint, glanced at his wrist-watch. 

"The Baron has suggested it might 
be at least possible to keep within 
earshot of the boat by wireless, 
laddie. And that's where you come 

ring you at your difice, within 'the 
hour, Blazer." 

On theit way out the er-inspector 
drew behind Baron Maestro. - 

"It sounds wild, laddie," he whis- 
pered quickly in Dare's ear, " prob- 
ably nothing but imagination init- 
but the baron parts up widely-get 
in on it if you can-honestly." 

-Direction-Finding 
Difficulties 
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I'll not y it islinpossible, I dn 
like that word, but I can't at the 
moment see any way of doing it. 
However, let me think it over-I'll r - 
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No and yes to those queries," voluminous oilskins. At length he that, for the first time, Dare con- 
said Dare; "and now here's one for said something to the driver, and the ceived the idea that there was a great 
you. Why is it Brother Maestro limousine glided away into the deal more in the whole affair than the 
doesn't hand over his little bag of darkness. mere protection, of an important 
intrigue.3, fancy or otherwise, to A crunching of footsteps over the foreign potentate against " political 
the Special Brunch ? You .say .it's sand, a splashing of water, the sound (Continued on page 192.) 

A 
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n . 
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Ib 
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J O B "To almost every home-con- 
-- structor the name JB. stands 

for ' sòmething definite. It 
implies engmeering precision 

rn and sound design It is a 
guarantee that workmanship 

-....u and materials will conform to 
an exacting standard 

J 

' The J B "Dreadnought" 
I i Gang is of high electrical effi- 

' 
'I 11H ciency and completely screened. 

. 

." HI ' Extremely adaptable it may be 
- 

. mounted on either side or base ...- 
and used with either Drum or 
Disc Drive Very rigid con- 

t 
ft' 

struction Heavy gauge hard- - brass vanes Units are guar- 
aI1LLeU I11LCLIU lU VV 1111111 170 
and fitted with a 0001 mfd. 

- 1 trimmer in 'each stage. 
1. -, t.. 

I 

J B "DREADÑOUGHT" 
jJ2-gang 20/-. 3-gang 29/6. Capacity 0005 mfd. 

// - Other sizes and capacities Io order. - 

f Dimensions: End area 4.'," x 3V: length 2 per stage+i" 

PREC'ISJON INSTRUMENTS 

- - Specified in 

THE A.C. ECKERSLEY THREE 

J.B. Differential Reaction Condenser 

.0001 mfd..: - - - - ' . - 

That's great! " ei'cclaimed Blazer. 
"The Duke doesn't make his next 
trip to the East Coast till the day after 
to-morrow. I've got the boatman who 
hires him the tackle well palm-oiled, 
and it'll be as easy as falling off a 
house to get him to stow the trans- 
mitter away in one of the lockers. 
But will this thing make any noise 
while it's working ? And will it 
keep going for a long spell 

Night Adventures 

seemed to him so little. lt was ten 
o'clock, and the boatman had prc 
pa red the vessel and this was lying 
ready at the edge of the smooth sca. 
At first it appeared to the watchers as 
though the Duke was going to enter 
the hut, but the boatman said some- 
thing about lights, and so he wandered 
over to his car, preceded by the 
other's swaying storm-lantern, and 
there, in the glare of the headlights, 
briefly referred to various papers he 
produced from a pocket of his 

vital urgency." 
The others at once, albeit amusedly, 
gave their words." 

The Second Boat 
After a delay of about a quarter óf 

an hour the three men quietly took 
leave of the boatman and crept round 
to where a second boat was concealed 
behind a conveniently placed break- 
water. Caution was needed, for no 
one could say how far out the Duke 
had-rowed. It was at this juncture 

-continued from page 188 

short distance it could be, on the 
contrary, considerably smaller than 
the average portable receiver, 
although, he pointed out, it would 
take a day or two to get working, and 
he wo.uld have to accompany the 

shadowers," the first time at least; 
in order to test the apparatus. 

The mooii was hidden by clouds 
and the night almost impenetrably 
dark when, 'two days' later, a large 
limousine, deposited the Duke of 
Kelsburg at a lonely point on the 
coast 'near Clacton. Dare, who with 
Blazer and Baron Maestro watched 
the' arrival of the distinguished 
foreigner from a window of the un 
lighted boathouse, wondered why on 
earth he chose to come so far for what 

rowing," observed Dare, still keeping 
his voice low.. 

"The Duke craves the solitude of 
your true devotee of Izaak Walton," 
laughed Baron Maestro. "Now, 
gentlemen," he continued in a serious 
vein, "once more, have I your words 
of honour that nothinq. nothing of 
this night's incidents will be told to a 
living soul? I assure you, matters of 
state render such secrecy a matter of II 

MODERN WIRELESS 
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MITTER 

February; 1932 

not yours to reason why, but yours of squeaking rowlocks, and the Duke 
to do and debit! That's a crafty commenced his piscatorial adventure. 
oue 1" "Can't understand why he doesn't 

-: ........ take someone with him to do the 
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 -continued from page 190 

enemies." He wished he could have 
had a word or two with Blazer alone, - 

hut that was now quite impossible, 
for they were at the point of embark- 
ing and their vigil on the dark waters 
had begun. 

With a gentle ' throosh," followed 
by a bubbling, the boat was launched, 
and the time had come for Dare to 
attend to the wireless apparatus. 

Blazer silently plied the oars. 

The Unseen Watchers 
The radio receiver was an adapted 
wireless compass " for aeroplanes, 

and it could at once indicate the exact 

toucheà Blazer on the arì and 
whisperingly drew his attention to 
the illuminated needle, for, of course, 
this was now pointing directly at the 
boat with which they were to keep in 
unseen attendance. 

The ex-inspector chànged their 
course to agree, and slowly, silently 
bent himself to his task. Just visible 
in front of him, the Baron gazed con- 
centratedly ahead through powerful 
nightglasses; at the first glimpse of 
their quarry he would signal Blazer 
to stop rowing or to reverse their 
direction of movement as needed. 
They had planned to take up a sta- 
tionary position ou the far confines of 
the range of the Baron's exceptionally 
efficient binoculars. 

radio receiver. So long as that lantern 
remained lighted there was no need for - 

any artificial aid to observation. 

What the Light Showed 
Ever and anon tiny splashing 

sounds drifted across the intérvening 
darkness, but that was all there was 
to occupy their attention that quiet, 
windless night. 

Sounds aud lights carry excep- - 

tionally well over water, so both 
smoking and conversation were 
denied to the watchers. Subsequent 
to about an hour ánd a half of this 
deadly monotony, Dare came to the 
conclusion that -he would in future 
leave detective work to detectives, for 
although he still sensed a great deal 

MODERN WIRELESS February, 1932 

illuminated hand rotated around a and line. A pinprick of light sirang 
THE PORTABLE TRANS- small dial. The guiding signal grew into evidence; he had lit a small 

MITTER 
less and less in strength, until at last lantern. The Baron lowered hi 
it disappeared into inaudibility. He 1asses and Dare switched off the 
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direction from which radio signals 
of a pre-arranged wave-length were 
coming. Dare settled the head- 
phone.s he was wearing more corn- 
lortably, and twisted the two small 
dials on the instrument. Almost 
immediately he picked up the steady 
radiation from the -planted trans- 
mitter-it came in like the thin, sus- 
tained scream of a far-distant bat. 
He adjusted a screw device and an 

A Silent Vigil 
But they had headed some miles 

out to sea l)ef ore the Baron gave the 
signal to stop. Rhythmically the boat 
rose and fell to the lilt of the sullen, 
black sea as they remained tensely 
motionless. Then the silence was 
broken by a faint clattering from ahead 
as the lonely fisherman began to make 
ready for his night's work with hook 

MAGNUM SPAGHETTI' 
RESISTANCES undergo a special bakelising 

treatment and are immune 

f}s (New Process) from the inherent weaknesses 
associated with this type of 

) Resistance. Owing to their 
( reliability and freedom from 
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leading 
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several manufacturers. 

" 
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Receiver-Free on request. 

BURNE-JONES & 00. LTD. 

of the unusual in this apparently 
absurd interlude, he was also fast 
becoming terribly bored and tired. 
Eventually he began to nod and 
probably would have fallen asleep 
had not the moon suddenly broken 
out from behind a bank of clouds 
and irradiated the scene like a giant 
floodlight. It was so unexpected that 
it caught them entirely unawares, 

(Continued on page 1Ñ.) 
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any valve, without trouble and in no IÏ you see the two parts of the little W. J. GYLES 
time, in the right place. It is a plug- gadget ready to be joined together. Bournemouth. 
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The unit is made up on two small pieces 
of ebonite, to take valve legs and the 

sockets for a valve. 

kind, and the first thing to be done 
should be to insert a milliamineter 
successively after each valve, in order 
to state 'where distortion takes place 
or what valve is faulty. however, 
this is often neglected, because of the 
very nature of sets, the inaccessibility 
of connections to the anode of the 
valve concerned. 

Often the inilliamm. is inserted 
between the battery or mains unit, 
and the anode leads to the set itself, 
but it will be clear that only wrong 
results can be obtained in this way, 
especially in the case of parallel-feed 
systems. - 

'Checking Up Anode Current 
Therefore some time ago I con- 

structed a little device, which enables 
me to check up the anode-currnt of 

up the plate socket to one terminal 
and the plate pin to the other. 

Fig. 3 shows the whole plug- 
mounting device. 

Be sure you get " open " sockets, 
with a hole in the bottom, so that the 
projecting heads of the filament and 
grid pins will nicely fit in with them; 
a little soldering will do the rest. 

READY TO JOIN UP 
Z 63 

r'9®: 

h : 

The milliammeter is connected across the 
two terminals, the fle, lead on the right 

being for use with pentode valves 

The "M. W. " "Inter-A xials" 
Sir,-I should like to thank you for 

your details for making a free- edge 
çone loud speaker in your lastFebruary 
issue. I have made the Inter-Axial 
Senior using a Blue Spot Unit 66R. 
I have made it exactly to your speci- 
fication, and am amazedat the results. 
When I tell you we have been using' 
up to the present a horn speaker, date 
1922, you will readily understand how 
much we appreciate the difference. 'I 
have cut up the cabinet of my old 
"Transatlantic" Five to make a case 
,for the speaker. You will know by 
that what an old reader of yours I am, 
and that was not the first set of yours 
I made. I have been a regular reader 
ever since, and wish you all the success 
you deserve. 

Yours faithfully, - -: 

I may mention that I have something 
which might prove to be suil able for 
description under those headings. 
At least I think i will he of some 
ite rest to other readers and amateurs. 

It is a little gadget, which has saved 
me much trouble and tune. 

Amateurs and other radio people 
have often to check up sets of any 

HERE IS THE BASIS 

:L 

Fi&.L 

SHORT-AND SWEET! 
A UNIQUE APPRECIATION ON :. 
A POSTCARD TO THE EDITOR 
"Mude up ehersley Three 

us Dec.' Modern Wireless.' 
'GODBLESSECKED.SLßF!" 

J, 

idea for construction details. The 
instrument is a combinatiou of valve 
holder and valve pins. 

Fig. I (a) and (b) shows 2 pieces of 
ebonite; (a) drilled for containing 
4 sockets (valve holder) and 2 ter- 
minals, to which laterl on a mihliam 
meter is connected. 

Fig. 2 (a) and (b) gives the same 2 
pieces: (a) mounted, with 4 sockets 
and 2 terminals; and (b) with 4 pins., 

Terminal connections. 
Please note that plate pin and 

socket are cut off for some length 
and connections provided for wiring 

ing end ox tile WIi. 
I hope you will think it worth while, 

and meanwhile I remain, dear sir,, 
Truly yours, 

F. BRONK1IORST. 

Gorinchem, 
Holland. 

P.S-Please excuse plain English 

READY FOR THE METER 

- _i_c 
u - u_ 

11W r 
i- - 

A Helpful Milliammetsr Idea-Appreciatioa of the "Eckersley" Three- 
The " M.W." "Inter-Axials." 

From a Dutch Reader 
To the Editor, MODERN WIRELESS. 

Sir,-Herewith I beg to inform you 
that i am reader of your magazine 
for some two years, being always 
greatly interested in your valuable 
schemes and hints. 

Often you published interesting 
items from readers. In connection 

mounting device, to which a milliam- 
meter is connected. The only thing 
to be done is to take the valve out 
of its holder, plugging the device into 
the latter and placing the valve on 
top of it. And there von are. 

Enclosed is a drawing of the device, 
which I hope will give you a good 

the usual way), but that will require 
a little modification. 

For this purpose I use sothe inëhes 
of insulated wire, one end provided 
with an eyelet, the other with a pix. 

Use With Pentode 
Measuring a pentode first plug 

the pin of the wire into the centre hole 
of the valve holder, insert the plug- 
mounting-device and place the 
ientode on top of it, having before- 
hand fitted in the middle pin of the 
pentode with the eyelet of the remain- 

February, 1932 MODERN WIRELESS 

The device was intended for ordin- 
ary valves, not for pentodo. You 
may construct a special device for the 
latter (with 5 sockets and 5 pins in 
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Saturdciy,Programmes 
A considerable amount of contro- 

versy has been taking place in con- 
nection with the programmes broad- 
cast by the B.B.C. on Saturday after- 
noons. At present the air is empty 
on Saturdays between Z and 3.30 
p.m., except fr occasional sporting 

- t - - - 

New Leeds Land-line 
In a recent interview with the 
Daily Express," a BB.C. &fficial 

stated that a new land-line from Leeds 
'to Edinburgh should be in use "in a 
matter of weeks." This cable will be 
of the modern underground type, 
which is much more satisfactory for 

L94 - 

i..:.'; 
Controlling Fourteen Bands 

Mr. Hall began hiscareer with 'the 
London Midland nd 'Scottih Rail- 
way on Decembar 13th, 1922, and at - 

the age of 22 he lecame a pianist 
in the Midland Hotel 'Band at 

(Cost inned on page 196.).j -rd' 

RADIO NOTES àfld than the old pem;1c 

NEWS of the MONTH g c;:i 
- duties of the old Glasgow control- 

- 
. : - . 

room, the apparatus of which is to 
. 

:: ... . be scrapped. dinburgh will thus 

- 

become the centre of the land line 
. 

. system. The English line will come 

- 's 

ironi Iieweastle and lines sill also 
- -.. - 

. :. : jie taken to l4sgow, and through 
Seven-MetreTests Dundee to Aben1een, thus providing 

TT is reported that the i kw trans 
for use in connection with lot 

a comnmniation netwoik 
mitter items, and as quite a ot people 
theB BC e7 netretestsiSfloV, arenJ too keen on listening to for A Capable Conductor 

reads It is prhable, howe er, that instance a desciiptwn of a Bugger Mi Hariv Hall who will succeed 
this transiwtter will not be put into natch, complaints ha\ e been long Ja.ck Payne as B B C Dance Or 
use.:until the B.B.C. has moved to 1and Loud. -: .chestra conductor, will probably have 
BroaIcasting House. 

. We understand, however, that it a hard fight to win over some of. t.he 
If these 7-metre tests prove suc- is now extremely likely that someL most a.rdeit Jack Payne devotees, F 

cessf nl there will undoubtedly be sorne thing will be done in the near future but, judging by the great strides he 
very interesting, developments during to provide alternative. programmes has made in his career, heseems pretty 
the year. . 

: 
. 'on Saturday afternoons. . . capable-even of this hard task! - 

ingly.' The warning was tòo îat the 
"was' a'phaft of flame wTiich seemed to 
srn"g froth Bar'òñ Maestrò's ext'ended 
.hand, a Tónd report; und the Duke 
slumpedfward in a crumpled heap. 
Wit'h 'ií leap forward tli sent their 
boat rocking -da'ngeroul3", Blzer 
sprang at the 'gÍIé1iÍ " thrè 'was a 

grunt, a smothered exclamation, and a 
(splash as the attomatic pistol atruck 
-the water. - 

The ex-inspector pushed the Baron 
from him, slid back quickly, produced 
his o"n automatic with, the dexterit 

a conjuror, and àt menacingly 
o1ding it trained on the fallen man1 

f,honour, to say nothing itbout what The Last Act 
'has happened to-night--extracted 

'fron s-ou in advance, I know, But 
said Blazer, moving a bit farther 

hack. "Take 'the oars from the other boat, 
given. I trust, in accordance with all laddie, and park 'em on ours. Now, then, mister 

Baron, you can climb into the other boat just as 
th'ö traditional sincerity of the English quickly as you can without rocking ours too nudi. 

If you do that' or if you refuse to move, I'll plug !getleman? " - 

' 

you. After all; (lint is as good a way out as any 
-Blazer scratched his head -irritàbLy other?".,' - 

Baroi Maetró looked uncertainly at Dare, an'd 
with his eft hand 

; 
the other still then back again at Blazer's grim countenance. 

the automatic with unwaver- 
made the grimmer by the hard shadows eut on it 
by the bright moonlight, shrugged his shoulders ,gripped 

ing firmness. - 

and heaved himself lip. Re clambered circiun- 
spectly from the one vessel into the other.. 

Heck ! I reckon circúmstances "And what do we all do now?" he asked, as 

cases," he said, "but what's the 
he stood balancIng himself against th rocking 
movenssnt. 

'big idea ? 'Looks tome as though you 
'been 

"Dare and me-we slip hack as quickly as we 
can to keep our promises and say nowt? Your 

playing, young Dare ad, me-as future is in your own hands, Baron. You can 
'em 

a couple of dummies." ' ' ' 

use to try and paddle the five or so miles to 
land, or you can use 'em to tr and ss-ini it. 

You misjudge me, in.peèto'. A'S 
Somehow I don't think either's a good bet I " said 
Blazer nnhuuuiorouisly. 

.-continsed from page 19f?, 

and thy'Sa Idly; upi liv gaz in 
at the sharpfysilhouotted figtire f 

the Duke cronthingin-bis boat. And 
it was ptaily'tqbeeen tha't he.vás; 
reading by: the lght of a 
shielded laiitern BtÏt 'ii 'r*lpa- 
rently tied pTaèe' Ñj&èd ové'r 
the sea'Then -- - 

- i .,,. :. ¿ .o'; .._, sI2 

TheiFatàl:Shot 
" Sfop luth! 'tshoffld Dare aoíuii- 

" I simply could not reist the 
tenif)tation, gentlemen," -lìe muttered. 
"I hated him, and Silesia will be the 
richer for his despatch, though I 
appreciate the awkward position in 
which I have placed you. I-" 

That Promise of Silence 
You can tell all that to the 

sergeant at the police station," inter- 
rupted Blazer. "Take the oars, Dare 
laddie, and put back to shore." 

One moment, inspector; have I 
.uot-your solemn promise, your word 

unpremedftated. Shall we retirn 
Reniembet your promise; no one 
need be one bit the wiser. Mayb 
you would permit me to sink th4 
boat ? " -- 

For a moment Blazer said nothing,. 
then, without taking his eyes off the 
Silesian, he addressed Dare.. 

"Take the oars and pull over to the 
other boat, laddie," he requested. - 

The voun,z engineer, who had sat aghast at the 
tragedy he had sensed iag imminent and been 
unable to prevent, mechanically carried osa tht' 
instructions. They drew alongside the Duke's 
boat, and only one quicit glance was needed to 
show that it was, In tact, a boat of death. 

MODERN WIRELESS February, l932 

" Move-and you'll getvour medi- I havé already indicated; my personal 

THE PORTABLE TRANS- cine vithout a trial ! ' he grunted. feelings oyercame my duties as an 
- Baron Maestro slowly rai8ed - hts officer of State. This unfortunäte 

' head: he was smiling-nstilv. - contretemn8 is. believe me, auite 
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R.&A.'100'PERMANENT 
MACNET MOVING COIL ///' . 

REPRODUCER - 45_ 
ff - 

3-ratio Transformer to 
suit ali Power Valves i 2'6 

BluSH MADE 

iceproilufeLc 
Given an undistorted output. the 
reproduction of speech ajid music 
is, with the R. & A. ' loo,' as near 
perfection as has yet beeis attained 
by any type of speaker. Ask your 
dealer to demonstrate. If out of 
stock he can obtain at short notice 

R. & A 'TYPE 40' 
1 

REPRODUÇER 
- is the acknowledged leader in the 

Moving Iron Class. Chosen by 
Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., for use 
with the METEOR Ill Tdesi ui 
all types of receiver. 

Y P' Write us for Free Literature. 

REPRODUCERS & AMPLIFIERS 
LTD., 

FREDERICK ST., WOLVERHAMPTON 

- 

'I6'IC 
RESISTANCES 
n - 

IGRANIC 
SPAGHETTI 

RESISTANCES 
Supplied in t3 different sizes, 
from óoo ohms to 100,000 

ohms. . Prices from 6 D. 
- 

. 

i ......................................... - 
If you are unable to i - 9 

obtain Igranic Compon- PR ICE eats locally. Write to . 

Dept. J.1167. 
: 

.5'6 
lORAN IC ELECTRIC CO. LTD., 
149, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON 

IGRANIC 
POTENTIAL 

DIVIDER 
(Open Typai 

Has a total resistance 
of 15,oOo ohms, divided 
into eight equ« 
Wound on 
tube sin. diami 
long. Easy to 
simple to 
Maximum safe 
current 35 miE 

i 

february; p932 

1, 

_:- 

MODERN WIRELES 

" 

ED fiE. 

UNI OIL 3 
.. . Described 

in Modern Wire1es.' 
3anuary Issue. Sea below for 1REE 

- 
' 

R N .- 
A L . 

. 

- . 

. 

Constructional 
details. 

. 

E 
, 

i "GOLTONE" 
ULTRAØSELECTIVE 

. 
. 

' - 

DUAL RANGE COILS 
. 

' . 

Scientthcally 
designed 

to give the high degrce ot Selectivtv 
t 

necessary 
under Modern Broadcasting 

Conditions. 

. 
. 

-. ' 

These Coils incorporate 
a tapped Grid winding, and are wouad 

- 
. 

: with Hìgh-Grade 
Instrument 

Wire on a Genuine Bakelite Air- 
. 

.. 

cpaced Former and Base 

Adequate 
reaction is obtainable 

over both medium and lqng wave - 

,' 
. 

ipe 

band3. Range 200 to 600 and z000 to 2,000 metres. 

-: . - - 

/8 

Illustration 
shows Type DW/8 with Base and Termrnas 

(a 
- 

- 

. ' selected for the " UNI-COIL " 3). PriCe 5/-.. : 
4) 

From all first-class 
Rsdio Stores. Refuse substitutes-it 

any 

difficultysnted1rect 
RadioC-staloguewith 

- 

particulars 
of completerangesent 

on request. 
GOLTONE 

DW/8 
- - 

- 
- 

............. The outstanding 
perform- 

TUNER 

F R E E 
ance md ecellenc) in finish PRICE 

With every Dual 
PONENTS 

lead to theit 

R auge Coil 
is given 

s pee i f i ea t i o n in ALL 

lull detaiis for th " Modern Wireless' 
and 

Z 

constructOnothe 
"Popular Wireless" Circuits. 

- 

- 

id 

AClI 

- 

-; 

$' 
j.P.r1Icauul!uIeas,..... 

................ 
/ 

S 

- 
- °HZes 

- 
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MASTERS oH-KE MINS. 

10. FINSBURY STREET. LONDON. E.C.2 
(O,,e ,ninue frani Moorgale Und. Sin.) 

POST NOW'%1 
i ene1o.'e 3d. stumps for speciat ) 

M.Wj' List and others, Willi 
diagrams, of great vaine to lmateur 
Con.qf,uefanrs, 

M............................................................. 

A,7d,i'ss ................................................ -- 

trade. During September last sets to 
the value of 376,572 dollars were 
exported from the U.S. to Britain, 
Canada being next with 183,316, 
while Switzerland was third. 

British Scientist Honoured 
Professor E. V. Appleton, FRS., 

Wheatstone Professor of Physics at 
Ring's College, London. has been 
recent1yelected to the Vice-Presi- 
dency of the Ametican Institute of. 
Radio Engineers for the year ¡932. 
In 1929 Professor Appleton was 

known as the Copenhagen rating, is 
now in force. For over a year 
prior to the adoption of this new 
system, ratings were estimated by 
the Hague system, but it was found - 

that the definition required extension 
to indicate the actual percentage of 
modulation in use. 

Under the new system, 160-kw. 
transmitters, for instance, will be 
rated at 120 kw., and others will 
show similar reductions, but there 
will be no difference in the carrier 
power of the aerial. 

That's why the new Heavberd 
Model 'M.W.i 'Unit was choen. - 

a striking tribute. 
'The M.W.r' Unit is. a worth3r' 
successor to the famous 
Unit, but it has this advantage. 
It is fitted with LT. Earth 
Terminal which allows centre 
tapping of the LT. supply to be 
earthed or not, as desired, an en- 
tirely new feature in Mains Units. 
HEAYBERD 'M.W.1' UNIT .... 

Output 200 volts at 40-50 m,a Three 
H.T. tappings: 60-80 volts variable i 

S.G., 180 and 200 volta Laed, LT. 
4 volts lamps, for AC. valves. Centre i 

L.T. earth terminal. Westinghouse i 
Rectificatton. Neat Crystalline steel i 
case with bakelite panel. Complete 

and ready to switch on. 

1.21'6 

.3 YEARS' 
GUARANTEE 

- . According to the. "News Chron- 
idea" the Prince is no technician, and 
likes a receiver which is simple to 
adjust and dpesi't give any-trouble. 

More Portable Police-Radio 
Experiments are being carried out 

in Bradford which if successful will 
result in every member of the Bradford 
City Police Force' carrying a nimia- 
ture wireless receiving set as part of 
his equipment. 

This set will be complete with ear- 
phones, and will be' sniall enough to 
be tucked away in the policeman's 
helmet. A transmitting station would 
be et up at police headquarters, 
with an unvarying wave-length, arid 
re-arranged signals, would warn con- 
stables when on their beats. 

Growing Exports 
Tn 1931 exports of wireless receiv- 

A YOE 

. mg sets from the United States. to 
Great Britain rose in value to £375,000 
as compared with £60,000 in 1930. 

Recent returns showthat Britain 
forms the most important market for 

. the United State wireless 'export 

stations! ' 

Only 'Ten SurvÊvors! 
When: the National Broadèasting 

Company of New York recently re- 
quired a. new announcer they set 
applicants for the post the folIowin 
test. They were asked to say: "The 
seething sea ceaseth and thus the 
seething sea sufficeth us." 

It is not very surprising to learn 
that only teu of tlie2,500 candidates 
survived, 

Turkish Piratés 
According to the latest estima.tes..' 

received, Turkey holds the record as. 
regards wireless " pirates," for in 
that country licence holders are out- 
numbered. by pirates to the extent of 
300 per cent. The number of wireless 
licences in force in Turkey is about 
5,000, but it. is believed that the 
number of people eñjoying radio pro- 
grammes is actually about 20,000. 

The Copenhagen Rating 
A new system of rating the power of 

European broadcasting transmitters, 

HEAYBERD 
M.W.1' UNIT 
Specially chosen for 

'ECKERSLEY 
A.C. THREE' 
'Modern Wireless" wanted the 
best Mains Unit for the' Eckersiev 
AC, Three'; they wanted high 
etficiency, silent operation and 
sterling quality. 

only 32 years of age - - 

The Prince î New Set 
The Prince of Wales has just bought 

a new all-electric receiver for. ue in 
St. James' Palace, states the " News' 
Chronicle." The Prince's ne* set is a 
four-valver-a self-contained model 
which can be plugged in to any alter-' 
nating electric light socket. The 

'i Prince likes a set whkh will give him 
foreign stations, for he is interested in 
listening tó sil .the chief broadcasters 

f Europe. 

being taken up nationally. An 
alderman 'of Newcastle, who was one 
of th eomplainers, described thè 
interference as being like " gun shots 
in the loud speaker! 

:A Very TinySet! 
Princess Elizabeth is to have her' 

very own wireless set: It will be a 
very tiny set, and it will be installed 
in the model cottage which the Welsh 
people are presenting to her.' The 
set, although small, is guaranteed to 
be quite capable df getting foreign 

¿ç 

MODE WIRELESS FebÑiry, 1932 

awarded th Marris Liebmann 

RADIO NOTES AND 
- NEWS OF THE MONTH during wireless progress that year. 

¿J ' 

-coiiinned from page 194 

Loud-Speaker,"Gun Shots" 
-. - . - Newcastle listeners who live near 

Manchester. Before lon however, he tram routes recently put up a very 

4 
- 

was promoted to the çonductorship7 

strong complaint to the tramway 
. 

and eventüally th the music director- authorities in connection with the 
.. , , - 

'& ship of all the L.M.S. hotels. This problem of tramcars spoiling their 
latter position inyolved the controlling wireless reception, and we under-. 

- 

of fourteen bands-and he was then - stand that as result this matter is 
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41M.P. or 41M.X.P., Marconi or 
Osram M.L.4, Mazda AC/P. or 
A.C./P.1, Tungsram P.414, Eta 
D.W.1003, etc. 

:Here, however, we must draw your 
attention to the bias resistances. 
Those shown on the diagrams are 
the nearest obtainable in Spaghetti. 
form for one particular selection o! 

(Continued on page 198.) 

THEY ALL. 
R ECO M M 

bS 

Ask your'dealer or write to us for list. I Any pone! size cut. cosh or .O.D. I by return. 
BRITISH HARD RUBBER CO., LTD., 
PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX. 

, 

.aii 
PERMCOL 

ASIt FUIt 

PICTURE SHOW 

WifO'S WHO 
ON THE SCREEN 

(1931 Edition) 

(du Sale 1verywhe,'c - - - (hi. 

6r 0t-, 

6 

arley 
.ldvrrt. of Oliver ¡'cli Control Ltd., 
Kinanwun ¡Iosae, 103, Kinonuuu. 

London. W.C.2. 

again care must be taken that no 
mixing of these wires takes place. 

The rest of the construction is 
perfectly simple, and no snag of any 
sort should be encountered. 

When the set has been completed 
the procedure for operation is as 
follows. In 'T valve holder insert an 
indirectly-heated A.C. valvè of the 
order of the Mazda AC/ilL., Mullard 
354V., Cossor 41M.H,L., Marconi or 
Osram M.H.4, Tungsram A.G.4100, 
Eta D.W.1508, etc. 

In the second stage (V2) you require 
a valve of the order of the ossor 41 

M.L.F., Mullard 164v., or Six-Sixty 
4 Det. AC.; do not use a valve of the 
H.L. type here, except the Osram or 
Marconi M.H.L.4, or you may get 
serious overloading and conse4uent 
distortion. 

The output stage needs t Cossor 

suitable also for the new DC. Valves. -. - . 

Send 2d. postage for 75-pp. Illustrated .- ===' 
Catalogue and Manual giving details. oJCril" 

0f the Bulgin Technical Service. . 

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD., ABBEY ROAD BARKIÑC ESSEX. GRANGE WOOD 
Losdon Show, ooms:9, IO. II, Cursitor St.. Choocery Lsne. E.C.4. Telephone: Hotborn 2072 

3266 & 3267. 

THERMO..CONTPQLSwITC H 

i.. 
jàwing 

- 
. 

. .*ø .Ó 
J, 

The only . Ebonite 
- 

s $ guaranteed never to 
spoil your set by 

discolouring. 
Black, Mahogany or Wal- . nut finishes with an amaz- 

ing mirror polish. Easy to 
cut and drill and costing 
only 4/6 for 7"x18' panel. 

OVER 500 
BIOGRAPHIE S 
OF FAMOUS 

FILM STARS! 
Scenes and Casts of this 
Year's Best PICTURES 

- etc., etc. 

output con4ener, and the other lead 
joins the 25,000-ohm resistance to the 
output choice. Don't get these leads 
mitecl up, or your set will not work. 

- Valves to Use. 
Thróugh hole 15 go two leads as 

follows: One from the cathode 
terminal of the V2 valve holder to the 
2-mfd. condenser and 600-ohm resist- 
ance, and the other from the anode of 
V2 to the 25,000-ohm resistance. Here 

WHAT happens wheis you 
switch on your All-Mama 

Set? There is a sudden surge 
of curreiit at a potential of 400 
nr more volts, due to the (act 
that the Valve Cathodes are not 
sufficiently heated to give full emission. \Vhat is 
the obvious remedy? 

FIT A- 

BULCIN 1HFRMU DRAY SWItCH 
Which will automatically apply the HT.. 30 
sèconds after the L.T. It is simple to matai, per- 
fect in operation and low in price. Type" B "is 

PRICE 

PATENT PEN DING. 

7'6 EACH 
Type "A," 4-volt (35 watts) Heater 
Trpe "B,"75.volt(35 watts) Heater 

February, 1932 

THE A.C. ECKERSLEY 
THREE, 

-continued from page 115' 

different pomts, and it is, of course, 
important that these leads do nöt 
become mixed up. 
- To make things clearer, then, we will 
just v.erify the diagram verbally. 
Through hole 4 go two leads. One 
goes from the LS. terminal to the 

PRO LO - . ---. n- 

MODERN -WIRELESS - 

«LIFE: 
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Make - - 

The DAILY SKETCH 
YOUR Picture Paper. 

ossor 4 }M.L.F.. .. Resistance, 600 ohms 

M011ard 104V ..... Resistance, 750 ohms 
Mazda A.C.IP. . .. Resistance, 600 ohms. 
Mazda A.C./P.1 .. Resistance, 700 ohms 
Si.Sity 4P.A.C. -. Resistance. 750. ohms 

198 

quite critical. 
The series aerial condenser can be 

used as a volume contror for powerful 
stations on the medium wave-band, 

(Continued on page 199j 

orglIia StfCt - - - 

not wvte 0_ghtn 

I trie Lt1., 
OCnt1arn, X7. 

0tteIIha 150 

tics and then to choose the best bias 
resistance value to suit them. 

To aid you in your choice we give 
here a few valves suitable for the 
L.F. and output stages of this set, 
and the nearest available bias resist- 
ance values. - 

L.F. ST WE 
Mullard 164V ..... Resistance, 1,0)0 ohms 
Six-Sixty 4DetA.C. Resistance, 809 ohms 

(tse 300- and 500-ohm 
spaghettis in series). 

Osram M.H.L.4 .. Resistance, 350 ohms 
Marconi M.H.L.4 .. Resistance, 350 otìms 

minimum or disappears. It should be 
practically inaudible close to the 
speaker, and in most cases will be 
quite inaudible. 

Some Final Hints 
lf it is bad you will piobably have 

to try the extra choke and condenser 
already mentioned. 

With the " huindinger ' adjusted, 
the set is ready for use. It is tuned 
in the usual way, and you will find 
that the tuning on the second dial is 

[Çeapest PERFECT Contact 
Lectro Lins. Lsd. 254, V.h,U Bridge Road. S.W.P 

IND1VIDULIIY 
i7 E ao not manUlaCtu 10dis- 

crimiflatY everS' component 

and accesS°Y known to radio 

we pVOUc rotais switches and 

anti- micY0ph02 va1veho' 

hch are quite delnitetY the 

finest n the 0rld For your 

own you should incorporate 

Benjamin comPofletS in you( set 

any harm. . - 

Reckoning Resistance 
- On the other hand, if a 300 nominal 

resistance is used this may be onty" 
285. and cannot well be above 315, so 
that you may be very much too 10 
in value without ever reaching the 
correct figure. 

There are so many peculiar resist- 
ances required by the nominal charac- 
teristics of the various valves that it 

;is impossible where easy home con- 
struction is concerned to get the 
resistance dead right, especially as in 
practice the valves vary somewhat. 
So if you decide to use valves different 
from those specified as used in the 
original set., don't forget to get as 
iear as you can to their characteris- 

on the set, and the flex to the mains 
- (either electric light or power plug) is 
plugged into the other socket. 

The LT. terminals on the power 
unit are connected to the 'LT. flex 
on the set, the centre terminal (E) 

'on the unit being left unconnected; 
H.T. + i goes to the variable tapping, 
on the unit, and H.T. + 2 to the 
maximum tap; HT. -, òf course, 
goes to 1iT -. o the unii. 

Switch the -set on, and without 
tuning a station in, but with .aeria[ 
and earth connected, listen for hum. 
If there is none, well and good, but if 
there is a background, turn the set 
on it-s side and with it still in operation 
adjust the position of the slider of the 
." humdinger" potentiometer with a 
screwdriver until the hum is at a 

-. 

-- TOR 

From wi ¡Je/e, f,hje, 'il ou r 

-Spaghetti resistances are used, becausç 
the accuracy of these í only to sorné 
5 per cent as a rule. Also it will be 
noticed that the Cossor 41M.P. really 
needs 320 ohms. We have used 350 
ohms and not 300 ohms (the two 
'néarest figures obtainable) because it 
is better to over-bias than to use too 
little, and with a 5 per cent possible 

- : error you may quite easily get clown 
_to 335 or a 350 resistance or up to 365, 

neither of which variations will cause 

10x1,000 
R 

20 
(multiplying by I 000 

- to compensate for the fact that the 
20 is in 1/1,000lh- amp., i.e. milli- 
amps.) 

R = - X 1,000 = 500 ohms. 

The Potentiometer - 

-. 
- With the valves in position the set 
can be connected up.. The power 

- unit is plugged in one of the sockets 

 
gives it a 

better connection 

1V!GRuPk 

i zicrii 
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valves-the detector has no bias, so 
it does not come into the calculation- 
the Cossor 41M.L.F. in the Y, 
position, and also for the output 
valve, Cossor 41M.P. 

1f you use other valves you must 
ascertain the correct bias resistance. 
For instance, thern Cossor 41M.X.P. 
needs 300 ohms. 

Such bias resistance adjustment 
can only be approximate if average 

The calculation of the required 
resistance is quite easy. You have 
the anode current of the valve flowing 
through the resistance, and by the 
valve-makers' curves you can see the 
anod current at the required HT. 
voltage,and also the grid-bias voltage 
necessary. 

So we have by Ohm's law 

I 

R 
- Bias volts required - Anode current in amps. 

Suppose we have a valve taking 
10 volts negative bias at 20 milliamps. 

MODEJN IRLES February, .1932 

Cossor 41M.P ..... Resistance 35() ohm; 
Cossor 41M.X.P. .. Resistance, 300 olim,4 

THE A C !CKERSLEY Osram M.L.4 .... Resistance, 350 ohms 
Marconi M.L.4 .. Resistance, 350 ohms 

'l'LI t) U' U' 
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connected directly to opposite ends 
of the input circuit, without any 
blocking condenser, there is no noces- 
sity to make a compromise between 

quality" and the size of the grid 
condenser as in power grid, detection. 

Further, since any high-frequency 
energy in the output circuits of the 
two valves will be in phase-opposition, 
there is no chance of its being trans- 
ferred to the audio-frequency stages, 
Since both grids are connected through 
a. high-frequency winding, they are in 
parallel so far as the low-frequency 
components are - concerned, because 
this winding offers very little imped- 
ance to L.F. currents. The result 
is that the rectified currents are added 
together in the output, although, as 
previously stated, radio-frequency 
components are concelled out. - 

Super-liet Adaptors. The new scheme 
of Empire broadcasting should help 
to foster a still keener interest in the 
reception of broadcast programmes 
between 16 and 60 mettes. One 
of the simplest methods of using a 
standard type of broadcast set for this 
kind of reception is to fit it with the 
well-known . ".Kelsey" Short-wave 
Adaptor. Another alternative is to 
pply a super-hot adaptor. 

This consists of a local òscillator 
\a!ve which is adjusted so as to 
"beat" with the incoming short- 
wave signals and convert them into a 
'longwave "intermediate frequency." 
The coiiverted waves are passed 
through the high-frequency stages 
of the broadcast receiver, which 
then really functions in the same 
way as the intermèdiate-fre4uency 

PHOTOCRAPUS and Lint kree-trom sole makers 
PICKETTS. Piano-Tone Cabinets (MW.) 

Works, Albion Road, Bexleyhrth. 

I AUTHOliS & COIIIPOSERS I 
I ore invited to forward MSS of all descriptions for I' 
I prompt publication. Piction specially relnired. and I 

£50 offered in Cash Prizes for Poem,. Advice and cur. I 
rent list, free. Addre,a ARTHUR H. STOCItWS2,L. I 
Ltd., 29, 2,udgate Hill, London. Established 1898. 

-SOLVE ALL- - 
H.T.' TROUBLES/BATrERIES 

Per ,.ox. Nel. No.2. 
c.d. 4. 

ITAYIEX4 Jars)waxed). i 7 14 
Sac, . . . i 2 1 9 Zinc,. . . - io ii 
Rubber Bande (24) \.-. SELF -) Terminal, - 8 18 

Trade supplieS. 

T Sample doz. (18 volts), completa with 

r, 
LONG LIFE SILENT : ECONOMICAL 

bands and electz'olyta. Ne.l..411' No. 2. 
5/. pont Sd. terminals extra. No. 3. 

"-i- niOb terminals. 7/6(10.000 miIU-ampc); 
sample unjt'id. Orders 19/- carr. paid. 

New 

iliuctrated catalogue poct iree. 
FREE Bargain List of Receiver,. 

i Ampliiers and Componente. 

I ..M.TAYLØR; 51, Studley Road. 
Stockwell, London. 

without a lot of searching. The first 
dial is not at all critical, and this 
need not be calibrated. 

BROADCASTING IN 
REVIEW 

4ì -conhnued from pmge 14 4. 

arranged in push-pull ac±oss a tuned 
HF. circuit. As the two grids are 

.irequency over a comparatively short 
path. 

Actually, the generated frequency 
depends in part upon the grid voltage 
which attracts the electrons, and the 
plate voltage which repels them. 
High-frequency oscillations measuring 
only a few inches in length are pro- 
duced in this fashion, aud can be 
modulated to carry speech in the 
ordinary way. 

On Short Waves 

.-tth't. eJE, l'iut, 1 Leo. J Ld..tJuieeseoiy. Powier Rnd..'l,i.r. 

PtCKETTS 

V CABINET 
YOUR RADIO-GRAM 

) 

Li : usu BY B.B.0 .... 
Fo,no,u Eriaineers.' 

W t, Leadino Expert. 
The nort Chut people 
Sound conotruetton-gracefui 

desire to pOocecn and bee 
design-piano univ 

PIAN0 TONE and Toue Chamber len- 
proveo your Speaker-yields 
au amazing body of tone- 
without distortion. 

Sent ON APPROVAL-direct Croen the ,sakeri. 
631- up to £15. Cash or deferred. 

but on the long wave3 it should be 
placed at minimum, in which position 
it is automatically shorted out. 
Reaction will be found to be rather 
more vigorous than in the ordinary 
battery set, and should be. adjusted 
carefully. Varying the potential on 
the detector by means of the variation 
provided on the mains unit will 
enable smoother reaction control to be 
obtained. 

To those not used to the Extenser 
- we would point out the fact that 

these ingenious tuning devices auto- 
matically change the wave-band, and 
the Cyldon Extenser scales are marked 
in two colours. 

The medium wave-band is shown 
in black (from O-100), and the long- 
wave figures in red. Thus you can 
tell at a glance on which wave-band 
you are tuning. 

The tuning ot the second dial i 

critical, and it is suggested that as 
stations arc found the reading of this 
dial be logged, so that it shall he 
easy to revert to these stations 

"H.T. "on the Grid. 
The ordinary type of back-coupled 

valve will not oscillate at wave- 
lengths of this order, because the time 
taken for the electrons to travel 
across the valve from the filament to 
the plate is too great. Bark-hausen 
and Kurz have, however, developed 
a method of using a valve with the 
grid biased at a high potential 
relative to the plate. 

Under these circumstances the 
electrons are more restricted in their 
movements. Instead of passing 
directly from filament tó plate, they 
are first attracted to the grid, and 
then shoot past it until they come 
under the influence of the negative 
charge on the plate. This repels 
them back towards the grid, and 
beyond it, until they are again drawn 
back by its positive charge. The 
consequence is that the electrons are 
kept oscillating from one side of the 
grid to the other, ,at very high 

i WANDERFUSE 
Fuse and wander plug combined. Lies 
flat on battery top-takes no extra space. 
Use one In the H.T.- lead to protect 
valves and H.T. supply. Fitted without 
tools. Complete with 150 MIA 

/ tuse. Reduced f,om i/6 to 

SINGLE 
BASEBOARD 

FUSEIIOLDER 
The best method of mounting fuses inside 
a set. Complete with amo. 

1/- luge. Reduced from 13 to 

____ TWIN 
BASEBOARD 

FIJSEIIOLDER- 

fuses for mains 
___________ 

with two 1 amp. 

leads. Reduced 
from 3/6 to 

- 

- 2'6 
.S,,«ac luge-s of «U ratiuijs 0 enel.. 

(6o rn/a, io ,,t/a, , 1, 2 & 3 amp.) 

k BELLI NG.LE'EHl 
1IF 

EVERY RADIÒ'CONNECION 

- 

February, 1932 MODERN WIRELESS 

-last year or so in the production and 
In 

I 
R E D U C E D THE A.C. ECKERSLEY use of ultra-short waves. this 

connection it will be remembered that 
THREE telephony signals were recently trans- I F U S E PR G ES I 

-continued from page 198 mitted across the English Channel, 
and between various other points, on 
a wave-length of seven inches. FUSE - 

rililillin 
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Le shut down to reduce it, 'and the 
reaction then increased to make up 
for the loss in strength of the desired 
programme. 

But in conditions where there is 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 
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it i rather outside the scope of this 
article to give full constructional 
details, but the broad idea is illus- 
trated in Fig. 8. V1 is the first H.F: 
valve, and V2 is a detector valve. 
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possible to make good use of a 
%olume control in co-operation with 
a reaction control. The key to the 
matter is that the reaction control 
varies only the station which is. in 
tune, hut the volume control varies 
the 8trength Qf all reteived trans- 
missions eqmilly. ... 

Reducing Interference 
So if an interfering station is caus- 

ing trouble, the volume contro! should 

control fuIt on so as to make sure ground of mush, atmospherics, ctc., 
that th receiver is not being over- comes up to strength during fdes 
loaded -. -. and dies d4wn during trong periods. 

But that is not likely te hcôthe a 

Automatic Control. - universal system.. 
... ... r.-- 

Of course the acme of laziness is . . . . . ... . 

to iiake. the receis'e do its_ o'u JIiliIilllIlLlIlIIlIIlIlllIlIJlIllIU!llilLlIiIIlptiITllIIIltthRlI 

volume controlling I That is very 
. MAIE SURE O ïòthC:: - 

useful when long distance listening NEXT MONTH S 
because otherwise fading inkes it n : 
necessary to keep a hand alvys on "MODERN WIRELESS" the volume control. -.. -: -.- 

- 

" c',Jointontrols .... 

: Oiì system, for,, say, a powerful 
- - 'super-hot isa Fig. I control with a- 

potenticmet.erof -25 ipegohm coupled 
T on the same shaft and connected m 

the. grid 'eircuit 'of the power valve 
(Fig. fi). If resistance coupling is 
used, then this potentiometer may 
take th tacoÍh grid leak. 

The 'two controls ..are, of course, 
couples o-that when the condenser, is 
entirely., interleayed oñ the earth 
side, the ot.cntiòmeter slider is also 
at the lower end, away from the grid. 

It wis inentimned 'earlier that it is 

: -Fairly, good i'esult are obtainable, 
however,' phrticùlarly with moving 
coils, ' if 'a pofentiometer is used 
(Fig. 7). The, resistance is not critical, 
bít riia' btì'about twice the impedance 
of thé 'loudspeaker, say, 5,OO() ohms 
for añ' órdin)ry cone speaker con- 
ncted straight across it, and 25 ohms 
for a low-ithpedance moving coil. 

The 'uality is not .preserved 
absolutely intact at all settings by 
this method, but is generally satis- 
factory. - -It. is very important, how- 
ever, to 'adjust the strength to the 
maximum you will want; at the 

reñé,','with the loud-spea Ver volume 

with an ordinary set, with which one 
has to rush for the viume control ' 

- when tuning -past the 'local station 
or else endure the wrath of other 
members of the household for creating 
such a row.' . - . . 

With an: automtic'ally-controlIed: -) 

- set all stations sound much the same - 

in st'rength. The level to which 
the volumo is automatically broùght. - 

in each case can be set by an ordinary 
hand controL ' . 

Listening to a station which 1ado 
is peculiar ; the programme remains 
much the same strength throughout'i' - 
(unless itfade3 right out), but the back- 

-continsed7ron páge 141 

the first control, which nay suitably 
Le of the Fig. i type, so there ino 
risk of badlyoverlpading the pfevioiis 
;valve. - 

The second control has the advan- 
tage that when one is working at low 
loud-speskr volume,-hum and valve 
noises è reduced, too, giving â quiet 
backtroun4. - - -. 

Many listeners take the loudspeaker The more powerful the station the - 

into another room, and find it a - niore the amplification is reduced by 
nuisance, to have tp gç right to the the bias voltage. 
receiver to bring the programme up in - ' 
strength- or -to ..quieten it a bit, and. Slight Variations Only -- 

wnt s6nie hort of volume control .- By proportioning the circuits pro- . - 

at the loudspòhker. . - perly it can be arranged so that 
Therè i ño entirely satisfactory. variations in signal strength are auto- -. 

inexpensive method; a variable re-.- matically éompensated. Of course, 
sistance in sies o in parallel has the volume must vary a little in order 
a bad effect on quality,- making 

: to bring about the controlling effect, 
shrill or broken. - . - but the variation is much less than -- - . j 

MODERN WIRELESS 

- little interférence it is undesirable to 
work with utmost reaction and the 

ALL- ABOUT VOLUME prcesscn e reversd, to the dvan- 
CONTROL tage of quality of reproduction. 

February,. 1932 

When a station is tuned-in the 
anode current of V2. fails, and the 
voltag across R falls 'with i, thus 
biasing the grid of V1 negatively. 
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